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Comment

Challenge of Ethnic Conflict

The

Secession as an approach to solving
major common j
of the world today is ! the dilemma of state and nation typically
the fundamental dilemma of the
only raises further problems, however.
For
the
modern
nation-state.
How
can
region seeking “selfdetermination”
typically harbors its own
particularistic and often antagonistic

o

ne

of

the

concerns

identities be reconciled with the
unifying mission of the modern state?
More especially, how can this be done
in

a

Political theorists and actors have

responded to this question with widely
different strategies.
Many have

a

state of its own.

nineteenth century,

vote-should “self-determination” take

In the

place? And if, as is almost always the
the agitants for secession contain

European state-building and nationbuilding projects, where various

case,

principalities and autonomous polities
were forged into a common whole united
by language and some sense of shared
origin, experience, and culture.

would-be minorities of their own, what

within their claimed

has been not to
bring people together but to break them
apart through secession of one group
from a state or empire dominated by
some “other” people. Here, the political
leaders of an aggrieved people have
sought to establish coincidence between
nation and state by reducing the size of
the state to fit the particular nation, thus
giving territory and sovereignty to what
had previously been an oppressed ethnic
minority. This strategy has enjoyed
international legitimacy ever since
Woodrow Wilson took the United States
into the First World War in part to defend
the principle of self-determination, and

territory actual

or

rights do these minorities have? If the
“primary” minority can secede from the
state, may not the “secondary” minorities
secede from the “primary” minority? As

A second strategy

the

states of

new

institutionally

Africa and much of Asia

state-building and at nationbuilding. The result has not only been

political instability and
repression (carried out by leaders
desperate to hang on to power and by
dominant groups anxious to preserve their
hegemony) but also ethnic rioting,
conflict, and civil war. A conservative
chronic

estimate would count at least half the

of Sub-Saharan Africa-including
Angola, the Democratic Republic of
Congo, Mozambique, Rwanda, Burundi,
Uganda, Ethiopia, Somalia, Sudan, Chad,
Nigeria, Liberia, Siera Leone,

states

Zimbabwe, and South Africa-have

experienced since their independence
deaths in the thousands
on ethnic or racial

either civil

dismemberment attest, subethnic or
subnational cleavages may increase

from violence based

level.
In their anticolonial struggles and
postindependence political endeavors,

Asian, African, and Middle Eastern

political leaders followed a third strategy
of state-building and nation-building. In
striving to mute cultural differences or
merge them into broader, overarching
political identity owing allegiance to a
strong, centralized state, their efforts in
many ways paralleled (and were modeled

especially since it was written into the
very first article (Section 2) of the United
Nations Charter. Throughout this
century, “self-determination” has been
the international justification not only for | on) the Italian, German, and other
anticolonial movements but for the i European success stories. Although this
struggles of minority peoples everywhere j strategy yielded success when different
seeking a state of their own; the peoples coalesced in opposition to a
Annenians, the Kurds, the Kashmiris, the common European colonial oppressor,
Igbos, the Eritreans, the Katangans, the postindependence “nation-building”
Sri Lankan Tamils, the Philippine Moros,
projects in the Third World often failed
the Karen of Burma, the Southern
miserably, particularly in Africa. India
was a stunning exception, uniting more
Sudanese, the Basques, the Quebecois
(Irredentist movements by minority than 500 princely states with the fonner
peoples in one state to join politically territory and overcoming severe linguistic
divisions-but
not
without
first
with ethnic kin who predominate in a
neighbouring state form a subtype of this experiencing the bloody trauma of
tendency.) Though frozen by half a partition. In most cases, decolonization
produced new states whose boundaries
century of communist rule, such
had been drawn artifically for the political
secessionist and irredentist pressures
have a long history in Eastern Europe,
purposes of the colonizesrs, and not (as
in Europe) forged through a more organic
which is now being revived and events
in the Balkans bear testimony to this
political (even if at times also coercive)
ethnic reawakening.
process of unification. Many of the
SAFKM JULY 1999

histories

politically insecure, and ethnically riven,

the creation of Pakistan and then its 1971

sharply in salience once a larger cleavage
is removed through the redefinition of
state boundaries. The problem of learning
to manage and process diversity does not
disappear, but only recedes to a different

.

Poor in resources,

even

another.

failed both at

there often coexist

this led to the great

one

the
boundaries that should circumscribe the
state. Even within the same ethnic group
are

quite different political
contended, often with the support of conceptions of the desirability of
passionate and broad nationalist ' secession. By what process-and, if
movements, that every national people
electorally, by what percentage of the
should have

traditions, and

of mutual hatreds for

shallow, internationally dependent,

groups

constitutes “the nation” and what

democratic state?

and cultural

and, not infrequently,
multiple ethnic or nationalist movements
with different conceptions of what

minority

group

postcolonial states were composed of
groups with radically different political

war or

divisions.
The human toll of these and other

political failures has been horrendous;
half

a

million deaths and eleven million

refugees from the 1947 partition of the
Indian subcontinent;
million deaths during

an

estimated

one

the Nigerian civil
war (1967-70); several hundred thousand
deaths during the ethnic and political
terror of Idi Amin (1971-79) and Milton
Obote (181-85) in Uganda; tens of
thousands of deaths and 600 000 persons

displaced during a decade of ongoing
civil

war

hundred

estimated 2.5 million

of

and

an

result
the former Yugoslavia; well

in
half

wars

over

than two

in Sri Lanka; more
thousand deaths

estimated

a

refugees

as a

million deaths and

more

than half

a

an

million

refugees in Rwanda in fighting between
the Hutu and the Tutsi. More than ten

million

people have died from ethnic

conflict since the Second World War.

Clearly, the costs associated with
failed states and riven nations

are

With the end of the Cold War,
the retreat of ideology, and the resurgence

enormous.

of

competing ethnic and nationalist

identities, the problem of ethnic conflict
has never been more urgent. The
international

community should, through

the United Nations, be more and more
involved in ethnic-conflict management.
Where

political institutions that disperse

power, protect minorities, and reward
moderation are planted early enough,

democracy and peace can prevail»
3
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LETTERS

Dear Editor

Elections Wake up
Your editorial

raised

Call
The article

on

elections in Southern Africa, in your

May edition,

interesting issues. Keep it up!
point that you raised that still needs to be
emphasized. This is the issue of preparation and conduct of elections
themselves. Because I believe that the process is as important as the
some

There is however, one

outcome.

This letter has been

prompted by the postponement of elections in
neighbour Mozambique. Is it a case of both
countries having been exposed to the same flue?
Malawi was supposed to have held its elections in May but were
shifted to June. The Mozambique ones were planned for October but
they are now postponed to either November or December.
One cannot actually rule out the possibility of the Mozambican
elections being postponed further until next year given the fact that
November/December could be raining.
The main reason, among others, given for the postponement of the
elections in these two neighbouring countries is that voter registration
has not been completed in time for elections to go ahead.
This raises the question of whether voter registration must be a oneoff event done after every five years and only a few odd days before
elections or a continuous process?
both

Malawi and its

f would like to believe that since most countries in

SADC, if not the
of Africa, have electoral commissions and commissioners who work
full time and paid as such; voter registration must be a continuous process

by Nomore Sibanda on
the Trade Union Movement in SADC
makes sad

reading. Why is it that our
regard the labour
movement as the number one enemy?
Botswana for instance, is regarded as
a model of
democracy and yet it treats
government

its workers with

contempt! It is
saddening that in Botswana, Just like
in other countries such

as

Zambia, “It

is difficult to go on a lawful strike”.
Or is it that governments are scared
of the

(potential) political muscle of

the labour movement?
The labour movement however,
needs to

come out

clear in terms of

its

aspirations. We know from
experience that when they assume
state power, they may be less
democratic than those they replaced
were.

rest

updating and perfecting the register.
Every citizen should be able to register as a voter as soon as s/he
reach to voting age in anticipation of elections even if they are three or
four years away. It is like applying for a passport whether one is
travelling now or not. This avoids last minute rush when one has to
-

A

Matambisya

Zambia

travel to other countries.
I understand and

sympathize with countries such as Malawi and
Mozambique for having difficulties in managing elections because they
are latecomers to the game of elections.
The point to raise, however, is that with commitment African
governments can master the management of electoral process. A well
managed election usually leads to a clean and therefore free and fair
outcome.

South Africa seemed to have

passed this test. I urge the other
countries which are coming up for elections this and early next year to
wake up and start the process rolling.
The election commissioners must be proactive instead of just reacting
when the general public is raising issues related to voter registration.
They should continuously update us as to what is happening in their
offices.

Letters should be addressed to

t±E:

The Editor
P.O Box MP 111
ffc. Pleasant
Harare

Zimbabwe

crwrite to

4 Deary Ave.

Belgravia
Harare

Zimbabwe

Kennedy Maporisa
Gaborone
Botswana

Letters mjst indicate the writers

full

name

and address, and may

be edited
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Frelimo and Rename lock
horns in

Mozambique
Fernando Goncalves

President Joachim Chissano

and

opposition leader

Alfonso Dhlakama

April next

days. Renamo feels that the bulk of its
supporters are in rural, not easily

scenario

accessible areas, and that the limited

expected to go to the
polls for the second time in five years
in October this year, to elect a new 250strong parliament and the president.
Government leaders are bubbling with

the

the confidence that the elections will

November 16,

Bickering, sometimes resulting in
impasses that drag on for long
periods have been characteristic of
between
the
relationship
Mozambique’s major political
parties.
Initially, the government, led by
Frelimo, had proposed a 75-day
voter registration period, but because
parliament failed to elect its
representatives in the Independent

expiry of the 60 days provided

Electoral Commission in time, this

established deadlines.

by the law as the minimum period required between the last date of voter

period had to be reduced tq the
minimum required by law.
The main opposition Renamo
insists that registering the estimated
five million voters is such a gigantic

parliament Frelimo comands a modest
majority of 129 of the 250 seats, while

Mozambicans

are

be held within the timeframe

required

by the constitution.
But the evidence

the

ground
shows totally the opposite. Only recently did the Mozambican government set the dates for the voter registration, which will run from July 20 to
September 17. This effectively means
on

that in the best of circumstances elec-

tions could be held
at

the

on

registration and the actual polling.
Because this is almost at the beginning of the rainy season, any hitches
in the process could effectively mean
SAPEM JULY 1999

postponement of the elections to
year. This is a most likely

as it appears highly improbable that the entire process can go

ahead free of controversy.

task that

can

not

be covered in 60

registration period will favour the
ruling party. It also believes that
because of the poor state of roads in
the rural areas, even if registration is
carried out to the fullest, most of its

supporters will be cut off the polling
areas

the

if elections

rainy

are to

be held

during

season.

However, confident of victory

regardless of the circumstances under
which the elections

are

held, Frelimo

is, not surprisingly, pushing for the
elections to be held within the

legally

In the present

Renamo holds 112.

Frelimo leaders

are now

confident

that their party

has successfully
overcome the insecurity which gripped
5

Cover Story
them in the

in

Political

run up to the first elections
1994, when it feared that war fatigue

analysts in Mozambique
the caretaker government is part
of a strategy by Renamo to force
say

could force voters to elect Renamo just
for the sake of peace.
There is reason

Frelimo into
for

all

that

confidence. To start with, Frelimo

strongly believes that nine seats in the
present parliament were robbed from
them by the non-entity Democratic
Union (UD), an endangered coalition
of some three parties that would have
found it extremely difficult to comply
with the hard-to-beat criterion of five

percent threshold. The argument is that
a

number of its supporters got confused
the
positioning of their

of national

a

they

can not fund a process that from
the start bears all signs of anything but
free and fair.

de facto government

unity with

unlimited
mandate. Frelimo argues that Renamo
deliberately stalled the parliamentary
process leading to the formation of the
Independent Electoral Commission in
order to delay the entire process and
therebyjustify its lack of preparedness
for the elections,
The squabbles between the two
| major parties in Mozambique’s
an

The

same state

of confusion and dis-

organisation marred the local elections
last year, which were boycotted by
Renamo and other opposition parties,
and overwhelmingly won by the ruling
party.
This is

situation that Mozambique
hardly afford. With a crippling foreign debt that stands at over US$7 billion, the country needs the time to focus on the economy if it is to benefit
a

can

1

with

presidential candidate in one ballot and
the party symbol on the other. Chissano
occupied position number 12 in the
ballot for the presidential elections, the
same position occupied by the UD
symbol in the ballot for the presidential
elections, and Frelimo feels most of
those who voted for the UD may have
believed that they were voting for

i

Frelimo.
In

addition, Frelimo

seems to

have |

fought and survived against all odds. !
In its five years in government
Mozambique has moved from being
classified as the world’s poorest nation
to be 13 above the poorest. It has
continued to attract massive foreign aid
while gradually reducing chronic |
dependence on it. and foreign direct |
investment in Mozambique, at about
US$2 billion last year, stands the j
highest in the region outside South j
Africa. It has also succeeded
the

Mozambicans exercise their democratic

right

to restore

political landscape reflect a general
state of disorganisation that is charac-

from the World Bank’s

poverty, infrastructural destruction

teristic of the many nascent democracies in Africa, reinforcing the notion

is due for review later in the year.
Under the initiative, Mozambique

caused

that unless

country’s entire pre-war school and

health

care

But in

the

network.
a

by 16

best

remains

situation of massive

years

any

of civil

war, even

government does

hardly noticed. Renamo
to exploit any such

would want
situations

to

the fullest. It is less

democracy becomes an organic process born out of the people’s
burning desire to establish themselves
as a democracy, electoral processes on
i the continent will continue

concerned with the need for its rival

mersed in controversy

retain power through a popular
mandate than for it to enter into

disarray,

to

to be im-

and complete

The next stage

government through the back door.

in the ongoing
Mozambican electoral quagmire will

Renamo leader Afonso Dhlakama is

be who

now

insisting

on

a

caretaker

government to run the affairs of the
state

between October and when the

elections

6

are

held.

to

finance the electoral proc-

The government will argue that it
has no funds and that the international
community should bear the costs. Foreign donors on their part will insist that
ess.

Poor Countries

stands to have
of its

Highly Indebted

(HIPC) initiative which

more

than

US$ 1.6 billion

foreign debt written off, bringing

its debt service and debt-stock-to-

exports ratios down to ‘sustainable’
levels.

Among the conditions imposed on
Mozambique to qualify for the
initiative

was

the introduction of

a

■Value Added Tax

(VAT) by June 1, to
replace the current system of sales tax,
continued restructuring of the customs
services and significant reforms in
revenue

collection

S.M’EM Jl'LY t9W

South Africa In Transition

ELECTIONS AFTERMATH
Tendai Diimbiitshena

S

produced

a strange

it got

Black
of the
jobless. Over 9 million people live in
shacks euphemistically called informal

:

settlements.

continue its mission to transform the

country into a

thriving non-racial
Mbeki

Thabo

understandable.

The

their absence.

was an

inhuman

immersed in poverty with the majority
the margins of the economy. These

victory which

by a fraction of a percentage
point to reach the two-thirds threshold,

these

are conspicuous by
Rural areas are

on

was

failed

In

dwellings whites

democracy
The euphona of the party and its
leader

undoubtedly has a kernel of truth.
The rate of unemployment is

between 30 and 40 percent.
constitute the vast majority

mandate for the ANC than the

in 1994. With a creditable
66.3 percent of the vote, the electorate
gave a big thumbs-up for the ANC to
one

it

outh Africa's second democratic
elections

the

are

“poorest of the poor”

in

Mbeki’s own words. Again rural
dwellers

j

overwhelmingly black.
challenge the ANC faces is to
are

:

The

endorsement of the ANC’s first

five years in government. Mbeki
called for more time to carry out the

reduce endemic black poverty and
tackle gross racial inequalities

party’s historic mission. The response
was overwhelming.
The euphoria
must, however be tempered with a
reali.sation of the enormity of the task
at hand. Apartheid deficit is still high.
The country, as Mbeki has repeatedly
stated, has two nations, one poor and
black, and the other rich and white.
Although this statement has been
criticised as s crude simplification of

inherited from the

socio-economic realities in the country.

apartheid era.
good intentions are not enough
to create the material conditions
But

j

necessary to uplift the living standards
of the poor. The economy needs a
sustained period of economic growth
to create

jobs and wealth.

In the

immediate aftermath of the 1994

elections, the ANC’s economic goals
were predicated on assumptions of an
I

average

economic growth rate of six

wildly
levels of direct foreign

percent over five years. It was

optimistic

-

investment have been low due to a
combination of factors of which crime

commonly cited. Growth has been
sluggish with the economy perilously
teetering on the brink of a recession.
A serious consequence of this lack of
meaningful growth has been a loss of
jobs - over half a million since 1994.
With emerging markets at the mercy
of financial speculators and the price
of gold depressed due to the IMF
several European banks selling their
reserves of the precious metal, an
economic upturn is not on the horizon.
More jobs will be lost in the gold
mining sector swelling the number of
the unemployed and deepening poverty
in black communities. Higher levels
is

of poverty
to

all

will make it doubly difficult
a scourge that affects

combat crime
races

-

and social classes in South

Africa.
the

ANC

has

promised
delivery and called for a
fresh mandate on the strength of that
Sadly for Mbeki’s
promise.
Yet

accelerated

government some key factors that
determine the

performance of the

South African economy are beyond its
control. The movement of capital

commodity prices and the rules of
international trade
far from Pretoria.

decisions taken
As an emerging

are

in a continent largely
perceived in a negative light. South
Africa is unlikely to receive the levels
of direct foreign investment necessary
for siKstained economic growth. It is a
problem that the ANC’s big majority

country

Thabo Mbeki
SAPKM JULY 1999

during the elections campaign

in Parliament

(266 seats in the 400
1

South Africa In Transition
member National Assembly),

is unable
will
persist with its neo-liberal growth,
employment and redistribution (gear)
macro-economic policy with its
emphasis on fiscal discipline and the
primacy of market forces. It will
continue to enact policies that attract
both domestic and foreign investment.
The fight against crime will be
intensified. Various policy initiatives
like supporting small, medium and
to

solve.

The ANC government

micro business will receive more
attention. In short the government will
continue to exercise economic and
financial pmdence to create an enabling
environment for business to thrive.

Beyond that there is little it can do to
a skeptical world that South
Africans is where they should invest
their money and resources. The ANC
governemnt like many in the
developing world is at the mercy of
those who run the global capitalist
village. The political problem for the
convince

ANC is that the poor, who constitute
the bulk of its support, are not fully
aware of the harsh realities
of the global village.

pressing bread and butter issues black
are not
responding to the
ideology of black consciousness
espoused in varying degrees by the
PAC, AZAPO, and SOPA. Rightly or
wrongly it is seen in a post-apartheid

The elections were a great political
triumph for the ANC. They represented

South Africa as an anachronism.
The biggest casualty of the elections

strong with the opposition weak,
fragmented and largely demoralised.

was the New National Party (NNP)
whose share of the vote declined from
20 percent in 1994 to just under 7
percent. It lost its position as official

Mbeki inherits

voters

opposition party to the Democratic
Party (DP). This is the end of an era
for the NNP once the undisputed
political name of the Afrikaner people.
They deserted it in droves to vote for
the DP which fought a belligerent
campaign against the ANC under the
slogan ‘time to fight back’. Whites,
resentful of black rule, blame the

even

NNP for its

ANC

at

alleged capitulation

to the
the constitutional talks that

ended

apartheid.
Ironically the NNP historically the
party of white supremacy is now being
sustained by the vote of coloureds. The

a culmination of an orchestrated
transition from the short era of Nelson
Mandela to Mbeki his anointed

successor.

The party

a

is politically

politically stable

country and has been welcomed as a
competent
leader locally and

internationally.
As he ponders the future he must
realise that his presidency - which may
last 10 years should he so wish
make or break South Africa

greatest threat are not his

political opponents. They are
stop the ANC juggernaut.
is

-

will
his

party’s
too weak

to

rate a consensus

-

At any

emerging, albeit

slowly,

across

the political spectrum

that all

races

in South Africa will

ultimately swim or drown together. The
emerging consensus accepts that the key
to a stable and prosperous future lies in
an expanding
economy that creates the
wealth needed to fight poverty with its
attendant ills.

As

Failure will be put squarely
on the
doorstep of the party

Mbeki

attempts to get the

and its

economy moving, he
will find that the
invisible

market

party ponders its second

forces which

seem to

five years at the
national affairs.

conspire against the
developing world

leadership. It should
be a sobering thought as the

Opposition

helm of

offer

parties

the

elections

can

can

magical
to

the

country’s economic
woes.

take

He will find

that his country is at
the mercy of powerful

comfort from the fact that

they

no

solutions

which, with one or two
exceptions, fared badly in

quietly lick their
by the

wounds unburdened

forces that control the

responsibilities of office.
Most of them, however, face
a bleak future if
any at all.
Black parties to the left of

movement

the

ANC

Africanist
Azanian

(AZAPO)

the

were

Over 9 million South Africans live in shacks

Pan

its

by failing to win

the vote. AZAPO fared

most

strident

one percent
worse

of

but still

a

monumental

elections reduced the party to a

task in its mission to

provincial force in the Western Cape

to

where it

policies will not guarantee results. He
hope that many of the forces
beyond his control will create
conditions internationally which give
emerging countries like South Africa a
chance to grow and prosper. He will
hope that these forces do not conspire
against South Africa and other emerging
markets. If they do, his dream of
eliminating endemic poverty among
blacks will remain just that - a dream.
Down the road these will be a political
price to pay for failure!

now

leads

an

anti-ANC

coalition

despite coming second in the
local poll.
The elections also killed the dream

the Freedom Front. It’s leader. General
Constand Viljoer with characterisic

between AZAPO, the PAC, and the
miniscale socialised Party of Azania

candour, conceded that his party
dismally failed to get the support it

(SOPA) to create a credible political
force to the left of the ANC. It will
take more than mergers to create this

claim to represent them. He
hinted that he may not be in

credible alternative.

beyond August.

Faced with

government is faced
with

managed to get one seat in the National
Assembly thanks to the party list
system based on proportional
representation. There is talk of a merger

8

capital

Against such odds he

decimated. The PAC

even

of

resources.

will realise that his

Congress (PAC) and
Peoples Organisation

confounded
critics

and

of

an

Afrikaner volkstraat

espoused by

needed from Afrikaners to be able

to

strongly
politics

the poor

give

a

better life

black majority. Correct

will
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News

Briefs
group is fighting to oveithrow
President Laurent Kabila.

Yugoslava

The

Yugoslav troops begin

Yugoslavia troops have began
pulling out of Kosovo and NATO said it
was suspending its air war after raining
bombs

-

on

Serbia for 11 weeks.

In New

York, the UN Security

Council authorised

a

enter the

Yugoslav province and ensure
the safe return of nearly a million ethnic
Albanian refugees.
Nato’s commander for Kosovo,
Lieutenant-General Sir Michael Jackson,

expected to issue his so-called
setting in motion an
operation that could eventually involve
was

Wamba
The

than 50 000 troops.
The first units of British paratroopers
and Gurkhas would then begin to cross
more

secure

high ground.
“We

have

of

hope
job and build
peace,” a beaming US President Bill

and

the

we

now

a

moment

..

its first

as

the alliance called

a

114

the Goma-

faction,

would-be

nation, he said 462 soldiers and

strikes.
This

was

sharply below Nato

estimates last week of

more

than 5 000

the

one

RCD

man

South Africa
Opposition leader welcomes
Mbeki’s call for review of

Pretoria

of Kisangai and

Constand

Rwandan soldier. A UPDF

Congolese leader of the assassination
team and another soldier. Two Toyota
pick-up trucks belonging to the Rwandan
army and RCD found at the scene are
being held by the UPDF. The arrested
soldiers later reportedly revealed that the
RCD group sent them.

proposals appeared to be closely aligned
to similar ones made recently by a group
representing former South Africa

also

arrested

recovers over

Mbeki was reported as saying
soldiers of the old SADF, those involved
in violence in KwaZulu /Natal and

members of

political parties should be
granted amnesty without having to apply
individually, as was the present
requirement.
Viljoen said this proposal was in line

Nigeria
Nigeria

Defence Force Members.

$1 bn from

Abacha, aides

Abuja - Nigeria has released a list of
missing funds and illegally acquired
property worth over $1 billion seized
from the family and aides of the late

with recommendations made in

dictator Sani Abacha.

Cape Verde

An official gazette released recently
and signed by Abacha’s successor

General Abdulsalami Abubakar

on

the

of his handover to elected President

Lusophone countries to set up
peace-keeping force, develop

wounded.

the former dictator.

CPLP

was

the winner because it had refused to

give up Kosovo, a cradle of Serb religion
and culture.

Congo
Ugandan soldiers reportedly foil
plot to kill ousted rebel leader
Wamba

Kisangani - Four Soldiers were killed in
Kisangani on 22nd May when Ugandan
soldiers foiled a plot to assassinate Prof.

Over US$760 million

was

forfeited

by Abacha’s family in addition to estates
in the capital Abuja and the commercial
capital Lagos and holdings in Sierra
Leone refineries valued at US$420 000.
The former dictator’s security

adviser, Ismaila Gwarzo forfeited 28
houses in different parts of Nigeria as
well

as

holdings valued at US$140 000

in Sierra Leone refineries and

over

defence industries
The defence ministers of the

-

(Community of Lusophone

Countries), meeting in Praia, Cape
Verde, recently decided to create a CPLP

peacekeeping force and, to that end,
approved a five point document defining
the concept of globalisation of technicalmilitary cooperation.
The document provides for the
preparation and training of forces with a
view to participating in humanitarian
operations and for the development of

US$2,1 million.

defence

The gazette lists former minister of
finance Anthony Ami as refunding sums

Portuguese speaking countries.
Part of this meeting was also devoted
to
the military situation in the
international and regional context. The
ministers expressed concern about the
humanitarian crisis in Angola.

of 30 million marks

(US$16,15 million)

Ernest Wamba Dia Wamba, leader of the

and US$3 million, while his power and
steel counterpart, Bashir Dalhatu,

Congolese Rally for Democracy. The

refunded US$5 million.
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report

interests of former SADF members.

Yugoslavia

were

a

recently by the SADF Contact bureau,
which was set up to look after the

Praia

than 10 000

leader

force officers in Pretoria that Mbeki’s

UPDF

Olusegun Obasanjo, shows recoveries
made from the family and four aides of

more

Front

the

The

eve

But Milosevic insisted

Freedom

Viljoen on 25th May
cautiously welcomed a reported request
by Deputy President Thabo Mbeki for a
review of amnesty legislation.
Viljoen told senior former defence

72

said

amnesty

assassins

dead, Yugloslav troops during the first

days of air strikes. The alliance also

(US$100 000

government)

of the Goma

men

war

police had been killed by Nato air

to

laws

(Ugandan
people’s Defence Force) soldier injured
in the incident was admitted to Kisangani
Hospital.
a

returned 100 million naira

their leader.

dead

halt

against a sovereign state.
Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic called for unity to rebuild his
devastated country and said internal
forces coming into Serbia’s Kosovo
province would serve peace.
In an unexpected televised address
to the

on

have to finish the

Clinton said
to

as

included two RCD

“Order of Battle”

.

blamed

recently
elected Dr Emile Ilunga as its president.
Wamba was re-elected on 20th May by
the 147 member general assembly sitting
in Goma.
The previous day, a
Banyamulenge dominated body of the
original RCD members disowned

Nato-led force to

the border from Macedonia to

was

business

based RCD rebel faction that

withdrawal from Kosovo

Brussels

plot

Prominent Abacha supporter and
man Azeez Arisekola also

Congolese

industries

in

the

seven
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News Briefs

UNITA has around 150 Ukrainian, 100

The Klan has established “Klavems”

South African and 600 Moroccan

in Australia’s three eastern states, with

mercenaries among

members

Angolan Defence Minister Kundi
meeting, on the war
situation in Angola. He referred to the
origins of the war and one name again
cropped up, always the same name, that

reports stated that Uganda troops have
been ‘seconded’ to support the Angolan

of Mr Savimbi. He said after four years

rebels and

of lies, procrastination and bad faith by
Mr Savimbi and having learnt from the
international community itself that 1 000

territory.
“Despite repeated denials, new
evidence
suggests
large troop

Angolans

movements

from Zambia into UNITA

held

And

Paihama briefed the

were dying everyday, we
decided that this situation must be

brought to an end. We could not stand
idle by and allow such a situation to
continue.
The CPLP defence ministers also
said

they hoped to

constitutional order

see the return of
Guinea-Bissau.

to

are

its ranks. The

same

already in UNITA held

Ugandan troops may
also be involved”, the paper said.
However, deputy director of Military
Intelligence, Maj Noble Mayombo
denied the reports.
He told ‘The
Monitor’ yestered that the UPDF is not
in Angola and is not supporting UNITA.
areas.

numbering around 70, said its

Austrialian founder Peter Coleman.
“1 am happy to shout it from the
rooftops,” Coleman told The Sydney
Morning Herald.

“Our aim is for

a

white Australia, a

fair Australia,” said Coleman, dressed in
white robe and hood in the newspaper

photo.
Colemen,

who

could

not

be

immediately contacted, told the Herald
the KKK held regular meetings in
Sydney where members wore robes and
hoods and conducted ‘cross lightings’.
Coleman

was a

member of Pauline

Hanson’s One Nation

Party, but has since
expelled from the right wing party
which opposes Asian immigration and
Aboriginal welfare.
One Nation director David Ettridge
said he expelled Coleman immediately

Zimbabwe

Somaliland

SADC should

been

fight

epidemics coilectively
Paper says European Union
recognise Somaliland

about to

Hargeysa

According to politicians
close to the Egal administration, the EU
is on the brink of recognising the
government of the self-declared republic
of Somaliland which has proclaimed its
independence from the rest of Somalia.
According to reports, the EU highly
regards the peace and stability in
-

Somaliland.

The EU has also said that

it is

going to start more
Somaliland than in the

projects in
rest

of the

Somalia.

that many
foreign diplomats and representatives of
the EU in charge of the Horn of Africa
have been visiting Somaliland and
initiating various projects.
A delegation led by the Italian envoy
and the EU representative drew a
distinction in their speeches between
Somalia and Somaliland. Egal had also
said that he was expecting more from
the EU
he was indirectly asking for
recognition.
-

Uganda
Army denies involvement in
Agnolan conflict

Uganda has denied any
involvement in the Anglolan conflict
where fresh reports alleged that the
UPDE Uganda (People’s Defence
Forces) is fighting alongside the Jonas
Savimbi led UNITA rebels in Angola.
Reports carried in ‘The Mail and
Guardian’ of South Africa alleged that
10

Africa

-

Governments in Southern
have a national plan of

must

action

fight

epidemics,
epidomiological experts in Harare for a
week long conference on communiable
to

diseases said.
The experts

said this when adopting
protocol of co-operation on
epidemics for the region to be submitted
the

to

the ‘Health Ministers’ conference.
The experts

any
was

said the precondition for
fruitful inter country co-operation
derived from a political will and

he heard he
We

was a

don’t

KKK member.

support that sort of

extremism in any way,’ Ettridge
Coleman has been givern the

said.
title of
Australia’s “Exalted Cyclops’ by the
group Imperial Klans of Americ, which
is headed by grand wizard Barry Black
in Johnstown, Pennslyvania.
Black told Australian radio he

planned to visit Australia this
because

the

Klan

Australiains to be

wanted

year
white

proud of their heritage.

commitment.
The

Unconfirmed reports say

Kampala

Harare

plan must be based on a clear
expected outcomes and on
activities that elicit the participation of
vision of the

Chile

all health facilities, said the experts.

They also said governments should
pool together resources to combat
communicale disease, which include

cholera,

malaria,

tuberculosis,

meningitis, rabies and HIV/AIDS.
Countries should pool together their
efforts within the framework of

an

inter-

country cooperation plan to effectively
prevent and control epidemics, the

delegates said.

Australia
Ku Klux Klan

announces

its arrival

in Australia

States

Zapallar

-

The Chilean and Argentine

governments have decided to produce
the necessary conditions to achieve the
connection of the Chilean central

electricity grid with the Argentine one
so that private
sector companies
become interested in participating in the
project, which will complement the
energy intergration that was initiated
several years ago with the construction
of oil and gas pipelines. The project,
whose announcement is

-

United

Argentina make further progess on
economic, political intergration

white

Sydney
supremacist group the Ku Klux Klan has
set up in Australia, emerging for the first
time recently in a front page newspaper
story and photograph of member wearing
white hoods and standing before Klan
flags.

seen as

very

important in the midst of the energy
crisis that is affecting Chile, will enable
Chilean companies to be supplied by
Argentine ones in the future as that
country has a surplus of double the
amount of energy that the country
requires to overcome the current deficit.
S.VPEM JIII.V 19W

Feature

The UNIT A factor in
n Africa

Central and Souther
Ihho Mandaza

ccording to Pierre Bigras, writer
cited in the work of a Belgian
analyst, Ludo Martens, UNITA
represents the biggest threat for

A

destabilisation in Central and Southern
Africa.

In the report

entitled “Congo:

Towards the decisive battle?”. Martens

cites

Bigras as confirming that
organisation could have

US$3.7 billion for diamonds delivered by
Savimbi since 1992. This excludes the
additional amounts

paid to Savimbi in
concessions for diamonds
that the UNITA leader has granted such
conglomerates operating in the areas
under his control in Angola.
According to Martens, “The arms
lieu of mining

“Savimbi’s

merchants from South Africa, that at the

amassed, between 1994 and 1998, a
treasure of war of 500 million US

time

render UNITA

now

helped UNITA to grow, continue

capable of bombing

distances of “several tens of

over

the

kilometers with

dispo.ses of financial re.serves of this

These South African traffickers now

of these weapons come from
and Bulgaria.
According

order”.

work in Bulgaria and in Ukraine where
they have close contacts with their
colleagues on the local mafias...” In

dollars.

No country

Savimbi’s

in the region

military empire has

grown pari passu the interest of the
“Mafia” in some of the countries that

formerly constituted the USSR, even
though its genesis is to be found in, and
continues to

rely

on

in South Africa.

the conglomerates
For diamonds in

particular have been the agency for the

same traffic behind the democratic
‘facade’ that Mandela offers them.

Togo and Burkina Faso implies the
possibility that France, otherwise a
supporter of dos Santos, “also keeps a
foot in the garden of UNITA”.
A UNITA colonel taken prisoner by
Angolan government

Ukraine
to the
Angolan government, all these heavy
weapons passed through Uganda,
Rwanda and Zambia.

I

The

airports of Entebbe and Kigali
reported to host many planes
without registration numbers as well as

Zambia,

addition, Uganda, Rwanda,

forces

are

carriers from Ukraine and the United
j

some

months ago confirmed that UNITA

began to

rearm

1996 with

in

supplies

from South Africa.
Since the

of 1996,

beginning

I

mean

as

started

we

to see arms

coming.

weapons

such

AK-47, RPGs and j

mortars

that

from Zaire.
weapons
hidden in

second

came

These
were

bags of
hand

clothes.”

running which the Ukraine and
Bulgarian “Mafia” undertake on behalf
of UNITA. According to another
gun

source.

Global Witness, which Martens

cites in his report,

the South African

giant De Beers has allegedly paid out
SAPEM JULY 1999

now possess, inter alia,
60 T-55 tanks, middle D30

So, UNITA
some

its

various

(with

Howitzers, llSmms, G5 Howitzers,
106mms canons, ZU223 anti-aircraft
batteries and Stalin organs mounted on
BM21 trucks. The long-range of arms

been used to

ferry
heavy weaponry to
UNITA. But Bigras also affirms that
UNITA alone possesses the capacity
sufficient to finance the military effort
of both Rwanda and Uganda, in addition

enormous

to

Zambia) and by air

Banditry with no end

carriers have

and Zaire.

“UNITA
received its arms via
the oriental border of

Jonas Savimbi:

Arab Emirates. Over the last few weeks
since February 1999, these planes and

from South Africa

Angola

quite precision.” Most

own.

loads of

“We

sources

can now

enumerate the

that allow the invaders

(Rwanda and Uganda) to pay for their
war

of

aggression. They are five: the
help, funds from UNITA;

American

remittances from the IMF and the World

Bank; the money from Mobutists; and
finally gold, diamonds and the other
wealth robbed in

Congo.

Furthermore, the report confirms the
an orchestrated military
strategy between UNITA’s mission in

existence of

Angola and that of Rwanda, Uganda and
Congolese rebels in the Congo. “The
rebels have already deeply infiltrated

Mbuji Mayi and, in coordination with
UNITA, they are preparing to attack the
diamond town. Holding Mbuji Mayi
would put the bulk of the Angolan and
Congolese diamond production in the
hands of UNITA and the Rwandan Tutsi

bourgeoisie”

■
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Feature

Southern Africa:

Landmine Clearance
Moves at a Snail’s Pace
Caiphas Chiinhete

T

he landmine problem will
continue to haunt the Southern
African region as long as

governments fail to commit enough
funds to demining activities and
victims’ assistance programmes.
Landmines in the Southern
African

(SADC)

Development Community
are a legacy of civil and

liberation
destabilisation

wars

and

also

perpetrated by the then

apartheid government of South Africa
against countries of the region.
The

most

countries in the

Mozambique

serious

affected

region are Angola,
and
Zimbabwe.

However, all SADC countries, but
Swaziland, have been or are being
affected

by landmines.
Delegates attending the First
Meeting of States Parties to the AntiPersonnel Mine Ban Convention held
in

May

1999 in Maputo said
governments in the region need to
commit more funds to demining
activities, if they want to achieve “a
landmine free Southern Africa by the
year 2000”.
Analysts say achieving that goal,
without external assistance, would
remain a pipe dream considering that
there

are

only less than eight months

before the year 2000.
The Maputo meeting was an
occasion where countries reaffirmed
their commitment to the Ottawa

Treaty of December 1997 and

to
review progress since that date.
The Ottawa Treaty bans the use,

production and export of antipersonnel mines. It has been signed
12

by 135 nations and ratified by 77
countries in the world.
In

Maputo, countries also presented

difficulties they are encountering in
their endevour to clear landmines. But
the most cited

problem

was

the of lack

of funds among the worst affected
countries. So pressing was the money
factor that most regional countries

hoped the meeting would help them
demining activities.
“Most countries brought with them
begging bowls seeking funds from
raise funds for

“the numbers

greatly exaggerated
by countries seeking donor funds but
that does not mean that the problem is

donors to clear landmines because

not

countries, especially in Southern
Africa, cannot afford mine clearance
most

without assistance. It is

In

expensive
operation not as easy as laying them,”
says Colonel Lionel Dyke, the owner
of Mine-Tech, a demining company.
Mine-Tech

a

a

one

mine

minefield.”

1997 report

entitled “Still

Killing; Landmines in Southern
j Africa” Vines says of the 20 million
landmines in the region, only 400 (X)0
! had been cleared by 1997.

is

undertaking
demining operations in Angola,
Mozambique, Bosnia, Somaliland,
Nicaragua and Sri Lanka.

“Given the presence

of 20 million
of US$7(X)
each to remove, clearly there is an
urgent need for international assistance
mines

Alex Vines of the London-based

to

Human

Rights Watch estimates that 20
million anti-personnel mines lie buried
in Southern Africa and that the

there. It is there because

could be

an

are

costing

an average

rid the Southern Africa of landmines

still in the

ground,” said Vines.
Rupiya of the University of
Zimbabwe’s War Studies Department
Martin

most

heavily mined countries are Angola,
said that the Zimbabwe government
Mozambique and Zimbabwe.
needs to increase the amount of money
However, some analysts say that
it spends on demining. Presently, very
some figures are greatly
exaggerated
little government money is going into
by governments and researchers in an ! such operations as donors were
effort to get donor money, which at
funding most demining activities
times would be diverted to other
Rupiya, who authored a chapter
projects or personal use.
“in Landmine Report 1999: Toward a
Dyke, a veteran Zimbabwean i Mine Free World”, which was
soldier, concurred saying although it
presented at the Maputo meeting, said
;

is true that

Africa

are

most countries in Southern
“infested” with landmines.

“with the 359-km Mukumbura and the

220-km Victoria Falls Minefileds
.SAPEM .IIJLY 1999

Land Mines
has left
187 km
still waiting urgent attention.
The government hopes that

having found

sponsors, this
five minefields measuring

international
clearance

donors

will

fund

operations in the remaining

five minefields.
The other

remaining areas are in
Chipinge, Inyanga, Mutare, and
Songo area in the Lowveld.
Angola and Mozambique have
been major targets of international

from December 1997 to March

for the ban of landmines in Southern

1999, it appears there was renewed

anti-personnel mines by

Africa is the fact that super powers
have not ratified the Ottawa Treaty.

governments and or rebels in

The United States and Britain have not

thirteen countries in the world.

ratified the treaty,

of

use

ICBL

the Angolan
government, a signatory to the
Ottawa Treaty, is using landmines
again. Both the government and the
says

rebel movement, UNITA, have
been
accused
of using the

landmines.

assistance in the mine clearance in

say demining in Angola
standstill because of the war

Reports

can

meaning that they
production and use of
any time they feel like.

resume

landmines

However, Williams, remains

hopeful despite the continued use of
landmines, poor funding and the fact
that super powers have not ratified the
Ottawa Treaty, also popularly known
as “the people’s treaty”.
She says, “Overally there has been

Southern Africa. Yet between 1991

is at

and 1997, less than US$450 million
has been spent on mine clearance in
the region, resulting in 400 000 mines

which resumed in December last

a

Other countries are GuineaBissau, Senegal, Burma, Eritrea and

being cleared, the majority of these
were
from
large defensive

Sudan.

production, transfer and stockpiling of
anti-personnel mines globally as the
norm established by the ban treaty
begins to take effect”.

minefields.

use

a

year.

“While the ICBL condemns any
of anti-personnel landmines, it

distinct decrease

in the

However, renewed civil

use,

wars

in

the Southern African and Great

mine clearance in
Mozambique, an amount more than
what has been used in any other
country in the world. More than
US$50 million was spent in Angola

particularly appalled at the
disregard for their international
commitments by treaty signatories
such as the government of Angola,
Guinea-Bissau and Senegal,” Jody
Williams, a co-repicient with the

US$12 million in Rwanda.

ICBL of the 1997 Noble Peace

continue

Prize said.

continent, demining would remain

Some USS116 million has been

spent

and

on

International

Campaign to Ban
Landmines (ICBL) says in the period

is

Of concern to

people who lobby

Lakes

regions could further hamper

national, regional and international
efforts to clear landmines
are

an

as

more

being planted.
Analysts say as long

unmet

to

haunt

as conflicts
the African

goal*

Stepping on a landmine changes one’s iife forever
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Kosovo teaches

might is right
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orce

and

diplomacy, when used

There

I

policy by other
goals of both are

of the world, some of long
standing, and some indeed involving

of the different communities will be

regimes with continuing military links

hardened for decades. The peace

i

organisation, and in fact not

Few observers have any illusions
left about Yugoslav
President

I

of political settlement between the

Even

the

those

innocent of the history,
demographics and passions of the
region. (They are innocent also of the
historical role of force and conquest in
making America the paragon of
pluralistic multi-ethnicity it is today.)
The use of force requires moral clarity
between good and bad, not shades of
ambiguity. The color of truth in
Kosovo is gray. Efforts to demonise

Yugoslavia has not attacked

any NATO member, the out-of-area
strikes violate the NATO Treaty.

Because they have not been authorised
by the United Nations, they violate its

Charter.
Such

questions pose challenges, but
not necessarily insurmountable ones.
The doctrine of national sovereignty,
which gave the most brutal tyrant
protection against attack from without
while engaged in oppression within,
has gone with the wind. The tragedy
of Rwanda diminished

us

all

I

i

as

family.
Equally important, however, we
cannot accept the doctrine that any one
coalition

can

Success is hard
of

path lies total chaos. War is itself a
major human tragedy. The use of force
to attack a sovereign state is an extreme
measure. It can be justified only under
the most compelling circumstances
regarding the provocation, the
of

that

success

and

the

case

for NATO strikes been made

with

persuasive enough force to
the presumption of doubt?
The inconsistencies with regard to
striking Belgrade for its Kosovo policy
overcome

14

of

the

means.

to measure

because

vague,

i

To be

of the U.N.

sure,

longer in doubt that
seriously. But
the human plight of Kosovars has
worsened, and predictably so. Even if
no

were

to

All this is

high price to pay. We
only hope that those who have
elected to pay the price in our name -

The

local,

regional

international consequences are

a

can

be defeated and

and defeated Serbian ward?

the institution for

mortal blow.

Kosovo taken

by force, the problem
would fester, perhaps for centuries.
Will NATO be perpetual guarantor of
an independent Kosovo protectorate
and the indefinite guardian of a sullen

as

moderating the use of force to settle
international quarrels has been dealt a
body blow, though hopefully not a

NATO takes the issue

the Serbs
,

started.

war once

Milosevic is

the

reasonably be
predicted. The burden of proof does
not rest on the opponents of force. Has
may

enlightened good will
powerful. Other countries
too will conclude that they had better
look to their own military force,
perhaps with nuclear and missile cores,
if they are not to become the victims
of the use of force by some future selfappointed guardians of international
morality.
The prospects of a world order
based on the rule of law are not bright.
The overriding message is not that
force has been put to the service of law,
but that might is right. The symbolism
of the most

confused and
contradictory goals that have been
given by different spokesmen. Goals
are also metamorphosed in the crucible

decide when to

intervene with force in the internal

likelihood

rather than the

who until recently were branded
terrorists by Western governments, but
are today the principal beneficiaries of
the bombing. The argument about
NATO’s credibility, with echoes of
Vietnam, confu.ses ends and

affairs of other countries, for down that

consequences

their faith in survivable nuclear forces

Milosevic deflect attention from those
!

members of the human

state or

the

sovereign countries.
Bombing was the second option of
choice (not the first, nor the last) for

Rambouillet peace deal acknowledged
that Kosovo was part of Serbia.
Because

even

U.N., has the right to impose the terms

I central and provincial governments of

Slobodan Milosevic. Most agree that
attacks on
Serbia violate

the

law.

plan
required coexistence; the bombings
were meant to coerce one
party into
accepting that peace plan; instead they
have sabotaged any hopes of interethnic peaceful coexistence.
The depth of anger and resentment
in Russia is equally pronounced.
Kosovo might mark the watershed in
its transition from strategic partner to
dormant, bankrupt but still nucleararmed rival. It will surely harden the
determination of security planners in
Moscow, Beijing and New Delhi to put

j to Western nations. No regional

jeopardised.

international

prove the most enduring and
damaging. The Serb nation has rallied
around Milosevic, and his political
position is stronger. The tribal hatreds
to

many parts

discontinuation of

the

numerous.

graver and more unprovoked
attacks against other minorities in
are

in tandem, can underpin each
other. But when force becomes

means,

substantial and

are

Seminar Series

in the
i

name

community
doing.

-

of the international

know what they

are

Kosovo’s Lessons in racism
When the U.S. President Bill Clinton

and
likely

declares that the bombs will continue
to rain

down

on

Serbia until peace

and

SAPEXt .IliIA tlW

Kosovo
harmony prevail, the unintended irony
war that he opposed and
avoided. In a speech at Johns Hopkins
University in April 1965, U.S. President
Lyndon Johnson declared that for
centuries nations had struggled but held
echoes another

fast

the dream “of

to

disputes

world where

settled by law and rea.son.”
very old dream, he .said.
have the power, and now we
opportunity, to make it come

arc

This

was

“But

we

have the

a

a

true.”
To

paraphrase a saying from the
graduate students will be
writing theses about the Kosovo War
for many years yet. The remarkable
thing is how many of the Western
leaders prosecuting the war in Kosovo
today are the antiwar protestors of the
Vietnam War,

Vietnam

The difference, they say,
is a humanitarian

era.

is that this

war

campaign uncomplicated by national

innocent “victimhood” like

the Jews

NATO’s Kosovo

campaign has dealt
struggle against

four setbacks to the
racism.

First, the sole bias for

discriminating between Kosovo and
any number of other tragedies,
comparable and worse in their atrocities
against the victims, is that this is
barbarity in Europe.
Far from
eradicating racism, this reinforces it. In
Rwanda, Sri Lanka, Timor, Tibet,
Kashmir, etc., it is natives murdering
natives

-

what else

can one

expect from

savages? But Kosovo - by God, this is
intolerable, this is Europe, this is the
cradle of civilisation.

Second, the costs of the war in
Kosovo will drain development funds
away from needy populations in Africa
and Asia. The speed with which vast
sums

in internal affairs, for the sole reason

that ethnic Albanians

under the Nazis.

of money can

be found for

war.

come

from
were

who

us

on a

racial basis. Islamic countries also

ignore, but will certainly be reminded
again, that the most frequent targets of
past unilateral Western attacks have
been Islamic victims.

Fourth, NATO has ignored and bypassed the legitimate channels for
seeking the opinion and the. mandate
of the international community. In
rejecting U.N. constraints, NATO has
chosen not to play by the rules of the
game when the result was not to its
liking. More worrying, no system has
been put in place instead of the United
Nations. Does this

on

earlier centuries, this
is
not
quite as

own

the

history

articulated

denying such unilateral
Judicial and enforcement
authority to anyone other than

Will the Kosovo
of

cause

NATO is also intrinsic racism.

antiracism? If it does,
then those of us whose

Only the enlightened U.S. and
the West

have

doubts

intensified about the

on

this,
so

US President Bill Clinton: Bombs for peace

in power has
oppressed and repressed the group out
of power: hence the resonance of
Milosevic’s pledge 10 years ago that the
group

Kosovo Serbs would not have to live in

fear anymore. To compare this in
overblown rhetoric to the Holocaust is
cannot

in Yugoslavia

ignores the

trivialise the latter.

The Kosovars

appropriate the mantle of

SAPEM JULY 1999

never

Europeans’

if
not
decades,
centuries, of conlJict between the two

to

liberal

right to usurp the
claim
the
represent world conscience.
So, one step froward, four
steps back in the fight against

the

The entire basis for

The

the

have the

discriminating

sides.

to

browns of the world will

cut.

Kosovars

be trusted to

conscience; the blacks and

clear-

between the Serbs and

affront

an

for small mercies. But

picture is not

can

judge and act on behalf of “the
international community.”
Ethnic cleansing in Kosovo is

morality, legality,
political wisdom and
military strategy of the
war will be grateful
even

not, the reason

or

for

War at least advance

the

Does India

right to tell Sri Lanka
terms of a peace deal with

the Tamils, or else?
Of course not. Whether

Westerners innocent

think.

what basis?

have the

as

seem to

that

regional hegemonist can
impose its morality on states
in its neighborhood? Outside
its region? Who decides, and

by the
“civilising” zealots of

of their

mean

any

colonised

reassuring

Muslim.

Turkey, a NATO country with a lessthan-shining record against its own
ethnic minority, supports the strikes
against the Serbs in defense of minority
rights? One does not promote raceblind equality by framing foreign policy

interests. To those of

countries that

are

but

not development, gives the lie to
purity of humanitarian motives. The
poor of Africa and Asia will pay
through opportunity costs for the white
man’s war in Europe.

the

Third, Islamic countries have lined

behind the NATO campaign, in
negating years of angry
speeches against Western interference

racism? The Russians could
be

forgiven for concluding
ruefully that the Warsaw Pact
held NATO in check during

the Cold War, rather than the reverse.
At a function in Tokyo recently, one
Westerner could not understand

why
making such a fuss
over three deaths in their embassy in
Belgrade, “when there are so many of
the Chinese

were

up

them.” Just

so ■

some cases
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The War In Yugoslavia
and The Implications
For Africa(n)s
Horace Campbell
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The third of June marked the

of

more

than seventy

passing
days of the

bombing of Yugoslavia by the forces
of NATO. In the period hundreds of
innocent citizens have been killed. The
rationale for the
was

bombing was that it
for NATO to take

necessary
unilateral action to end the crimes

being committed against humanity.
was specifically the crime of
ethnic cleansing of the Kosovars who
are the long-term inhabitants of the
province of Kosovo. The bombing has

This

been unlimited and in the process more
than eight hundred thousand refugees

uprooted from their homes.
killings and
destruction in Yugoslavia.
The
escalation of this bombing and the
threat of ground troops from NATO
into this region should be opposed by
Africans everywhere.
were

There has been massive

For Africans in Africa, for

Africans

dispersed overseas, for former
peoples and for peoples who
love peace, the moral claims of the U.S
in its intervention in Yugoslavia ring
holk)w. The war in Yugoslavia poses
serious threats to humanity similar to
the period when there was a breakdown

colonised

of international law after the Italians

Abyssinia (present Ethiopia).
was illegal and the rest
of Europe ignored the call by Africa
to restrain Italy as it bombed the
innocent and developed chemical and
biological agents against Africans.
invaded

This invasion

Africans from all

over

the world

were

against this invasion and this
period marked the beginning of the
lifting of the consciousness of Africans
mobilised

on

the bestial nature of colonialism and

SAPKM JULY 1999

militarism in

Europe.

universal racism at that
that there

were

The almost
period meant

deaf

ears

to the

genocidal activities of Europe and the
League of Nations soon perished. The
war in Abyssinia proved to be a dress
rehearsal to the global conflagration
that engulfed the world.
Out of the ruins of the Second

World War the United Nations
formed.

was

The Charter of the UN

presumed that no country or group of
countries should resort to the use of
force

against another, except in self-

defence, except under the
the United Nations.

authority of

There

was a

general desire to establish new rules
of war to govern armed confrontations.
The conveners of the UN were quite
clear that the kind of genocidal
violence that became known
holocaust should

never

again

the

as

been made.
that

The important fact was
Europe not only established a

precedent for apology but also the
procedures for both material and
moral reparations.
The United States has not yet made
any similar apology to the peoples of
Africa and to Asia. In 1998, during a
visit to Africa, the President of the
United States had the

opportunity to

occur on

establish for the record that the crimes

planet. It was this idea of never
again that inspired the UN Convention
against genocide and the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. For
African peoples, the provisions of the
UN Charter, the various Conventions
of the Human Rights Charter and the
convention against genocide were
important international instruments for

of slavery and colonialism were
crimes against humanity for which the

the

the elaboration of international law.
The

question of genocide was and
particular importance to Africans
and other peoples of the third world
since hitherto the purveyors of
genocide had presented genocide as an
unfortunate aspect of progress and
civilization. Europe has been called
to account for the genocide against
Africans, peoples from Asia and from
is of

Latin America but has been reluctant
Less than two years ago

the
European Union in a meeting in Asia
collectively apologised to the peoples

to

do

so.

of Asia for the crimes committed
the centuries.

No such

over

apology has

US should

apologise and begin the
of reparations. No such
apology was forthcoming, yet, it is
from the same leadership that Africans
hear of meeting and conferences for
US partnership with Africa. It is with
this history and the daily killings of
Africans in the USA by police and
other state operatives that Africans
everywhere join in saying that the
process

USA and NATO have

no

moral

authority to intervene in Yugoslavia
to end ethnic cleansing and other
crimes

against innocent citizens.

Yet, the reality is that the existence
of the atrocities

against the ethnic

demand
immediate
international attention. The scenes of
masses of people fleeing their homes
and tales of torture, brutality and
Kosovars

arbitrary killings sound so familiar that
there is a natural sympathy for those
suffering. However, this sympathy is
17

Kosovo
tempered by the awareness that the
military intervention by NATO has
worsened the conditions of the peoples
of both Kosovo and Yugoslavia.
Humanitarianism is being presented to
disguise the militarist intentions of
NATO and many that are desperate for
international assistance

for both the societies in conflict and for
the societies that were supposed to
intervene to end the conflict.
These explosions dictate that there
is debate, discussion and intervention
by citizens to bring to the fore new
mechanisms for peace.
The

those

to

information warfare that is

suffering have endorsed the bombing
campaign. However, the desire for
international instruments to stop the
ethnic cleansing should be tempered by
the awareness that the military

use

now

by NATO should

remember that it is this same violation
of international law that has been set
in motion for the bombing of the people

of

Iraq. This bombing campaign has

led to the death of hundreds of
thousands and has destroyed the basic

infrastructure of

Iraq. Those who
oppose the bombing of Iraq separate
the peoples of Iraq from the
leadership that has precipitated Jf (g
this crisis.

by

leadership that has

a

violence.
wars

j

feaSOtl
i

j

A éU

*

^

,

to

Nearly all of these

rr

for

are
war

within

days if not minutes. The warped
priorities of the governments who are
involved in “war

as a business”
the African poor that
there is need to establish proper

demonstrate

to

international instruments to control the
massive trade in weapons and for

enforcement of present conventions on

genocide. It has become clear that the
present political leadership in most of
Africa have much in
those who resort to the

common
use

with

of weapons

to solve

political problems without
exhausting all the political, diplomatic
and peaceful means of conflict
resolution.

In Southern

limitations

of

intervention

to

Africa, the

armed

solve

military

deep rooted

problems has exploded causing even
problems

greater social and economic
18

as a

military

at

the end of the cold

In the past three months, the
leaders of the US have declared that

what is at stake is the “credibility of
NATO”. This is indeed the case since
this military campaign should provide
the catalyst for a worldwide campaign
against aggressive military formations
such as NATO. It is for this reason
that one of the fundamental demands

of

activists everywhere should

peace

be the demand that NATO follow
international law and should be
sanctioned for initiating the war in
Yugoslavia without the authority of the

United Nations. Since the start of the
war there has been the presentation of
evidences

OHC

to

the international

court

of

j

of the Yugoslavia should be tried
war

/•

\TÅ T/^ f

as a
criminal. Is there evidence

indiscriminate bombings of
hospitals, clinics, schools,
museums, bridges, houses and

11

embassies?

•

war in

j

-kj

The

bombing of Yugoslavia

the
fact
that
organisations such as NATO will
carry out illegal acts that
exposes

^

United NatlOUS.

equipment for schools
resources

created

war.

YugOSlavUl wUhout the authority

Governments who
build roads, clinics or find
mobilise

was

ended in 1991

j

citizens.

able

that

Sanctioned jor initiating the

rights of the majority of the

books and

NATO

alliance between the capitalist powers
of Europe, the USA and Canada. The
justification for the existence of NATO

aemaUd tnat l\A.l (J jOllOW
international laW and should be

violate the basic human

cannot

of NATO.

jundamental demands oj peace
that NATO is also carrying out
activistS everywhere should be the crimes against humanity in the

no

other basis for legitimation
other than fomenting ethnic

of militarism
and the violation of international law
in the present period are the countries

justice that the President of

J'qj- fhlg

r

There are numerous wars in
Africa. The promotion of
ethnic hatred has been the main
mode of political mobilisation

means at

global reach of the Anglo American
media and the role of the European
news media in the presentation of news
globally.
The present war in
Yugoslavia is the first major fullfledged war of the information era.
Cyberspace warfare, the interruption of
international telecommunications
along with the bombing of news outlets
by NATO brings new elements of
warfare that require international
control.

support the unilateral

of force

governments use all of the

countries of NATO because of the

mostly Islamic by religious faith.

Those who

part
that the

their disposal to mobilise citizens for
war. This disinformation campaign has
been taken to new heights by the

activities of NATO has worsened the
conditions of the ethnic Kosovars who
are

now

means

of armed conflict

militarism. At the apex

undermines international law.
This

development dictate that

Africans should be at the forefront at

calling for
over

has

more

international control

NATO so that no regional bloc
the unilateral right to take

international law into their own hands
bombs. The militarisation of the

or

globe by NATO and the militatarism
by generals and warlords in Africa are
two

sides of the

coin and the

The

aggression in the Balkans

undermines
international
law,
undermines the United Nations as an

organisation dedicated to world peace
and brings to the fore the need for
alternatives to the present monopoly
over force
enjoyed by the USA. Since
Africans have felt the force of the

genocidal violence of the European

war

countries and the violence of economic

provide the basis
energised peace movement
throughout Africa and the rest of the

oppression in the present, it devolves
to organisations and institutions such

world.

peace

same

in the Balkans should

for

an

African

women

who have

borne the brunt of masculinity and
violence are at the forefront of a major

campaign against warfare. This war
in Yugoslavia and the numerous wars
in Africa leads this author to the
conclusion that a crucial way to oppose
this war is to intensify the opposition
to

ethnic hatred, arbitrariness in

government,

state/police brutality and

as

SARIPS with

a

mandate to promote

and conflict to lead the
opposition to the military campaign of
NATO.
In

a

major

sense

the

war

in the

Balkans calls on the Africans at home
and abroad to build on the initiatives
of African women who are setting new
standards for launching peace
crusades. The
the anti

is also

calling forth
imperialist radical traditions of
war
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Kosovo
dominated

peoples. It is from within

this tradition that SARIPS should call
all

on

the

the

progressive forces to condemn
bombings in Yugoslavia, condemn
ethnic cleansing and brutality of

Slobodan Milosevic, and to raise their
voices to call for a negotiated end to

militarism and the

manipulation of
ethnicity by politicians know that

conflagration explodes into the third

ethnic and racial chauvinism

war.

There has been universal

condemnation of the

bombings and
supporting genuine negotiations under
the auspices of the United Nations

are

and multi racial societies is
new

terrain where the

Africa do not have the moral

of US militarism in the world

authority

are more

to

keeping of the United Nations
urgent. This is despite the
fact that in the past ten years the USA
has manipulated the UN to do its
bidding (such as the bombing of Iraq),
the UN remains

instrument for real

an

United

1

a

criminal court.

opposed the

new

international
one month of

After

deliberations in 1998

more

than

one

hundred nations

meeting in Rome, Italy
Diplomatic
Conference of Plenipotentiaries for the
voted in the United Nations
Establishment of
Criminal Court

an

war

the issues involved in the

The need for

international control
regional bodies such as NATO
The
North
Atlantic
Treaty
Organisation was formed in April
1949. In April 1999, all of the leaders
of these European countries gathered
in Washington to celebrate the 50th
This
anniversary of NATO,
anniversary was celebrated with a new
focus and expanded role for NATO as
the international police to protect
capital. During the cold war the
citizens of Europe were called upon to
subsidise high military spending under
the guise that NATO was created to
over

war

people to move away from the
propaganda being fostered by the

media.
This paper calls for the following:
International control over regional
defence pacts such as the North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation

combat communism.

However, after

the fall of the Eastern bloc countries in

2. The support of the democratic and
non violent forces in Serbia and

1991, NATO has been searching for a

Kosovo.
3. The

spell out the

rationale for these demands.

hall, library, web site and community
and for

formation of

trade.
I will in this paper

This opposition should ensure that
there is information in every village,
town, church, mosque, temple, town
centre on

that

strengthened by the
monitoring of the international arms

the world that emanates from this

“Crisis in Kosovo” also
reinforces the need for international
bodies to try war criminals. It is
instructive that in 1998 it was the
States

should be

war.

international deliberation.
The

up
of the environment. This reduction

as an

peace

hatred and militarism. For this reason,
the strengthening of the institutions of

transportation and for the clean

no

imperial force that progressive
Africans, peace activists and
internationalists must oppose the
military intervention in the Balkans and
call for meetings, discussions and other
fora to clarify the impending danger

these governments are complicit in the
same kind of fomenting of ethnic

health care, affordable housing,
child care, public education,

totally
present leaders

experience. It is with this in mind and
with a clear knowledge of the history

military budget

the USA, and the diversion of
the resources from the Pentagon to

a

Unfortunately,
most
of
the
governments engaged in warfare in

and for

in

divide the poor

of the USA and NATO have

condemn the actions of NATO since

court

and oppressed. The
struggle for democracy in multi ethnic

to

and
genocide (especially among NATO
allies such as Turkey and France).
Strengthening the United Nations
and for the US to ratify the treaty
creating the international criminal

5. The reduction of the

tools

should follow this condemnation.

to

4.

color who have borne the brunt of

the crisis in Kosovo before this

world

the USA for forces of repression

possibilities for democratic and
progressive forces to intervene to move
the various oppressed peoples towards
peaceful solutions to centuries of ethnic
rivalry. Africans and other peoples of

new

investigation of the support of

role and in

redefined its role

a

series of

as

the

meetings
police for the

International
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July 1998. The
argued that it
is a crime, “if any military operations
begun with the knowledge such an
attack will cause loss of life and injury
on

statutes of this new court

to

civilians.”
Under

the

statutes

of

the

international criminal court both the

present leaders of the USA and those
of

Yugoslavia would be deterred from
military actions and would be forced
to seek political solutions to the ethnic
and regional problems that beset the
peoples of the region of the Balkans.
It is unacceptable for one party to
willfully be accused of murder and
when innocent persons die as a result
of the massive bombings, these are
considered “mistakes.”

NATO, by militarily intervening in
this

region, has intensified ethnic
antagonisms and postponed the
SAPEMJULV 1999

Victims of miiitarism in

Yugosiavia - who wili pay?
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Kosovo
USA all
It

over

was

the world.

bombings of Yugoslavia and the
African peace activists should join in
a campaign to
bring the issue of the
illegality of the operations of NATO
in Yugoslavia.
The 19 states of NATO, led by the
United
States
are
violating
international law by massively
bombing military and civilian targets
in Yugoslavia without an official
declaration of war. Legal scholars
have pointed to the precedents being
set by using force outside of the
sanction of international legal status.
The problems of Kosovo are an

General Colin Powell, who

while

being the Chairperson of the Joint
military
capacity of the USA to fight on many
Chiefs of Staff, called for the
fronts at the

time. It

same

was

in this

spirit that the military planners in the
Pentagon sought to recalibrate the
mission of NATO from defensive
alliance

to a world wide
force to protect those

seventy per
resources,

military police
who consume
cent of the world’s

(the North Americans and

the western Europeans). Because of
this unequal distribution of the
resources

of the

maintain sufficient forces to conduct
simultaneous military operations in

ethnie and

widely separated areas of the world
against multiple adversaries. To

intervene in Turkey to stop the brutal
repression of tbe Kurds. NATO is
quite aware of the illegal nature of
the present military campaign, hence

not

achieve this the USA must revise its

existing security alliances

-

Nations and for the

most of

more

to

to

aggression in the Balkans
undermines international law,

the United Nations.
There is

an urgent need to support
negotiated settlement. It is
important that there are meetings all

a

^

^

monopoly

over force

go

NATO countries are aware of the
conditions of the peace conference but
the information is now available on the
internet.
Up to the moment the

Security

Chapter VII
clause that was used

Council, offers for the discussion and

justification for the bombings remain
unpublished by the Western media.
After the bombings created the massive
outflow of refugees, the western media
waged a campaign to support the
bombing but it is important for African
scholars and diplomats, women peace
activists and ordinary citizens to obtain
copies of the sequence of events that
led to the bombings. This will inspire
public debate within Africa when

settlement of international

governments embark on actions of

as

passed

j.

the pT€S€flt

tbe

United

enjoyed by

entire

Nations

organsiation and set
aside the consultative

me jjCA
t/ij/l. yy

procedures it, and

especially its Security
which, like NATO,

are

defensive in

that

they can better support
US global expeditionary operations.
Many public officials, most
recently, the former Secretary of
Defense, William J Perry has openly
spoken of the global role of NATO
beyond the borders of Europe. For
Africans this is especially ominous
nature

-

so

since the defence of the interest of the
USA in Africa falls under the European
command. It is in this

sense

that there

is the oftimes

repeated claim that the
present campaign in Yugoslavia is a
test of the credibility of NATO. The
credibility is being assured by 3000
sorties over Yugoslavia using over 600
aircraft and twenty warships, including
aircraft carriers.

The British Prime

particular those that
guarantee human rights and those that
may threaten the peace. Thereby the
NATO member states, including the
United States, are blatantly abrogating
even more than
violating - the
mainstay of international law.
This is the dangerous precedent
that is being set by the bombing
campaign in Yugoslavia as it also
threatens the escalation of a truly
global conflict. Africans who have
suffered from the arbitrary military
rule and military invasions by Europe
are

was
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are

mindful

of

how

a

colonialism and who

now bear the
brunt of the uncontrolled liberalised
economies believe that the Europeans

should

fight out their battles. This has
the posture that the war in
Yugoslavia is an affair of Europe and
led

ending the “conflicts"

concentrate

on

in Africa.

However, the

Balkans threatens

military

a

wider

war
war.

in the

Every

intervention

opens up
uncharted actions and counter actions

the

the militarists

to

NATO and that Africans should

similar

prelude to the Second World
Then, the world refused to listen

those Africans at home and abroad

Africans who have suffered under

breakdown in international law in the
midst of the last capitalist depression
War.

legal basis for the

military interventions in the name of
The more the bombings, the
more the spector of war threatens
Europe and the rest of humanity. There
peace.

-

Minister, Tony Blair along with certain

no

disputes.

These include in

elements in the US Congress are at the
forefront of the call for the immersion
of ground troops into this part of

Europe. There is

deconstruct the

campaign of
bring to the fore the
ultimatum that had been presented to
the government of Yugoslavia. Not
even the political representatives of the

organisation dedicated to world of
peace and brings to the fore the
states deliberately byij.

to

NATO to

the usual

an

r

the world

massive disinformation

the bombing
Iraq. The NATO

jOt“ (llt€t*flCltlV€S to

real

over

to justify

j

be removed from the

region and
replaced by international forces under

Council of the United
Nations to even seek

‘‘The

undermines the United Nations

the

of force to solve

the Balkans and for forces of NATO
to

are
need to

the US refuses

use

political and economic problems.
Oppressed peoples all over the world
who feel the brunt of globalization and
the uncontrolled rape of humans and
nature are taking the lead in calling for
political solutions to the problems in

religious minorities

violated. There is

Abyssinia. Then, both

enforcing peace and prosperity by
waging war. Humanity paid a high
price for the break up of the League of

pressure should and must be brought
to bear to ensure that the right of

must

Africans of

Hitler and Mussolini had visions of

internal matter where international

globe, there is the
global

calculation that to achieve

domination, the United States

!

I while inflicting misery. The NATO

bypassed the League I forces started bombing Yugoslavia in
of Nations to carry out illegal bombings ! an effort to force the leadership to
and use mustard gas against the
accept a peace plan for the protection
as

'
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Kosovo
of the ethnic Albanians of that

province.
the citizens, these
bombings precipitated a mass of exodus
of over eight hundred thousand
refugees from Kosovo, and an equal
number of citizens of Yugoslavia
lleeing in order to escape the bombing.
In this war there is a perverse unity
Instead of protecting

between the interests of extremists and

militarists in the USA, in Yugoslavia
For these extremists,

and in Kosovo.

military means arc essential for their
goals, irregardless of the loss of life or
the misery caused. Behind the media
hype on the question of refugees lay
the refusal to lay the cause of the
humanitarian disaster on the illegal
bombing initiated by NATO. NATO
was created as a defensive military
created to attack
in Yugoslavia
should create the conditions for a

alliance. It

not

was

countries and the

war

global rethinking of the role of
military alliances such as NATO.
Europe has gone around the world
establishing criteria for human rights
and establishing conditionalities for
oppressed peoples. The war in the
Balkans is forcing the question of
international control over bodies
sueh as NATO.
The monies being spent on the
war should be diverted to restoring
the world economy and for global
reconstruction of the lives of millions
who

have,

ruined

been

is in India and

Pakistan, Eritrea and Ethiopia or in
the present wars in Central Africa
there should be intensified efforts for

peaceful negotiations. The struggles
against the militarists in Europe and
the
USA
are
simultaneously
struggles against generals and
politicians in Africa. The planned
expansion of NATO will cost the
citizens of the USA close to

hundred billion dollars.

one

The

long
global

plans to make NATO a
police force were put on the table in
January when President Clinton
term

announced that he intended to add

Defense
Department budget over the next six
years. This sum, which is separate
$112

billion

to

rich and

the

powerful in the USA and in

Europe.
NATO troops in Kosovo
In the March issue of the Indian

weekly Magazine Frontline, readers
treated to an analysis of the
long-term goals of NATO and the
way in which Kosovo fitted into this
goal. It was argued that the aim of
were

assist
the citizens of Kosovo but to use the
the forces of NATO

was not to

ethnic and

religious struggles as the
permanently stationing
NATO troops in the Balkans. It has
been argued that, in the face of
massive opposition to the neo liberal
economic policies all over the world
of poverty, one of the strategic goals
of the USA is to dominate Europe
and to bind the European Union to a
military partnership where the USA
basis for

maintain

ean

troops to protect

investments in

petroleum from the
Caspian sea.
weekly the New

Gulf of Arabia to the
The

British

Statesman raised the matter in the

following

way,

to me that vital question
he asked. Is NATO really
bombing Yugoslavia, or is the

“It

seems

has yet to

^^The

by

speeulators. This war should be the
inspiration for a global disarmament
movement. Whether it

this expansion of power projection,
which is basically to protect the most

war

in order to justify

to
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war

in

justify

global contest between the
USA and Europe was most recently
articulated in a number of meetings
eonvened by the Departments of State
and Commerce of the US government.
The posture

towards Africa is double
edged because while there is the eye
on the rich biodiversity of Africa,
there is still the view that Afriea is
the center of violence, ethnic conflict
and what one eommentator ealled
“the
the

coming anarchy”. The ideas of
anarchy in places such as the

Middle East, Africa and the Balkans
was reiterated earlier this year by the
head of the Central

Intelligence
Agency who testified before the US
Congress arguing that; “US citizens
and interests
arenas

and

are

threatened in many
wide spectrum of

across a

issues. Those

protect the most rich and

powerful in the USA and in
Europe.”

perils range
regional conflict and
insurgency to terrorism,

from

criminal violence and
ethnic unrest.”
A eareful analysis of
the ways
crisis
in

in which the

Yugoslavia

festered and the issues that
were

the

plaeed on the table in
“peaee” talks in

Rambouillet bear out the
thesis that the Balkans

economic

crisis is being used as a
testing ground for a new strategic
deployment of troops to meet threat
from “regional conflict, terrorism
and ethnie unrest”. The persecution

15).

of the ethnic Albanians had gone on
for a long time (but more especially

bombing aimed at the emerging
European superstate, which ojfers
a

threat

to

the USA

as

a

new

superpower?” (New
Statesman, May 31, 1999, page
If

Europeans are of the view that the
war is really part of the long-term plan
for the USA to dominate Europe, what
does this

mean

for Africa? Numerous

European leaders of Europe from time

The
Kosovo is needed in order to

Europeans.

This

expansion of power
projection^ which is basically

of Bismarck to Mitterand have spoken
of the vital economic importance of
Africa for Europe. At the end of

zones.

markets to

this

from the cost of

distant combat

a EU poised to challenge the
hegemony of the dollar in the global
market place, is it possible that the
war in Yugoslavia is an attempt to
bring Europe under the complete
hegemony of the USA? This is
especially in the context where the
USA has been making statements with
respect to proposed partnerships with
Africa and belligerent statements that
the USA will no longer cede African

in Kosovo is needed

will be used to procure

expanding NATO,
additional
warships, cargo planes, assault
vehieles and other equipment
intended for “power projeetion” into

of

in the last

seven

years).

At the

conferenee that lasted for seventeen

days in February the USA and NATO
gave the Yugoslavians an ultimatum
by laying terms for negotiations that
were bound to be rejected by any
sovereign state.

World War 2 the USA had ceded Africa

The terms

Europe in order to assist the
reconstruction of Europe. In the face

a) the granting of autonomy for the

to

were as

follows:

ethnic Albanians within

Yugoslavia ledciatioii

the
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Kosovo
b) the stationing of NATO troops in
Yugoslavia to guarantee the
autonomy and
c) a referendum after three years that
would decide if Kosovo should be
an

independent state.

This conference broke down

over

the

Albanians than with the strategic goals
of the USA. The allies of the USA in
Colombia in South America and in

Mexico carry out

brutal murders

against the

poor and the media in the
USA remain silent on these massacres.

Africans support the struggle of all
oppressed peoples and the record of

question of the stationing of NATO
troops in Kosovo inside an
independent state. This is the same
issue that has delayed all of the peace
plans and since March. The United

community and in the world is not one
where peoples of color and other
oppressed peoples can support the
expansion of an aggressive military

States

formulation such

and

NATO

imposed

impossible

ultimatum
government of Yugoslavia.

an

the

the USA inside the African American

a as

NATO.

essentially Tito’s method for
accommodating the various ethnic
within Yugoslavia. For the previous six
hundred years militarism and warfare
were the means by which the
varying
elites sought to maintain political
power. In the process there was the
exploitation of the racial, ethnic and
religious differences in this region
where so many cultures met. This
region provided the spark that
enveloped the world in two world wars
this century.
It was from

weekly.

Why is the issue of Kosovo more a
burning issue than the independence
of East Timor or the independence of

Appendix “B” of the Understanding

the Western Sahara? It is the view that

others.

the Rambouillet Accords demanded

the USA and NATO want

the anti fascist

“NATO’s

the confrontation with

In the words of the British

on

right of unrestricted
passage and unimpeded access
through the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia, including the criminal
law, control

over

telecommunications

services and broadcast services.” The
paper (New Statesman) went on to state
that this was not a political proposal but
an

ultimatum. “The

and

a war

Yugoslavia
provides the best opportunity to initiate
a
military conflict that would
eventually ensare all the Balkans and
include Russia. This is the danger that
demands vigorous opposition to both
the regime of present Yugoslavian
leadership and the NATO alliance.

Dayton accords
ThK

STRIICGI.E OF

i)f:mocratic and

from Yugoslavia
that there was the most sterling
resistance to Adolph Hitler
and the fascist forces that
were supported by both Hitler
was

NON VIOLENT FORCES IN

Ycgoslavla

and

Yugoslavia

what

are

the

issues?
For

a

short while this

region had promised to
be the one place where
the multi ethnic and

transit

different

rights, whereas
appendices spelt de
facto control over Yugoslavia, even
demanding, unlike Dayton, that NATO
personnel be immune from its criminal

This

law.”

Federation

on

the Rambouillet

It is this issue that is at the center of

the intense

diplomatic negotiations that

has gone on for more than six weeks.
The Yugoslavians have insisted that

seek

new

religions of the world could
ways of living in a society.

was

the

task

of

the

bold

experiment started by President Tito
when he established the Socialist
of

the Republic of
Yugoslavia (SFRY) in 1948. Under the
Yugoslav constitution, there was a

federal (or central) government

based

in

While the question of the violation
of human rights are burning questions

Belgrade, of which Tito was
president. Within the SFRY were six
“republics” and two “autonomous”
regions; Slovenia; Croatia; BosniaHerzegovina; Montenegro; Macedona;
and Serbia. The Republic of Serbia

in Kosovo,

was

than the

regions”: Vojvodina and Kosovo.
These two regions had a measure of

there

can

be

an

international peace

keeping force under the UN without the
countries of NATO.

they are no more burning
question of the massacres of
the Kurds by the government of
Turkey. Turkey is one of the members
of the NATO alliance and the pressures

Yugoslavia demonstrate the fact that
reason for the military confrontation
has less to do with plight of the
on

the
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sub-divided into two “autonomous

local

Yugoslavia that there
sterling resistance to

Adolph Hitler and the fascist forces that
supported by both Hitler and

were

President Tito, who had been

fighter in the second
sought to remain
independent of both the Warsaw Pact
and NATO during the period of the
cold war; he remained non aligned and
supported the struggles for national
world

war,

liberation in Africa, Asia and Latin
was in this spirit that Tito

America. It

granted autonomy to the peoples of
Kosovo in 1974. However, the death
of Tito in 1980 exposed the reality that
the

deep-.seated ethnic and religious

tensions had simmered below the
surface.
These differences were
exacerbated

Where is

and ^‘others. ’
concentrated

the most

was

self-rule, more-or-less at the

municipal level. Each republic had its
own government and president and
they were each allocated reasonable
broad-reaching powers. This was

by the turn to capitalism
eighties where
different competing interests sought to
mobilise their ethnic and religious base
as a component of the competition in
the market place.
at

the end of the

President Milosevic
in

1987

on

came to power
the basis of Serbian

nationalism and his faction of the

political leadership fanned the Ilames
of ethnic chauvinism. Overnight
citizens who had lived together,
studied together and worked together
were fighting.
Milosevic abolished
the autonomy of Kosovo and
Vojvodina in 1989 and repressive
measures were instituted against the
ethnic Albanians.
pressures

As nationalist

grew

throughout

Yugoslavia, Serbian nationalists
embraced the traditional nationalist

concept of a Greater Serbia
unification of all

areas

-

the

with Serb

populations so that no Serb
community would be left under the
control of another nation.
The

competition and tensions
Yugoslavian federation
were exploited by those external
forces that were opposed to an
independent society that was based on
inside the
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Kosovo
number in the wake of the
of the

The

war

in Kosovo,

waged by
Military units since

Police and

March

1998, reached levels of

ferocity
!

and

destruction not

plain
seen

military

since the worst

days of the war in Bosnia. Civilians
have been targeted for simply living
in villages where KLA activity has

Yugoslav
President
Slobadan
Milosovic
declared

brutality

repression.

taken

place; whole families have
wiped out on the presumption
of guilt by association. To Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia authorities,
been

a war

criminal

most ethnic Albanians in Kosovo

by definition, suspect in their
loyalties. The relationship between
the forces calling themselves the
Kosovo Liberation Army and the
Central Intelligence Agency of the
are,

United States created
concern

multi national and multi ethnic

principles. It was the government of
Germany, whose forebearers had
supported the fascists in this region
during the Second World War that
initially led the call for the support
of an independent Croatia as a way
of weakening Yugoslavia and
destabilizing the region.
The
independence of Slovenia and the
nasty
struggles over Bosnia
Herzegovina brought the issues of
nationalism and chauvinism of this

region to the attention of the world.
Within Yugoslavia itself, the
democratic forces that opposed
Milosevic

were

sidelined and the
came into

nationalists

extreme

prominence. The necessities of war
in

Bosnia

demanded

uncritical

support for the regime. Despite the
opposition to the militarism of this
government the USA sought to make
Milosevic a partner in the Dayton
Accords that brokered

a

precarious

peace between the different forces in
Bosnia.
The international media

as’a person with
whom the west could deal in seeking

presented Milosevic

in the region. This image was
presented over the profestation of the
various human rights groups, writers,
jurists’ etc. within Yugoslavia who
faced
the
repression of the
authoritarian
leadership
of
peace

Milosevic.

Repression within Yugoslavia
meant

that

ethnic

chauvinism

festered in these conditions

leading
to even more extreme repression in
the region of Kosovo. This region in
SAPEM .IlIl.Y 1999

April 1999
inhabited by Serbians, ethnic
Albanians and Montenegrins. It was
estimated that ninety per cent of the
population was made up of ethnic
Albanians.
However, the region
occupies a special place in the
Yugoslavia

was up to

consciousness of Serbian nationalists
since Kosovo is

supposed to be the

even

greater

for the ethnic Albanians

who

were

non

violent

seeking democratic and

attacks.

means

to

end the

These elements

were

working with democratic forces
within Serbia who were opposed to
Milosevic.
Does the CIA

support freedom fighters?
There

of the Islamic faith
the
bombing campaign of NATO on the
grounds that something should be
and the folklore and traditions speak
done to stop the ethnic cleansing.
of reconquering the heartland of
However, it is necessary to reaffirm
Serbia and reclaiming it from the
that it is the same military forces
ethnic Albanians.
j that have bombed the
peoples of
The leadership in Belgrade isolated I
Iraq and destroyed the economy of
the political forces in both Serbia and
that society. Africans all over the
in Kosovo that wanted peaceful
world (inside and outside of Africa)
negotiations to end warfare, violence
have many grounds for interrogating
and suspicion between peoples of
the politics of the KLA. In the first
differing religious faiths. In Kosovo
place the KLA advocates a form of
itself, armed elements calling
Albanian nationalism that places
themselves the Kosovo Liberation
them on par with the Serbian
Army (KLA) started military actions
extremists. They have sidelined the
against the Yugoslavian army.
democratic, pluralist and non violent
These acts served to strengthen
political leaders and are calling for
Milosevic while weakening the non
the ridding of the province of Serbs.
military opposition to Serbian
But more significant is the linkage
The
nationalism in Kosovo,
homeland

of

Serbia,

In

the

fourteenth century, the Serbs were
defeated by the rising Islamic forces

militarisation of the

politics of
Yugoslavia and Serbia took a new
turn

in

1998 when in March the

extremists around the

Yugoslav
leadership decided to send police to
attack Albanian separatists in
Kosovo. By doing this, Milosevic
undermined the political legitimacy
of moderate

Kosovo Albanians

(Rugova) and strengthened the hard
liners, who have anyway grown in

are

many

around the world who support

between the KLA and the CIA. The

CIA has

history of supporting
genuine liberation forces anywhere
in the world. In fact, the opposite
is

true

no

in

that

the

Central

Intelligence Agency has been the
main
force
fighting against
elements seeking national liberation
whether it

was

in South Africa,

Central America, Palestine, or in
East Timor. All freedom fighters in
23

Kosovo
the world and those who seek peace
and an end to the cold war seek an

antithesis to the

democracy based on
parties and on
elections only,
This form of
democracy is what Samir Amin
terms low intensity democracy. This
form of democracy is required for the
management of the state on behalf
of capital. Democracy requires the
strong organisation of the working
peoples, women, youth, students,
traders, farmers, religious leaders
the

end to the secrecy and covert actions
of the Central Intelligence Agency.

There is at present a court case

pending in the African community
in the USA over the relationship
between the CIA and the distribution
of crack cocaine in the African

American and Latino communities.
The details of the involvement of the
CIA in the crack epidemic was first

number

and trade unions and
that

exposed in the book by Gary Webb,

interests of Milosevic and the

force in the Balkans, NATO has

newspapers
of
involvement of the KLA in

the
drug
this link between the

running. It
KLA

was
and
the

destabilisation that

forces

of

provided the

Milosevic

rationale

leadership with the
for clamping down on the

ethnic Albanians in Kosovo. Yet, it
was ironic that the plan of the west
and NATO to protect

Albanians
extreme

nationalists

conditions for the

by creating the

mass

military objective of
in undertaking the
military campaign against
Milosevic was to bring him to
NATO

the conference table

to

the

“peace”

of

the

What is

accept

conference at Rambouillet.

Instead, the military assault

strengthened
Milosevic
politically,
isolated
the

^^This is
a

i

.»

I

have this celebrated in their

i

AjKlCtttlS (ITC Klllcdy th€S€
presented as natural acts of
»

c

i

i

i

•

tribal Warfare but when there is
killing in the reSt of the WOrld
thlS IS presented US genOClde,
,»

.

•

,

»
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genocide?

religious group.” This definition of
genocide is familiar to peoples of
color who have suffered genocide at
the hands of European and US
capitalists over the past five hundred
years. The massive genocide against
native American peoples in the USA
country has been romanticized and
legitimised as a component of
progress. Hence, certain countries
can carry out genocide and

WflCTl
^re

hand

is, “the intentional mass destruction
a national, racial, ethnic or

despite the fact that
i

first

of

The failure of the USA and

^

have

According the UN Convention on
genocide adopted in 1948, genocide

The

stated

terms

forces.

Africa

knowledge of the forces who have
carried out genocide and who have
not yet been condemned by any
international body.

strengthened the anti democratic

exodus of the

Albanians from Kosovo.

and

government

a

the ethnic
actually served the

There have been stories in the

British

and NATO are manipulating the
question of genocide. The massive
outpouring of refugees from Kosovo
is certainly to be opposed by all
progressive force internationally, but
the peoples of Latin America, Asia

is

genuinely interested in
protecting the rights of all.
The Balkans need democracy that
respects diversity. The basis for
democracy must be genuine respect
for diversity, whether national,
ethnic, religious, cultural or
ideological. Ethnic and regional
diversity in the Balkans cannot be
managed by warfare but through the
genuine application of democratic
principles, openness, transparency,
accountability and the limits on the
role of police violence. BY using

Dark Alliance.

para military police of Serbia. The
issue is whether the United States

of

i

««

history.

It is for this

that Africans do

not

reason
take the

issue of

is

genocide lightly. This
despite the fact that when

Africans

are

killed, these

are

presented

as natural acts of
tribal warfare but when there

is

killing in the rest of the
presented as
democratic forces in Serbia and
genocide. The massacres and
emptied Kosovo of nearly half the I NATO to protect the peoples of this I murders of colonised peoples all over
the world has not yet been brought
very same population that the I region from militarists require the
out.
A recent book by Adam
operation was supposed to protect.
urgent intervention of the United
The experience of both NATO and
Nations,
An
international ! Hochschild, King Leopold's Ghost,
Milosevic point to the need for
peacekeeping force without the i brought out the fact that in the Congo
concentrated interventions to build
nations of Germany, Britain and the
the Belgians massacred more than ten
new concepts of democracy.
United States of America will be the
million Africans.
This new
The
search for democracy in multi ethnic
only basis for preventing an even
scholarship is a far cry from the
and multi racial societies is a major | greater humanitarian disaster than
colonial history that presented the
challenge and the Europeans have no | the present military bombings and I colonialists as embarking on
experience in this form of democratic
persecution of both Milosevic and i humanitarian campaigns. Colonial
participation and expression. The
the forces of NATO,
genocide laid the conditions for
form of democracy that is required is
genocide, ethnic hatred and the role
one that is not associated with a
Genocide and the fight
of force in politics.
The most
single event such as elections but a
against genocide internationally
j spectacular genocide in Rwanda
The US media has been at the I should have brought the experiences
“process of struggles to win, defend
and protect the rights of all peoples
forefront
of calling
of genocide in .Africa to the forefront
for the
of African politics, but the many
(producers, women, minorities,
deployment of ground troops by
NATO to prevent genocide in f leaders of the OAU have been silent
religious groups etc.) against onesidedness. This includes the rights
on this matter. Genocide in Rwanda
Yugoslavia, especially Kosovo.
of self organisation for autonomy for
There are reports of brutal murder
and in Guatemala did not fall under
and of pogroms by the military and
the category of genocide for the
oppressed nationalities.” This is the
world this is

'

1

!
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Kosovo
of

NATO

because

this

the group to leave. Milosevic and
the Serbian extremists may be guilty

giving shelter to the authors of
genocide and other interhamwe who
promised to return to Rwanda to
commit genocide.
Interestingly, as the US began the
bombing campaign, the State
Department called in certain human
rights groups and urged them to blow
the trumpet about the genocide in
Kosovo. It was then that Human Rights
Watch released a report on the
complicity of the US and other nations
refusing to recognise the slaughter of
over 800 000 persons in Rwanda as
genocide. This same organization has
been defending some of the authors of
genocide in their publications. Earlier,
the Secretary General of the United

of ethnic

Nations, Kofi Annan, called for

the

investigation of the role of the UN
before and during the genocide in

forces

genocide was being carried out either
by the allies of NATO or with the
tacit support of these allies.
In international law there is

a

major difference between ethnic
and
cleansing
genocide.
International

law

mandate

the

signatories of the UN convention to
intervene once genocide takes place.
Ethnic cleansing take place when the
intention of the ethnic cleanser is to
eliminate

a group from a territory, to
drive them out using any means of

terror, sexual violence, torture, and
other crimes against humanity to get

cleansing and genocide in
province of Kosovo. There are
many African leaders who carry out
ethnic cleansing and promote ethnic
hatred.
The exposure of ethnic
cleansing in one part of the world
should promote opposition to this
practice in all parts of the world.
Ethnic cleansing, rape, violation,

are

African

Rwanda.

women

an

who have

started committees

human

against genocide
have taken the initiative in raising the
question of genocide from among the
people and are not awaiting the results
of the commissions established by
either OAU or the UN. Is it possible
for there to be meaningful investigation

those

while both Kofi Anan and Madeline

murder and the wanton abuse of

rights must be opposed and
responsible brought to justice.

However, that for countries (like the
United States in Guatemala and
France in Rwanda that have not

come

with their

complicity in
genocide), unilateral intervention of
this sort only furthers a selective
morality. The reality is that the
to terms

United States and the UN failed to

respond to the real genocide that took
place in Rwanda in 1994 and instead
pontificated that “acts of genocide”
may have taken place. Whether
genocide or ethnic cleansing is
taking place in Kosovo is an urgent
that cannot be left to the
countries of NATO.
The Rwanda genocide in 1994 is
still a most burning question for
matter

Africans

everywhere because the
authors of the 1994 genocide are still
living in France and other European
capitals and there is no major
international movement to bring
these genocidists to justice. Such an
international push would call into
question the roles of France, the United
States and Belgium before and during
the genocide. The present Secretary
of State of the United States would be
of the officials to be

investigated for
community
in the period of the genocide in Rwanda.
There are many African societies that
on

the role of the international
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are in positions of authority
in the international community? The

Albright

this

question will depend
whether there is more
democratic
intervention
by
governments in Africa to raise the
que.stions of genocide in Africa to the
same plane where it will be established
that “never again” carries meaning in
answer to

entirely

on

Africa.
The

colonialism and

imperial adventures
during the twentieth century. At the
dawn of the twenty first century, there
is no basis for a Security Council that
excludes Japan, Nigeria, India,
Germany and Brazil.
In by passing the United Nations in
seeking a solution to the problems in
Kosovo, the United States
authorize the

use

of force

against

a

country dealing with an internal
rebellion. At this moment, instead of
actions

by the CIA in Kosovo
military actions of
NATO, the world needs negotiations
to bring the issues before a body that
is not compromised by militarism and
the rush to war. After the bombing of
the Chinese embassy in Belgrade, the
Chinese government has joined Russia
in calling for a halt to the bombing and
for the Security Council to fully discuss
covert

and the overt

and take in hand the “crisis in Kosovo”.
All of Africa should support this call
for the convening of the Security

Council to tackle the issue of Kosovo.
In March 1998 the

Security Council

had determined that the Kosovo crisis

amounted to

a threat to peace and
adopted Resolution 1160 (1998)
calling on the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia and the Ko.sovar Albanians
to work towards a political solution. As
the crisis deepened, in September 1998
the Security Council followed up the

discussion with another resolution
1199 (1998)

hostilities,

by
strengthening of the United

was aware

that both China and Russia would not

both

demanding

a

cessation of

cease-fire as well as steps
sides to improve the

a

humanitarian situation and to enter into

of the most urgent

negotiations

with

questions of this period. The US has

involvement.

These efforts of the

weakened the role of the UN

Security Council

were

scuttled by the

USA because it

was

clear that for

Nations is

one

as a

genuine force for peace by
manipulating this body to bring untold
suffering on the children of Iraq. Yet,
the UN is the only basis for ensuring
world peace and stopping the slow but
inescapable path to massive war in the
Balkans and beyond.

NATO to act, there would be legal
issues before the international

community. As

an imperial force, the
US and NATO want to undermine the

present rules of international law.
Up to the moment, the USA
continues to refuse to

Revitalizing the United Nations

international

ratify

a

number

of international treaties that would
weaken the militariss and

aggressive

genocide
and war in the world. Despite its
weakness, the UN represents all of
humanity and this is the period to revise
the charter to provide scope for the

elements in the world.

The USA

democratization of the United Nations.

the International Criminal Court. The

The United Nations

was

established in

1945 in the aftermath of the

The

Security Council of the United
Nations is still dominated by the very
forces that were responsible for

refuses to

ratify a Comprehensive
Nuclear Test Ban treaty. The most
important new treaty that the US
refuses to sign is the treaty establishing
Pentagon led the opposition to this
treaty and the USA is seen in most parts
of the world as a rogue state in its
25

Kosovo
refusal to

instincts and creative power
masses of the people”.

sign this treaty. The USA
similarly refused to sign the
International Treaty on Landmines.
Again, the Pentagon holds the rest of
humanity in contempt by refusing to
sign these international instruments to
eliminate the rush to military force. Is
NATO using shells encased with
depleted uranium in the bombing
has

raids?

Are

there

reasons

The rush

for the manufacturers of weapons.

Bombing sells weapons and tests them,
it legitimises military expenditure as
well. Consider for example the reports
from the military magazines that
officials of the US Department of
Defense were using the bombing to test
a new weapon, the latest
air-dropped

Kosovo.

The CIA and KLA have

marginalised the

non violent opposition
Milosevic. The rush to war requires

in the USA.

the

These issues raise the

unity of
leaders such as
military/political
Peace is

powerful and the defense of those
plunder the resources of the globe.
In the past fifteen years, the economic
policies of the international financial
institutions have brought ruin to
who

millions around the world. From East
Asia to Russia and from Brazil to
Rwanda millions have lost their
livelihood
the world

result of the

policies of
capitalist system. In 1948
as a

CLR James wrote of the barbarism of
the capitalist system. He declared that:
“the

of

unending murders, the destruction
peoples, the brutal passions, the

sadism, the cruelties and the lust, all

smash

the democratic forces in Serbia and

conflict?

most

to

power of the masses of the people. The
US has assisted Milosevic in crushing

for

defined in terms of the interests of the

effort

crushing of the democratic forces
At the vanguard of the
struggle for dignity and self worth in
the USA are oppressed people of color.

anti-armour munition, the Textronbuilt CBU-97 Sensor-Fuzed Weapon

It is for this

those who shoot them down in the

military industrial complex spoke of
the debut of this new weapon during
NATO’s “Allied Force” air campaign
in Yugoslavia, targeting Serb main
battle tanks and other military vehicles.
The same reports on the air campaign
also speak of the bad weather and the

streets of the USA.

fact that the USA has been forced

reason

that the

youth

are

warehoused in the

!

booming sector of
the economy called the prison
industrial complex. People of Africa
cannot support any military action that
is supposed to benefit the interest of
Militarism and

history. But this barbarism exists only
because nothing else can oppress the
readiness to sacrifice, the democratic

(SFW). (See various issues of Jane’s
Defense Weekly). The warriors in the

uncontrolled actions abroad embolden

use

the

cruise missiles in

police forces that claim to be
fighting crime in the streets of the USA.
In February 1999 the police shot down
a young Guinean
immigrant in the
streets of the USA.

Are NATO and

the USA

setting a precedent for
military intervention by Africans to
stop ethnic cleansing in the USA in the
future?

the manifestations of barbarism of the

past thirty years are unparalleled in

one stealth fighter goes down the
ordinary citizen sees over $45 million
dollars going down, but this is a plus

the

more

to

establishment of NATO.

and militarism in

to war

When

democratic instincts and creative

one

congressional inquries into the rules of
war that are being employed in this

purpose between
Milosevic and the

of the

Opposing militarism in the USA
bombing in Yugoslavia is a
necessary aspect of the nature of
capitalism at the present moment.
The

the

USA’s

to

expensive satellite guided
Yugoslavia. The
supply of Conventional Air

Launch Cruise Missiles (CALCM) has
dwindled

dangerously low, and so the
producers of weapons are encouraged
to produce more weapons.
This shortage of weapons has
USAF planners and officials and the
builders of the missiles, rushing to
convert stockpiles of nuclear-tipped
missiles to conventional warheads. The

capitalists who make these
want

the

war to

order books

can

continue

so

weapons
that the

be filled and the

same

Two F-117 Stealth Fighters
downed in Yugoslavia

were
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Kosovo
take

capitalists who dominate the corporate
media are inlluencing public opinion to

the

lead

in

breaking the

this

brings the world to the brink of a
The present

ground troops. It is not by accident that

and information available from the

crisis of the
has had a devastating
impact on the citizens of Russia.
There are many in that society who

since the

song to the spoken word and the
written word, should be mobilized to

the crisis

call for

an

undeclared
the

war so

most

active

psychological and propaganda war
against citizens to support a long

intensification of the

war

by the introduction of

far is

an

air

war

war.

lobbyists for the defense

manufacturers

are

expose the militarism
world war.

those from the

aerospace industries. In wars in Africa
such as in Angola over US$6 billion

When

and dangers of
bombed

the

Yugoslavia, the
spokespersons for NATO decreed
that the media outlets for Yugoslavia
were legitimate military targets. The

The present wars in the Congo, in West
Africa and in the Horn provide a boom
for arms manufacturers everywhere.

stricter international control over the

war.

world economy

want a

confrontation with NATO and
over Kosovo is creating the

political conditions for the rise of
these military/ nationalist elements.
For the long term strategists, this
would be the required result of the
war

in the Balkans since this would

certify the humiliation of Russia once
and for all. African must intensify
the opposition to militarism and

^‘Africans should recognize
that the military campaigns
against Milosevic and

opposing the war in the Balkans,
is also the opportunity to demand

In
this

NATO

television station in

being spent on war when the
needs of the people are not met.

dollars is
basic

All forms of communication

nuclear

the reflex to

use

force to solve

political problems. This is a
concrete way to oppose the
militarists and warlords in

the
Africa. The progressive left in
expansion of the war and the intention
the USA and Europe has been
Saddam
Hussein
are not
to place ground troops in the Balkans.
demobilised by the idea that the
Any peacekeeping force must be one
goals in themselves but
NATO is fighting against
initiated by the United Nations and not
means to obtain political
genocide to prevent another
by NATO. More importantly, in any
holocaust in Europe. This same
ground war the main casualties will be
goals.
left continues to be silent on the
the hundreds of thousands of youths of
history of genocide in Europe and the
UN Commissioner for Human Rights
color who are in the infantry units that
recent genocide in Africa. This same
would be deployed into Yugoslavia. j has rightly classified this act as a
left has been unable to mount a
The military goals of the present i! criminal act that should be brought
serious opposition to the policies of
before the international criminal
government of the USA stood by when
the government either in Rwanda,
court.
When one listens to the
close to a million were slaughtered in
Iraq and Yugoslavia. This places
Rwanda. There can be no support for j justification for the bombing of the
additional responsibility on the
TV station, it is hardly credible that
this military until there is an open
peoples of color who bear the brunt
the USA bombed the Chinese
declaration and acknowledgment that
of the militarism. It is for this reason
the USA supported dictators and that I embassy by mistake.
When that the progressive Africans are
the struggle for democracy would take ; Milosevic carries out murders, it is
calling for a reduction to be diverted
war crime but the bombings of
a new turn.
A concrete step in this
to public education, health care, day
direction would be for the USA to
bridges, hospitals, television
care centres, cleaning up of toxic
stations, buses, innocent persons,
turn over the information on General
waste dumps and generally moving
these are supposed to be mistakes.
Pinochet so that he can be prosecuted
the society away from the rapacaious
It has been reported that the NATO
for crime against the peoples of
form of capitalism that disregard the
Chile. The USA cannot expect
planners are now bombing the
lives of human beings.
civilian
human rights activists all around the
targets again having
The end of the cold war
exhausted their original list of
world to accept its moral judgement
undermined one of the fundamental
on Yugoslavia when it is known that
targets. There are over 19 hospitals
justifications for high military
have been bombed and
elements from the Pentagon refuse ; that
spending. Yet, the capitalist class
to declassify the documents that
that invested in the military industrial
destroyed, together with 200 schools
and colleges, housing estates, farms,
would substantiate the charges
complex wants the economy to be
locked into this form of economic
against Pinochet African workers I food processing plants, water
reservoirs, theatres, cinemas,
and farmers who suffer from the
organization that privileges the
“crisis of the global economy” join I museums, churches, monasteries and
production of sophisticated weapons.
In the face of the end of the cold war
those forces in the USA and i archeological sites.
and
the economic melt down in Asia
Africans should recognize that
internationally who are calling for I
the military campaigns against
and Latin America, a war is the most
demilitarization and democratization
Milosevic and Saddam Hussein are
of the international institutions. This
important requirement for the
not goals in themselves but means to
include
would
legitimacy of the present forms of
aggressive
obtain political goals. The peoples
political and economic organisation.
investigation of the role of all local,
This has meant that the US
of Yugoslavia are pawns in this goal.
regional and international forces in
The
the real genocide in Rwanda and of
government has carried out a
political goal is to mobilise the
massive ideological campaign
citizens of the USA to support the
taking steps to stop the excessive
against
the middle classes to bind
agenda of the militarists and those
repression that is now going on in
their force to the consent of
elements
who
want
the
USA
to
places such as Colombia and Turkey.
militarims and external intervention.
maintain global hegemony, even if
Progressive forces in Africa must
arms

trade. Africans must oppose

'

'

I
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This same mobilisation of the middle
class calls for militarism abroad

The

requires the demonisation of the
poor, and to divide the poor whites
from the brown peoples. The rise of
the prison industrial complex
completes the unity of the militarism

simple task but small steps must
move the political culture
away from the celebration of
warfare, masculinity, violence and

abroad

destruction.

and

communities

at
are

home,
Poor
thus mobilised to

think that the
can

privatization of prisons
bring economic recovery to their

communities.

Africans

seek

must

linkages with the oppressed Africans
in the USA to point to the political
and economic alternatives to this

propaganda
and

the

war

against

divisions

poor
of the

whites
most

oppressed in this country. The USA
seeks to mobilise the middle class
African Americans to be allies with
the

repressive governments in Africa.
progressive Africans must
expose this alliance.
The

The alternatives
alternative

economic

to

the

present
political and economic direction is
not a

be taken to

The first step must

be
campaign against the
military operations in Yugoslavia.
Africans must join the present
international opposition to the war,
and take a stand along with all other
progressive forces to bring this
opposition to every section of the
globe. This will at the same time be
a concrete stand
against militarism
an

intense

and militarists in Africa.

organisation. The political
experience of the oppressed in this
society places it in the central role in
charting the alternatives to the
present barbarism of the capitalist
system.
1

End the

1

Use the United Nations to

to the

inter-

national investigation on the role
of the USA and their inaction

during the genocide in Rwanda
1

1

The alternative to the present

political and economic system
requires a long struggle. It is a
democratic struggles that seeks a new
mode of politics and a new mode of

negotiated settlement

issue of Kosovo.
Set up an independent

a

1

Bombing of Yugoslavia
bring

Hand over the documents so that
Pinochet can be brought to justice
Establish international instruments to monitor the international
arms

trade.
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Art, Sport & Culture

SADC ministers adopt sports plan
Steven

T

he Southern African Deve- |

lopment Community’s Ministers

of Culture, Information

j

Chifunyise

sports between clubs and countries and

much wider

generally the non-existence of legal
in.struments concerning the social and

and recreation

Sport meeting in Gaborone on 21 st j economic status of sport persons as can
be demonstrated by the absence of
May 1999, adopted a five year sport
social security and insurance schemes
development plan submitted to them by
for sport persons.
the Supreme Council for Sports in
The establishment of sports
Africa Zone 6. In 1995, the SADC |
academies and institutes is another
Council for Ministers approved that
programme that SADC Ministers of
policies and strategies of the Supreme
Council of Sport in Africa Zone 6 be
Culture, Information and Sports
considered critical in the development
adopted as policies, strategies and
priorities for the development of of the sport industry in the SADC.
While .some countries have established
physical education and .sport in the
SADC. Programmes in the five year
sport academies, these tend to be in the
development plan were presented to j rather elite sports such as cricket, tennis
the SADC Minister of Culture I and golf.
There are very few
Information and Sport as projects i academies in the SADC for athletics,
adopted by the Council of Ministers of soccer, netball, basketball, volleyball,
handball, hockey, boxing, and other
Supreme Council for Sport in Africa
contact sports.
Zone 6 which met in November 1998.
Evidently, lack of
adequate financial resources is given
Top on the list of projects is the
formulation by SADC member .states ; as an excuse for this and yet the real
of national sport policies. Although a j reason is the absence of policies and
the low status given to sport in national
few countries have formulated national
sport policies it is clear that in many i development plans.
The SADC Ministers also adopted
SADC countries there are neither
the plan to create a Zone 6 Games on
national sport policies nor sport
the same line as those of the All Africa
development plans. It is envisaged that
Games which would
SADC member states will incorporate
in their national sport policies aspects
bring about regular top
level competitors in all
which recognise sport as an emerging
disciplines
industry that has great potential in [ sporting
contributing to the economic j especially in view of the
many sport persons who
development of the SADC and in
do not qualify for All
particular as a major employment

and

sector.

Equally essential is the potential of
a viable sport tourism arising out of
better management and promotion of
international sport competitions taking,
place in the SADC. Tied to the issue
of national sport policies is the

Africa

I

access to

sport for leisure

by the majority of the
ordinary citizens of the SADC in both
rural and urban settings. It is expected
that the development of a viable
physical education and sport
curriculum in SADC schools and

tertiary institutions will inevitably
improve the access of the generality of
the citizens of the SADC to sport for
leisure and recreation.
In order to raise the status of

sport

in national

of the

development programmes
SADC, Ministers adopted a plan

to establish a Heads of

Government Summit

State and

Sport. Such a
explore ways of
ensuring collaboration among member
summit
states

on

would

of

the

SADC

in

sport

as well as the promotion
of effective investment into the Sports

development

Industry in SADC.
It is strongly believed that the poor
status given to sport in SADC member
states is the lack of appreciation by
Governments of the economic potential
of sport as well as its critical role in
promoting community integration and
identity!

Games,

Commonwealth Games
and the Olympic Games.
Such

j

programme to formulate in SADC |
member states, legal and institutional i
framework for a vibrant sport sector.
Concerns have been expres.sed on the
absence of laws that govern the

competition if well
planned would be regular,
inexpensive and useful in
preparing SADC sport
persons
for
world
championships.
Programmes
that
promote women in sport,
and sport for people with
a

disabilities were also
considered vital for
companies, sports promoters; tax ' SADC. Linked to these
systems that affect professional sports , specific programmes are
persons; the transfer of professional | those intended to promote

operation of professional sports
persons,
the nature of sports
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SADC seeks to make sports

professional
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Yellow Cacd
T

he mention of a yellow

USA based in Los Angeles.
Sissel who is a member of the

card would

normally
pictures of

invoke
football or soccer.

American Association of

In this

instance “Yellow Card” is

Cinematographers

a

reknowned

working title for a feature fdm
production by the
Media For Development
under

photography and

one

films she worked

on

Association in Zmbabwe.
The director of the film

award

Sissel accepted to work for a
fraction of what she should be

paid because she is committed
what is happening. He also
pointed out that the support by

teenage boy
girl pregnant in

a

a

to

school which complicates his
life and thus the yellow card

donors

metaphor. On the other hand

The
teenage
boy
impregnates an old friend only
to meet the girl of his dreams
such tries to

run

Bombay from
Belgium. He said that the
participation of Sis.sel and
Bombay will be of immense

way

responsibility further
complicating his life until he
ultimately accepts his
responsibility. According to Riber the
fdm is about responsibility but there is
didatic

It

message.
entertainment fdm.

is

John

I

was

International
with

conceived by Pathfinder

organisation delaing
family planning and reproductive
an

health based in Boston in the United
Sates of America. Twelve years ago

benefit to Zimbabwean crews
in terms of the vast experience

Riber, film director

is halfa million US dollars but the entire

they have. There are at least ten trainees

projected budget would be

on

million US dollars when

an

Riber told SAPEM that the film

project

so

recordist Dirk

from the

no

been

35
millimetre
film
in
Panavision. Riber said that the
crew also includes sound

footballer.

as

has

overwhelming that from initial
plans to shoot on 16 millimetre
film they are now shooting on

the lead actor has the ambition
to become a professional

and

of the
“Salam

was a multiple
winning feature film
focussing on street kids in
Bombay. Riber noted that

film is teenage pregnancy
from the male point of view.
makes

a

of

Bombay”

John Riber told SAPEM in an
interview that the theme of the

In the film

is

director

over a

promotion and

the

crew.

According to Riber the film will

distribution are taken into account. He
said there are plans to also do versions

employ at least

of the feature film in Shona, Ndebele,
Swahili and French and shorter video

of extras in

versions for

shown interest in

training and promotional

material available in 20 verancular

j languages covering initially five

one

hundred people in

terms of the cast and crew and thousands

the

soccer scenes.

He noted that

private sector in Zimbabwe has

particularly in the

getting involved

soccer scenes.

Pathfinder International funded the fdm i countries

Riber observed that the idea of
“Yellow Card” was conceived in

Pathfinder wanted

January 1998 and he is happy that 18
months later shooting has begun. He
said the first year was dedicated to
extensive research which took place in

namely, Kenya, Tanzania,
“Consequences” also produced by i Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
MFD. Riber also told SAPEM that
Shooting of the film started on the
a

new

film for

i

12th of June and is scheduled to be

run

teenagers dealing with adolescent i 6 weeks. The setting of the fdm is in
sexuality. He said: ‘“Yellow Card’
Highfields and Mbare high density

deals

with

the

subject

as

‘Consequences’ but there is

no

same

connection between the two”.
The film project is being

others,

by

funded,
Pathfinder

| suburbs

well as in Chisipite low
' density suburb in Harare. Riber said that
as

the film is

set to

be released in

April

2000.

The cast of the film is entirely
International, FORD Foundation and I Zimbabwean. He pointed out that the
the Department for International ! crew is almost all Zimbabwean but of
among

Development (DFID). According to | particular note is the Director of
Riber the production budget for the fdm
Photography Sandy Sissel from the
30

Zimbabwe.
Riber said that one of the lessons
learnt from the film is that there is a lot
of real interest in Africa. He noted that

initially they were thinking small but the
response was overwhelming and more
money was raised than anticipated. He
said the problem was in thinking that we
are
insignificant»
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3. Globalisation has
come a

“catchword”

so

equally be-

much abused

in

popular discourse that one is no
longer sure of its real meaning. Taken
in its most ordinary sense - the existSADC

ence

of relations between the various

regions of the world, enough intensive
to have some effect
globalisation is
as old as the world, even if it is easily
agreed that the intensity of these relations today are considerably more crucial than in the past. But it is certainly
even more important to identify the
specific characteristics of each of the
successive phases of this very long history of globalisation, to analyse its
mechanisms and by so doing, link the
successive forms of globalisation to
the social systems of regions in mutual
-

Restructuring the Electricity
44
Sector; Challenges and Pro.speets
Sipho Shabalala

ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Currency Checklist

50

relations.
There existed

-

at

least for the old

world (Eurasia and Africa) a system
of
Economic Indicators for

51

Mozambique

SADC

Export Directory

globalisation that I described and
analysed over the long duration of two
millennia from 500 BC to 1500 AD ^.
The so-called silk roads, transfer of

52

technologies (be it with regard to the
compass, printing or the gunpowder as
examples reproduced by all
elementary school books) and spread
of religions, testify to the reality of this
ancient globalisation. To such a point
that when Vasco de Gama lands
coast

on

the

of India in Calicut in 1498, he is

surprised to find Christians there.
Since it is known that the Uigurs were
Nestorians before being converted to
SAPEM JULY 1999

Islam, that the Islam travelled up to
Indonesia, that the

China and
Buddhism

all the way

from the
Mongolia,
China for a time, Japan, Sri Lanka and
came

Himalayas to

countries of

conquer

south-east Asia

,

that

Alexander the Great, then Christians
and Moslems found it in Afghanistan.
It

always turns out that the
globalisation in question - that did not
integrate the so-called Pre-Columbian
America
was very different in the
logic of its working to that which
subsequently beeame capitalist
modernity. The three “centers” of the
old globalisation (the Chinese, Indian,
-

the

Middle-East) accounted for 80

percent of the population of the globe.
In addition this globalisation was not

polarising in the sense that the
development gap between the various
regions in contact of which it is made
up, were, for the quasi totality of the
population
very modest, not
exceeding the ratio of two to one. Also,
in the sense that nothing fundamentally
stopped the possibility for retarded
regions to catch up with the most
,

advanced. The discourse of modern

globalisation affirms that the latter
provides an opportunity and that the
peoples concerned may take advantage
of or miss it depending on internal
factors. Curiously this affirmation,
which is precisely unrealistic as far as
modern globalisation is concerned,
was true in the past It is instructive that
31
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the greater part of
toward the year

social relations inspired by historic
Europe, which until i opportunity etc...” (the usual litany).
1000, was on the j Nonetheless it .should appear curious
Marxist socialism. The political
that none of the peoples concerned in
periphery of the global system of the
successes of national liberation
time, more or less lagging behind in
Asia, Africa and Latin America have
movements in Asia and Africa and the
development as it is the case for ever been able to seize this
Latin American “desarollismo” in turn,
Africa, was able, over a remarkable
“opportunity”.
imposed the overhaul of the past
short time three centuries “to catch
As a counterpoint, I advance the
scheme of polarisation. All are
thesis that polarisation is immanent to
up” and even to prepare to “overtake”
expressions of the revolt of peoples of
the old centers.
the global expansion of capital. This
the periphery, victims of the polarising
In its modern form, globalisation
is because the “world market” in
capitalist globalisation. These are
was constituted, since the industrial '
question remains deeply unbalanced
expressions in tandem with more or
revolution which, between the 18th
less radical historical movements in
by the single fact that it remains
and the beginning of the 19th century,
| truncated; constantly widening its i association with more or less
marked the beginning of the full
commercial dimension (trade in goods
revolutionary internal social changes
and services) and in the domain of
fledged form of capitalism. The
to the objective of accelerating the
mercantilist transition between 1500
international transfer of capital, this
modernisation and indu.strialisation.
and 1800, could be interpreted from
market remains segmented both with
This string of major changes
this point of view as the fight between
regard to labour and international
largely took the center stage of hi.story
the old (feudal) mode of production
j migrations of workers which remain during two-thirds of our century,
and the new (capitalist) and also as i subject to controls. On its own, this
testifying to the dominant character of
the fight between the old global system
j truncated nature of the world market the polarisation of modern
(which swung between three centers - j is bound to engender polarisation,
globalisation. This evidence - for me Chinese, Indian and Oriental) and the ^ independently of the thousand and one
has nonetheless been permanently
new system,
integrating the Americas concrete specific conditions that,
forgotten in conventional social
and organised by the new
and
according to conjunctures and policies,
thinking, and underestimated, to say
can either spur the acceleration of
upcoming Atlantic Europe center. 1
the least, in the critical thinking of
will not dwell on this crucial turning
socialisms and even of historical
growth here, or slow it down
elsewhere L The liberal discourse
point which I have discussed
Marxism.
elsewhere
The dominant capital has been
pretends to be unaware of this reality
The new globalisation - that of ; and as a result, remains inconsistent.
forced by this new relation between
capitalism - is polarising. In two | A real coherent liberal should insist on
social forces more favourable (or less
the opening of borders in every
centuries, from 1800 to the end of our
unfavourable) to peoples of the
century, it has been able to reduce the j dimension. Then, trade, capital flows
periphery “to adjust”. And it did so
population of the centers of the system | and migration of workers would create
with success to the point that it has
whose frontiers have not changed i conditions for the homogenisation at
been able “to reintegrate” into the
much and which generally embraces
the world level, of an authentic
global system societies which, in
the contemporary “Triad” (the United
various degrees, had attempted to
globalisation of the economy. Marx
States, Canada, Europe, Japan) - to 20 [ and Engels thought in 1848 that the
make themselves autonomous. This is
a
percent of the population of the planet. ' bourgeoisie would make it and would
way of explaining the gradual
The gap in the level of development
have the courage to carry on to the end
erosion of the counter soviet and
between these centers and the va.st
of its project. They certainly
national populist models. Much closer
overestimated
the
historic
regions of the world which have
to the concept of a “capitalism without
become their satellites, have continued I revolutionary role of this class. The
capitalists” (with regard to the former
to sink in the last two centuries, to the
end result was therefore a globalisation
USSR) or “State capitalism” (with
of capital and not of the economy,
point that the ratio mentioned earlier
regard to countries of the Third World)
which was two-to-one in 1800 is sixty- ! which, on the contrary, differentiates
than to that of original .socialism, the
to-one today. The polarisation that is ' itself
in
the
models in question attained their
center/periphery
characteristic of modern globalisation
historic
limits after having fulfilled
dichotomy that continues to worsen.
is definitely phenomenal, without
The progressive construction of
their real functions of transition
precedent in the entire past history of i polarisation in the real existing world
leading to “normal” capitalism- that
all humanity.
is to say with capitalists.
capitalism, also has its own history in
The key question which it raises is
which one can recognise stages of its
But the societies in question
whether this polarisation is immanent
consolidation. During one-and-a-half
reintegrated capitalist globalisation
to the global expansion of capitalism,
century - from 1800 to 1950 - this i without having been able to construct
that is to say, produced by governing
was
themselves into real new centers,
polarisation
practically
internal logic, or if it is only the result
synonymous with the industrialised
equivalent to the historic centers that
of various concrete, multiple and
countrie.s/non-industrialised countries
were actually always and largely
remain their models. The explanation
specific conditions having all, as if by divide. This simple duality was
chance, operated in the same direction;
of this reality is certainly complex,
challenged after the Second World
that of making it impossible to catch i War. Already, the Russian revolution
varying from one country at a given
from 1917, then that of China sought
time to the other, and could be
up. The prevailing discourse does not
broach this issue, content to repeat ad
both
“to
catch
up” (through
subjected to scurrilous generalisations.
nauseam that “globalisation offers an
industrialisation) and construct other 1 The internal social, political and ideo-

-

-

-
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logical dynamics proper to these socicertainly share a major responsihility in this history (or more precisely
these particular histories). But I will
assert that, beyond these concrete and
diverse conditions, two major realities
dominated the scene of this history.

eties

The first

of

center

the shift of the

concerns

produce and reproduce polarisation. It
industry. That is no more the ca.se.
In its place, I advanced the thesis that
advantages that allow the historic
centers (the triad for short) to maintain
their dominant positions in spite of the
industrialisation of the peripheries is
loeated in what I called the “five

monopolies”'*: technological initiative,
the control of financial flows at the

level

international

(the

most

internationalised facet of capital),
access to the natural resources of the
entire

planet, control of the means of

information and communication, and,

monopoly of
weapons of mass destruction. Through
the use of these five monopolies the
triad puts industries of the periphery
in positions of sub-eontractors, similar
to what was, at the dawn of capitalism,
the system of putting craftsmen at the
mercy of mercantilist capital. In the
spirit of this analysis; what I called the
law of globalised value, has passed
through successive forms each specific
to each of the phases of polarising
globalisation; unequal trade proper to
the phase defined by the diehotomy
last but not the least,

countries/non-

industrialised

industrialised countries gives way to
new forms of extraction of the surplus

produced in the
“globalised”
peripheries. The case of Korea, to
which I will come hack, perhaps
illustrates better than any other the
nature of the dynamics of the new
polarisation. This analysis, of course,
is in contrast to the rosy “success
stories” in which the World Bank

specialises...
The second has to do with the

persistence of a “reserve” labour force
which globalisation of the peripheries
(including socialist) during the last
half-century was not able to absorb.
The concept that I propo.se to consider
here is founded
between two
those who

on

a

distinction

categories of workers :
integrated in efficient

are

modern forms of

production and

as a

eompetitive in fact or
potentially (even at various degrees)
and those who are excluded (not only

result

are

S.VPEM .IlIl.Y It»»*)

Britain, the

“problem” already embrac-

productivity, in agriculture, the

ing dramatic dimensions), or trend that
is bound to worsen by reason of the

services, and what is sometimes called
“the informal” sector’. The distinction

technological revolution?

workers

is

of

sectors

with

low

nature

statistically. But it is,
significant
capitalism was able, in

easy to portray
in my opinion,

Historic

countries
advanced

that

constitute these
(the triad) to

centers

gradually absorb the “reserve” in what
I will rather call “the active army”. It
had

no

fixed time within which to

accomplish this. The thesis of the
globalisation of developing countries
through parallel absorption henceforth
became classic since the work of

Arthur Lewis

The conventional

thinking - that of the World Bank, for
example, never went beyond this. And

facts demonstrate that this
absorption is henceforth impossible
within the context of the prevailing
logie that govern the accumulation of
capital. And the reasons are almost
obvious. As long as productive forces
develop (and this has to do with a
pattern of development whose
magnitude necessarily falls within the
frame of globalisation which becomes
therefore an objective constraint)
modernisation requires a relative mass
of increasingly expensive capital and
relatively fewer and fewer qualified
manpower. This inability of capitalism
yet the

to

absorb

a

“reserve” that has become

growing proportion of the population
of the globe defines the historical limit
of this social system, the irrationality
of its rationality.
By examining the degree of
a

advancement of societies of the

periphery in the industrial revolution
and the proportion of their mass of
“reserve” one gets a striking picture
of the magnitude of the challenge
facing humanity as a result of capitalist
globalisation and the diversity of the
forms in which it is expressed.
A challenge which, nonetheless, it
appears, also concerns the centers
themselves. A reserve army is indeed
on

the road of reconstitution here for

(the unemployed,
the poor, the excluded and the
marginalised). I will not intervene here
in the debate on this set of problems "
: products of “transitory” changes
(even though, persistent over several
decades and perhaps affecting a
quarter or a third of the population, as
could possibly be the case in Great
twenty years or .so

of contemporary

scientific and

The kind of revolutions that shook

certainly relative and is not always

gravity of the forces that

was

unemployed of course but also

the

peripheries of the system during
and particularly
during the second half of the period,
the challenge of their radical nature,
led up to the constitution of three layers
of societies more or less engaged in

the

the 2()th century

modernisation and industrialisation.
The first layer no doubt embraces
all the countries called socialist

or

former socialist

(the USSR, Eastern
Europe, China), South Korea and
Taiwan, as well as, to a lesser degree,
India and the major countries of Latin
America (Brazil and Mexico). These
countries entered the

revolution, in the
constructed

some

sense

industrial

that they

national industrial

productive systems, as a result of
which they are either effectively
eompetitive (Korea is the best
example) or at least are potentially so
(without however, excluding possible
involution in real history).
But

none

reduce its

of them has been able to

army in the same
proportions to what this reduction was
in the centers considered in previous
and analogous stages of development.
reserve

reasonable to estimate this
40 percent for Russia, more
for Brazil and Mexico and at a much
It

seems

reserve at

in
the
higher
proportion
neighbourhood of 70 to 80 percent for

India

or

China. Korea and Taiwan

are

perhaps the two exceptions to the rule,
which some exceptional local and
international conditions can explain.
The second layer is constituted of
these eountries where industries have
been

established,

largely

by

transnational capital for that matter or
those of the local state, but it would
be difficult to identify there a national

productive system. Some of these
dispersed units can be competitive,
others not and, the local system as
whole is not, or is far from becoming
so.

It is difficult to say

that these

eountries have “achieved” their
industrial revolution. I group in this

countries of south-east Asia
capitalism is subject to
qualification, not without rea.son, of
“proxy capitalism” (or “ersatz
capitalism”) 'L the Arab countries
(Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt,
Syria, Iraq), South Africa, Turkey and

category
whose
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Iran, and
America.

some

countries of Latin

Buddha, Zoroastre

Considering a lot of singular

are

situated in the

century, about 500 years BC, that
two centuries later Hellenism produced

data for each of these countries, the

aggregate reserve varies between 50
and 70 percent of the population.

oil

producing

rental

on .some

of the

i

ienation fulfilled in the societies that

mining States whose I pre-dated capitalism, a dominant funcdoes give the i tion in the reproduction of the legiti-

or

economy

of wealth (in terms of I macyof power and that economic life
income per capita) simply because
j here is subjected to the logic of this
they are sparsely populated. Like the dominant function. Here, power is the
American Protectorates of the Gulf,
source of wealth ; and it will be necesthese countries are, in spite of their
sary to wait for capitalist modernity to
financial clout, passive participants in
see the relationship between these two
the world system, in reality just as
terms inverted for the benefit of eco“marginal” from this point of view as
nomic dominance,
countries of the third group.
The grand universalism of the tribuMarginalisation, which I have defined | tary age conquered enormous spaces
in terms of the passive position
that constituted themselves into disoccupied in the world system (that is
tinct cultural areas, but none among
to say the submission to the
exigencies them was able to impose itself on the
of a one-sided adjustment), is not
entire planet. One could therefore be
synonymous with poverty. This
tempted to read the history of the two
interrelationship is very evidently : millennia that preceded the formation
dominant, but there are exceptions - I of the capitalistie modernity as those,
the marginalised “rich”.
on one hand of the class
struggle
In fact, only countries of the first
within the tributary social systems in
order of the periphery try to impose
the manner of Marx, and on the other
themselves as active participants of the ! hand, of the “conflict of cultures”
world system, to force centers of the !
(religions and civilisations) å la
triad to adjust to the exigencies of their
Huntington perhaps (with all the
development. As will be seen, this reservations on the simple and
ambition is bound to occupy a central
j superficial theses of this sociologist of
position in future conflicts.
i Foreign Affairs). One is bound to
The analysis that I propose here of i assert that the confliets of the
time
modern globalisation seen in its
were far from assuming this dominant
economic dimension, which is j cultural dimension. Within the
large
dominant, will perhaps now help us see
cultural spaces in question, numerous
clearer the complex and ambiguous | and diverse
political authorities shared
relations which it maintains with
and competed for the control of the
political, ideological and cultural j tributary extraction of surplus and their
appearance

,

universalism.

4. The concept

conflicts are those that, in fact, occupy
the center stage. Even the Crusades

of universalism, that

that are often presented as an epic
battle between Christianity and Islam

is to say one of a discourse destined to
all human kind and not reserved to a

fraction

-

ethnic

equally has

an

or

other

-

were

of the latter,

were

ancient history.

in fact “Frank wars” (as
they
called by the Arabs at the time)

conducted

by feudal lords of the
metaphysical i European periphery (mainly France,
revolution, which extends from the
England and Germany) as much
Fifth century BC to the Seventh i against
Byzantine as against the
century AD, was based simultaneously
Khalifate. It was therefore about an
on the
tributary mode of production and offensive of an ascendant periphery
the domination of the metaphysical ideagainst the center (Hellenistic
ology of the age
That Confucius, I Byzantine and khalifate) dominant at
What I called the

;

.
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chapter of this phase of

universalism has in any case been

the

synthesis of cultures of the Middle
East, thus preparing the terrain for
The third layer is constituted
by j Christianity and Islam, this whole set
countries which have not yet entered ' of
major facts constitutes for me, maniindustrialisation (sub-Sahara Africa, ; festations of this universal
aspiration,
the Caribbean, and some west Asian
It nonetheless remains defined within
countries). In these countries the
the setting of the tributary
society that
aggregate reserve nearly constitutes
determines its upper reaches and limthe totality of the population.
its. My thesis on this essential
point is
It will be noticed that
my
that the ideology of metaphysical alclassification is silent

the time.

same

closed. “The human

being makes his
history” constitutes the new central
of

core

modern

associated with

universalism,

capitalist expansion.

However, the latter had conquered the
entire

planet, imposing a dominant
logic to all its component

economic

societies. Inversion of domination to
the benefit of the
economy and

conquest of the planet went hand in
hand. However, since this economic
conquest
is far from being

homogenising, and has on the contrary
exacerbated the

polarisation of wealth,

modem universalism found itself - and
still finds itself
confronted with a
-

challenge to which it did
answer,

give

an

within the framework and

on

the basis of

not

the accumulation of

capital.
The
human
being that is
proclaimed to make his history is, as a
result, the European and European
alone. Eurocentrism, - this particular

distortion

of

ideologies

and

perspectives of the dominant world
is not one among other manifestations

-

of the “conflict of cultures”. It is the

expression of the contradiction proper
to the
polarising expansion of
globalised capitalism. Eurocentrism
is, as a result, a modern product, a
fabrication that goes back again to the
18th

century, concomitant with the

of Enlightenment
It has nothing
to do, for example, with the vision
which western Christians of previous
ages made of “infidels”, Moslem or
others. I developed these theses
elsewhere concerning the multiple
age

.

manifestations of eurocentrism, its

mythological con.structions concerning
either the Greek ancestor

Prometheus),

(and

Christianophilia (the
attribution to Christianity in general,
or, for example, to Protestantism in
or

particular, in the manner of Weber, of
specific and particular virtues that all
other religions - confused with the
“other”, “the oriental” had not) or in
short,
pure and simple racism
(outdated perhaps, but still there).
The globalisation of the real
existing capitalism, that is to say of a
polarising system, does not have mueh
-

to

do with its cultural dimensions

brought out by the discourse

on

“the

westernisation of the world”. Technocrats of the system will
always have
some

trouble

to

understand that the
SAPEM JULY 1999
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“global village” is a hollow expression,

i
In fact, behind “westernisation” there !
is in reality, a real domination by the
culture of capitalism.

If I put quotation

marks to “westernisation”, it is because
the term is misleading. In fact, the

were

sometimes

toward nevrotic

Bretton Woods for the management of
the international monetary system and
within the context of the UN negotiations concerning trade and investments

passeism rejecting
and

the
of the liberal
bourgeois (or para-socialist attempts),
as a result of
polarisation that erases
the potential progress lead to the
relapse into the neurosis of the past.
failure of the attempts

alienation proper to capitalism. This
fundamental character is not inherited
from the European past; by inventing

This is the
and

j

own

past.

case

in

our moment

of crisis,

religious fundamentalism
the

as

well

ethnicism are
manifestations of it. The dominant

as

resort

to

Nevertheless, the domination of the | system then tries to accommodate,
capitalism has not been able i albeit even tries “to recuperate” these

culture of
to

take

root

in

the

system of ; return to the past which do not threaten
peripheries, because the latter are here i the real domination of capital in any
victims of world

polarisation. The j

way, through light and sweet talk in
praise of “diversity”. Facile discourse
problem. On one hand, the main aspect I of post modernism that pretends to
of this culture commodity alienation
ignore that there are different species
is accepted without problem. I will
of diversity. There is that which
even go further to
say that protests ' focuses on the future and calls for the
against it are more pronounced in the i plurality of the creative faculty for a
richer societies of the center than in
future that lies beyond capitalism.
the poor of the periphery whose
There are those, sterile, that focus on
peoples aspire to a little bit of this
past heritage. The latter can be
consumption of which only the j summarised with a caricature image
which comes to my mind: in one hand
privileged can see the limits. But on
trauma

that it

causes

is the

core

of

our

-

-

i

the other side, the other aspects
associated with this culture - the
universal values of capitalism (the

diversity (the Koran, or the flag of an
ethnic group for example), as long as

spirit of enterprise, respect for the law,
the plurality of opinion) as those of its

coke

alternative

dominant system.

in the other hand, you

critique
(overcoming commodity alienation,
democracy with a social content) are
not generally accepted with ease.
Because the real polarisation, deprives
them of all their positive content. This
is not

so

much that the presence

burden here. Because the societies of
Asia and Africa can also make the
cultural revolution that Europe started.

was

'

Nothing in the supposed specificity of
by comparison with
those of pre-modern Europe - !
-

contradicts it. If this cultural revolution
has not made much progress it is

either exacerbated

That

was

the

case

or

attenuated.

in the post

Second

World War
of

period marked by systems
regulation of the expansion of the

market both at the national level and
that
of
international

interdependence.
Three systems
center

obstacle to it.

then occupied the

stage from 1945 to 1980-1990;

Welfare state in the capitalist countries
of the center. Sovietism in the East,

Therefore, depending on the time,
local conditions, traumati.sed societies
of the periphery will sometimes lean

populist national projects in the Third
World
>

of which the liberal fractions of the 1

based

.

Each of these systems was

its proper logic

of strong regulation of markets, even to the point that
on

the second (the sovietism) nurtured the
illusion of having reduced the sphere

At the level of globalised

interdependence systems conceived in

(notably within the UNCTAD) were
also systems for the regulation of
globalisation. Countries of the East,
without receding into autarky (except
when it was imposed from the outside,
as was

the

case

with China from 1950

1972), pretended to master their external relations again in a more marked
to

degree.
These forms of

regulation brought
generalised upsurge in
economic growth and the period
witnessed unprecedented high growth
rates in history, in the three
regions of
the global system : the West, the East
and the South. The negative
assessment on the period by extremists
of neoliberalism the society of Mont
Pelerin
that speaks “of the failure”
about

a

-

-

of models of the time, albeit, of their

“irrationality”, is a perfectly
ideological judgement (in the worst
sense of the term)
negated by the facts.
The regulations in question did not
the
fundamental
contradiction of the system, between
the expansion of the accumulation of
attenuate

capital and the entrenchment of
democracy. In the Welfare State of the
West,

at

simply because the driving force that
moves polarisation constitutes an
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bottle of

capitalist modernity, therefore sets
the economic dimension of polarising
globalisation against the political
project of autonomy of nations of the
periphery aspiring “to catch up”.
According to successive conjunctures
in historic phases, this contradiction

of the

adoption of values of the
capitalist culture in question
(democracy and the spirit of enterprise

a

5. The internal contradiction proper

tributary and cultural forms
associated with it puts a debilitating

toward the

hold

everything is fine for the

to

past

their cultures

brandish the symbol of your

you can

socialist

of intervention of the market to almost

nothing

these values. The disappointment
the chaos that unfailingly follow

dominant culture of the modern world
is not “western” but capitalist in the
sense that the center of
gravity around
which it is constructed is the economic

modernity Europe cut with its

national middle class

among its authentic defenders) or of
their socialist critique, sometimes

the

practice of political

democracy has been scrupulously
respected,

as

it had

never

been the case

before (one thinks of the fascisms of
the period between the two wars). But
this political democracy was not social

except in the sense that it

was

accompanied by the extension of
social rights (type of social security)
without
bringing
about
the
socialisation

production
up
with

of

the

control

of

such. It therefore ended
a
manipulative and
depolitising “massification” that
gradually eroded the sense of
democracy. In countries of the East
and the South regulations put in place
were

that

as

also social oriented in the
the economic growth

sense

they
engendered benefited, in various
degrees, wide segments of the masses.
But they were accompanied by a near
absolute

non

democratic and cultural

policy. This determined clamp down
on
plurality was even legitimised by
discourses that pretended that it was
necessary “to develop first”, and that
S.APKM JULY I'm
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demiKracy would come later, to be pro-

of the law of value,

duced almost

spontaneously by development. Official ideologues of

manufaeturing

sovietism, theoreticians of Latin
american
“desarrollismo”
and

politicians at the service of the western
powers (symbolised for example by
Huntington) were in perfect agreement
on this point.
The overall result
the

distant.

collapse of the systems of
regulation of the post-war period,
The

enabled the

accumulation/

systems of regulation and
which operated at the global

the one
level to
their efficiency attained their

issues
of
management of this crisis
legitimised by the ideological
discourse of neoliberalism, generally
called “competitive deflation” and
system. I

dwelt elsewhere

associated

with

the

on

system

whose constituent elements
known

are

well

(monetary policies, fixing of
tho.se of inflation,

historic limits. Their erosion therefore

interest rates

produced an upset in the relationship
of social forces for the benefit of

budgetary policies aimed at reducing
the deficit by curbing expenditure,
flexibility of labour, and privatisation).

capital

and

the

triumph

of

society of Mont
Pelerin. But, contrary to the theoretical
affirmations of this .sect, this

change
going to catapult the entire global
sy.stem not toward new unprecedented
heights, but on the contrary,
encapsulate it in a declining spiral of
endless crisis. In a few years, the
was

policies put in place by neoliberal
utopia generalised the chaos. And once
again, contrary to the simplistic thesis
that places the sign of equality between
market and democracy, the latter found
itself exposed to extreme vulnerability
by the extolled unilateral dictatorship
of the market.
The

challenge cannot be met by a
“return to the past”, a “remake” of
previous forms of regulation. Not only
that the idea does not take into account

reading of the post Second
period that 1 have just
proposed, but again does not consider
the major changes, at all levels,
precisely produced by the “success” of
the half century of the po.st-war period
(industrialisation of the peripheries,
democratic aspirations, the questioning
of commodity alienation, awareness of
environmental degradation, new forms
World War
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over

These crisis management

neoliberalism of the

the critical

policies of .structural adjustment do not deserve their
name, since their exclusive objective
is crisis management aimed at subjecting the policies of countries concerned
to the unique objective of debt serving

international
takes off and
detaches itself from the growth of
world
trade
and
productive

the

democracy to resurface. The three

articulate

recent or

(and at

that level the so-called

distribution of income, .so much at the
various national levels as in the global

erase

possible to reduce the impact of this
polarisation immanent in capitalism
and in the “really existing socialism”.
Fatally, therefore, illusions vanished,
systems were eroded, their legitimacy
that

and the former socialist bloc

even at

bred in the East and the

and

challenges. They can only be met
by looking ahead, toward the future,
without nursing a nostalgia for the past,

opened a period of crisis of capitalism.
The unbalanced power relations in
favour of the dominant capital,
represented by the transnationals, if it
indeed, produced a meaningful rise
in the profit margin, was only possible
on the basis of a relatively stagnant
global demand, sometimes even in
contraction, as a result of unequal

heritage of polarisation were also
gradually erased, even though at one
time and in certain areas they made it

weakened

debt of countries of the Third World

new

which had attained their historic limits,

South would be able to

contradiction

industrialisation etc...). These are the

therefore,

alienation and the destruction of the
natural environment. The hopes that
the systems

tion), the management of the external

commodity

was

of

reinforcing

(which gives ample room for specula-

beyond
taylorile

moves

and

have

a

policies

global dimension, deployed to

areas for financial investment
created as an alternative to the

enlarge

contraction of productive investments.
The crisis manifests itself, in fact, by

surplus growth (produced by that of
profit) which cannot find an outlet in
the
expansion of productive
investment (for lack of dynamism in
demand) and for which the system
undertakes to create

an

alternative

financial outlet, in order to prevent

capital depreciation, which this
imbalance could

cause.

What is known

financiarisation of the system

(that
the priority given to the
protection of financial investment at
the expense of productive investment)
therefore constitutes a strategy for the
management of the crisis in question'**.
From.this point of view, globalisation
(it should be qualified with financial)
becomes a strategy, and is not the product of ån objective constraint, as the
discourse which pretends to legitimise
it tries to show. This strategy of financial globalisation is constituted on its
part, of equally well known elements :
the floating of the exchange rates
as

is to say

the

price of their de-industri-

ali.sation), the external deficit of the
United States. The intervention of the

IMF, ordaining since 1990 the opening of capital accounts for the liberalisation of transfers, aims at widening the
field of this

globalised financiarisation.

Results

of

this

financial

globalisation are already visible. From
1980

the

onward

financial transfers

curve

investments. To attribute this take-off
to informatics as has been

repeated to
point of satiety, does not make
much sense. The strength of data
processing, which is only a means,
certainly reinforces the possibilities of
speculation, but it is not its reason ;
for that a suiplus must necessary exist
that can not find a profitable niche in
productive investment.
The major part of international
the

financial

movements

concerns

transfers between countries of the
triad. This

explains why no matter the
comparative real interest rates (in the
United States, Japan and Germany on
which the European union is aligned )
and the wide fluctuations of the

exchange rate (the dollar to 80 yens
or 380 yens!), are the American deficit
persisted. This reduces to nothing the
theory according to which the meeting
of supply and demand of money would
reveal the “true” exchange rate which
are supposed to adjust the balances of
payments.
But
heads

a

part of these movements

toward

countries

of

the

periphery. Floating capital finds in
them opportunities for short-term
investment making it possible to rifle
laboriously accumulated local
surpluses, as was the case during the
‘financial crises” of Latin America

(Mexico in 1982, tomorrow Brazil ?),
of South Africa (following the
movement

of

capital toward this
South-east Asia sinee

country avoiding

its crisis of 1997), and could be the turn
of Russia and others tomorrow. These
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capital flows

of capital;

amounts

and

were also moved in large j
toward east and south-east i
Asia. The motivations here were more ;

diverse.

Strong growth (in China, j

Korea, south-east Asia) attracted them
there (to link them to productive
investment, of good or poor quality,

become

Aligned
was

Mr.
Camdessus,
irrespective of his French nationality,
if he were to propo.se a similar solution,
would be fired by Clinton the next

insensitive to this real

danger that
end to financial ,
globalisation, retransfering the risks of hour!
the depreciation of capital into the J
The collapse of the financial
triad. Did the G7 not acknowledge that
globalisation strategy opens a new
it was necessary to “regulate”
phase of serious international conflicts.
international capital flows barely two
Those who, while analysing financial
weeks after the crisis exploded? A few
globalisation, concluded that the latter
would in the end be the harbinger of
days earlier the same word,
“regulation”, was still forbidden and
geostrategic conflicts and perhaps
whoever used it saw himself
through them, of a return in force of
nationalistic affirmations of national
immediately classified among the
category of “dinosaurs and pokers
sovereignty, and that it was not the
“end of history” concluding with the
nostalgic of Communism and perhaps
even Stalinism,
having understood
withering away of the role of States to
the
benefit
of
a
consensus
nothing about the irreversible
transformation of the world etc... “.
guaranteeing generalised “conviThe chief economist of the World
viality” in the “Global village” (here,
Bank Stiglitz, followed the same
I have borrowed the words of the rose
footsteps and suggested a new formula water coloured discourse repeated to
for crisis management which called a
the point of satiety by the dominant
“post Washington consensus ; and
media), were they wrong to have
,

'

i

The attraction of these funds for Asia
was reinforced when, as from the

of these countries

(especially in south-east Asia) equally
took their turn in opening capital
accounts. They found themselves
further
strengthened
by
the
opportunities that would emerge in
China and in India with the envisaged
opening of their accounts.
The influx of capital into South-

even

Mr. Camdessus discovered that

understood the nature of the crisis
before others? Of course, the conflicts
in perspective are not “conflicts of

total

deregulation did not offer only
advantages... Of course these key
persons responsible for globalised
management initiate only a counter-

Asia led to a kind of crazy
inflation in real estates and stock '
markets. As the good economists of the !

east

offensive to enable them remain
masters of the game. It is necessary to

region had predicted

declares

way back in
1994, it was bound to lead to a
financial
crisis.
But
these

nonconformist economists, were not

believed, the World Bank and the IMF

cultures” ä la

Huntington, but, as
always, conflicts of societies. The
major conflict that would probably
break out quickly is that which has
already ranged the dominant powers
of the triad against those who govern

capitalism from neoliberalism,
George Soros.
Indeed the global economic war
has begun. The crisis of south-east
Asia, and especially that of Korea, is
save

societies of the first order of the

periphery. But we can also foresee an
amplification of contradictions within
the triad, on whose development will
depend, to a large extent, the dynamics
of the construction of the European

in fact, in its financial dimension, a
minor crisis similar to the many

rejected their forecasts through stupid
reports of command optimism until the
vigil (in the true sense of the term) of
the collapse!

witnessed

after the

by Great Britain and France

war.

It has been observed that ;

the “fundamentals” proper to the
countries of Asia concerned have

The so-called south-east Asia
crisis” marks a turning point in the
future trend of the management of

globalisation. It announces the coming
collapse of globalised management of
the financial surplus of capitalism in
crisis. It is, indeed, interesting to
observe that national governments in
the region in question reacted in a
manner that has really, for first time disproved the certainties of the G7 and

t monopoly!).

on
not

threatens to put an

by the illusion
danger). This
strong growth, exceptional at the world
level, was nonetheless due, to a large
extent, not to deregulated opening up
(as the World Bank Reports put it) but
on the contrary, to the regulation
maintained in this region through the
management of national strategies.
That these strategies were effective
and intelligent in the long-run or
debatable at this level, whether they
attracted our sympathy or appeared
negative in their social and political
dimensions, are different problems.

some

“Non

Globalisation”. The G7

in any case nourished
of prosperity without

1990s,

countries of Latin America I severe and more profound - to sell
others, possibly including
Boeing for example (which is a
Russia, could imitate them ; and Non- i monopoly it would appear) to its
Aligned movement (NAM) could j European competitor. Airbus (also a
some

remained
terms

GDP

or

is less severe than that of the United
States. And yet the dominant capital backed by the diplomacy of the United

Will these conflicts retain

|

healthy, and, measured, in
proportion of the
durability, the Korean crisis i

of deficit in

Union.
a

purely

mercantile dimension and remain
confined to shocks of strategies of the
dominant classes? Or will the upsurge
of the social struggles engendered by
the

collapse of the management
policies of the crisis raise them to
significant social and meaningful
State and Japan - is not contented with
alternative policies ? In Europe, these
proposals of reforms appropriate to the j struggles will necessarily center
problems through the reorganisation of [ around the project of the Union to
the local banking and financial systems
possibly give it a progressive social
the institutions at its service. China and
for example. They try to seize the opcontent
Also, in China, they will
India in effect, are no longer I portunity to dismantle the Korean prolean toward one direction or the other
ductive system - nothing less, under
of the national project
considering opening their capital
I refer hack
accounts ; Korea and countries of
pretext that the latter would be ' to what I wrote about the various
south-east Asia are looking toward the
dominated by monopolies ! The same
scenarios concerning the.se two regions
same direction, that of the restoration
whose evolution will play, it seems to
logic should bring the IMF to oblige
of national control over the movements ' the United States whose crisis is more
me, a crucial role in the next stage both
:

.
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Globalisation
of

social

transformation

in the final

analysis,

are

Certainly, it is not useless, to, from
entering, in my
opinion, into a period of conflicts and j today, propose possible alternatives to
the rise of social struggles. The ' “move out of the crisis”, alternatives
triptyque neoliberal policy of i to the triptyque mentioned earlier. The
debate around these questions will
“competitive deflation” - globalisation
certainly
help the social movements to
by
unilaterally
regulated
transnationals
financiarisation is : see more clearly, to formulate effective
already in crisis. In record time, it has j strategies. But I would say without
seriously aggravated all social ! mincing words that it is not difficult
problems that peripheral capitalism to conceive these alternatives on the
basis of principles that, it seems to me,
had never seriously tackled hitherto are obvious: the regulation of markets
singularly the agrarian questions and
at all levels making it possible to return
amplified poverty, social dislocation
to full employment and the reduction
and exclusion at an unprecedented
j
of reserve armies in the peripheries,
level, marginalising countries or even
the reorganisation of capital markets
an entire continent. In the developed
with the prospect of channelling the
capitalist centers, it has brought back
latter to productive investment,
up front, job insecurity and permanent
rebuilding of financial and monetary
unemployment. As can already be
seen, major social movements, as those
systems in view of organised
of the landless in Brazil or unemployed
regionalisation plans creating
conditions of a new negotiated
in France have assumed the dimension
of a political challenge. These social
globalisation, the democratisation of
societies and the reinforcement of the
struggles are bound to strengthen and
ties
between the rights of persons,
widespread. This is because the
inevitable devaluation of capital will i those of citizens, the social rights (right
to security, to work, to education and
give rise to violent conflicts over who
health care). These changes would
pays the bill. The G7 and its
instruments (including the military
certainly require the establishment of
strength of the United States and the ; appropriate institutions, both at the
media at its service) are already trying i national level (by inventing new forms
to shift the weight of the crisis to the i of state intervention) and at the
regional and international levels. It is
popular classes in countries of East and
not difficult to conceive the modalities
South-Asia. They have already been
on
which to base the latter institutions
able through the reduction of the prices :
called
forth to substitute the World
of raw materials (oil and tropical i
Bank,
the
IMF, the WTO, nor reforms
agricultural products) to further j
that
could
relaunch the UN (in the
marginalise the most vulnerable j
countries of the periphery and to shift
management of trade and transfer of
onto their peoples the burden of
capital and technology, through a
regenerated UNCTAD, for the
impoverishment of their economies.
security of peoples and nations). These
Tomorrow, they will probably try to
alternatives are inscribed in the
shift part of the bills to the pensioners
in the private systems of pensions, (in ; perspective of the construction of a
the United States, in Great Britain
polycentric world, assuring peoples
especially), because it is less difficult ' and nations levels of autonomy that
to reduce retirements than wages!
^ would enhance democratic and social
Will it be possible, in such
progress, in other words enhance, “an
other globalisation”.
conditions, to develop strategies for
Difficulties are not situated, in the
common struggles globalised in their
main,
at the levels of “technicality” of
own way ? Will the reconstitution of a
the
mechanisms
and institutions to be
reserve army in the centers themselves,
make it possible to create a new popu- ; conceived. They are situated at a
lar internationalism? Will the conjunctotally different level: What social and
tion between the struggles for the depolitical forces are in a position to immocratisation of political and social
pose it ?
.systems in the peripheries and the re6. We now come to the conclusion
jection of the G7 crisis management :
of
this
presentation of challenges, with
plans make it? The answers to these
questions will depend on the develop- ! a fundamental question: how is history
made?
ment of the people's struggles, which.
In any case we are

-
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the subjects of

history.

globalisation.

i

and

am

not one

of those for whom his-

is a process without
Whether the determinism in

tory
is

one

subject.
question

of the dominant conventional

ideology, expressed in terms of
implacable economic “laws” and in the
comical

case

of the neoliberal sect

of

on

autoregulated
omnipresent, omniscient “market” and
further ensuring the happiness of all,

those

or

the

be it Soviet Marxism the “diamat”,

(the Russian reduction of two
qualifiers ; dialectical and materialist)
or formulated in the more elegant
of “over-determination” in the
of Althusser. I belong to those
for whom history is a process set in
manner

manner

motion

which

by active subjects. Proposition
immediately raises two sets of

questions: who are the subjects, how
are they active?
Marx
in

was

interested in the issues

question. In the 1848 Manifesto, he

described them in terms of rival classes
defined

by the mode of production:

slaves and masters, serfs and lords,

proletariat and bourgeois. Others have
defined them in
terms

of rival

no

less contrasted

peoples

or

nations. In
- of

fact, the two set of conflicts
classes and nations

-

take the centre

the history of the last two
centuries can be interpreted as those
of the workers’ struggle and those of
the struggle of nations victims of
modern world polarization, in other
words, to the struggles waged by
“antisystemic” forces since the system
is both that of exploitation of labor and
inequality of nations.
In the dominant vulgates, each of
the two dimensions of this concept of
historical subjects was the object of a
one-sided emphasis. In the vision of
stage. And

historic Marxism of the II"'* and

Iir**

international, the proletariat became

obliged grave digger of capitalism.
imperialism and Third World
nationalism, the dominant people or

the

In that of

their dominated victims fulfilled
similar functions

as

major actors in

history.
The concept of the subjects of
history which I propose is not fixist.
They are diverse, and do not become
active and decisive except for a time,
determined by the movement of the
contradictions of the system. Classes,
segments of classes, groups of
intelligentsia, peoples, nations occupy
the centre stage and determine the
general orientation of the system

particularly in the times of crisis, of
39
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disruption of the logic of its expansion. [
For example, I would say that the
people of Vietnam occupied this centre
stage when, in the liberation struggle, |
they were able to overcome the

American power and made the i
American people themselves begin to
doubt the moral order on which this

of

history. It is not therefore liberty

to imaginary hypotheses of the conventional economy (the dynamics proper

conceived without constraints. Such is

reading of Marx and Engels :
beings make their history, but
the context of objective

my

to markets

operating outside time, the
social system and policy), capitalism is
not synonymous with “markef’. Marx,
Polanyi and Braudel have discussed this
issue, and produced realistic analyses
of this politics/economy relation specific to capitalism that the dominant

human
within

constraints.

The choice between different

possible alternatives

- that are always
diverse but in limited numbers
pretends to justify its
is
I
legitimacy. The Russian intelligentsia
permanent. But it becomes decisive in
and the working class were also, at
its long-term consequences in certain
another stage, those through which
circumstances which can be said for

power

-

conventional social

The

thought ignores

phase is at the

same

.

time that

of conflict between the

logics of
tributary power - in this case feudal in
crossroads. There is certainly some
multiplied
its European form - and those of
several times over.
danger in saying that such or such a i capitalist power. A conflict regulated
The determinant active subjects of
time is of this nature. I will
during the mercantilist transition by the
history are rarely “known” in advance.
nevertheless, have he audacity to
absolute Monarchy of the Ancien
advance the hypothesis that we find '
History is for that reason
Régime, and finally resolved by the
unforeseeable. For sure, explicable a
ourselves in such a moment of history,
those popularized by the vulgate of
where the better and the worse are both
posteriori. Rarely foreseen in advance.
triumph of the bourgeois revolutions of
Fortunately, neither the history of an
equally possible.
i the Netherlands, England and France.
individual, nor that of the society is
The second phase is that which I
My basic argument is that !
“programmed”, inscribed on Divine ' capitalism, in its development, has qualify as the full fledged form of
Tables, recorded in genes or in an
passed through two successive phases i capitalism, simultaneously founded on
electronic machine whose secret can j and that the second has exhausted the
the bourgeois system of political power
be known by religious adherence to the ! possibilities to
pursue its course.
(liberal constitutions based on
pronouncements of prophets or by that
During the first pha.se, that of the suffrage) and on the industrial
of experimental “science”.
mercantilist transition, capitalist .social
j revolution. The means of production
The unknown uncertainty, must in
relationships do not generally express become a collection of equipment
turn be explained. I
themselves through the subjugation of
propose at this
(machines and buildings) outside the
free labor in an enterprise organized
point the thesis that I described as
reach of artisanal property. Whereas
“under determination” (as opposed to
to directly extract more absolute or
j the exploitation of labour had remained
“over-determination” of the Marxorelative surplus value. The biggest ‘
throughout the past of humanity,
Althusserian vulgate) --. In this spirit,
proportion of producers were at this mainly based on the control of the
I propose to analyze the logics proper
] time the owners of the necessary access to the natural means of
to each of the constituent
technical knowledge and even further,
processes
production - basically land - henceforth
of social reality, and to study its
to a large extent, formal
proprietors of I it is the control of these equipment that
the means of production (which were ' becomes the
specific concrete contents. Be it the
major form of ownership,
reduced to handicraft tools). They
logic of capitalist accumulation (for
But over a long period still, workers the modern times), that of a particular i were subjugated to
capital through the who had become factory man power type of system of power, or those of ! market dominated by the capitalist ‘ were still repositories of the knowledge
merchants. Putting out was therefore |
ideological or/and religious systems.
required to operate the machines. They
These logics are not, a priori, neither i the formula by which merchant
capital were qualified labourers close to the
fatally complementary (in conformity | exploited the labour of small engineers, who were few at the time,
with the concept of over-determination ! producers. In .some cases these were
It took more than one century - until
of the market discourse for which * assembled under the same roof of a
the taylorism invented in the United
everything simply adjust to that j manufacture which made it possible to | States in the 1920s - for the workers to
particular economic logic), nor control their use of time more be massively dispossessed of their
necessarily contradictory. Yet a thoroughly. The period - be it called qualifications which were transferred
particular consistency is always finally | that of mercantilist transition or that | to an external social body, that of
produced in one way or another, ; of the first phase of capitalism - is also technicians, engineers and organizers
determined by the actions of subjects
the one that Marx analyze in terms of
of production.
of history. This coherence is ensured
This
primitive accumulation; characterized
phase witnessed the
by the dominance of a specific logic | by the violent dispossession of establishment of the fundamental
at a given moment and the
subjugation i producers (the enclosures were among * character of capitalism, the proletariat/
of others (their “adjustment”). But one
the means which have been studied in j
capitalist conflict. It therefore witnessed
does not know in advance which of the
that frame) necessary for the creation
the birth and the development of the
various possibilities will impose itself. ’ of a “free” labour force, forced to sell
workers parties, their struggles to exits labour (in the form of salary or unMy definition of human liberty is
tend the rights limited by the bourgeois
| der
situated in the choice that societies
that of putting out). The articulademocracy. Simultaneously the mechamake and that determines the ' tion political power/expansion of marnisms of the reproduction of capital
particular coherence in a given | kets is at the centre of the mechanisms assumed autonomy, giving the impresconcrete society, at a given moment
of accumulation of the period. Contrary ‘ sion that the “market” dictates it law
Lenin characterized Russia
link”. The examples can be

as a

“weak i

that

reason

to be situated at the

i

,

,

,

i

,

■
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on

both the workers and the

employ“impression” because in fact
these forms of expanded production do
ers.

I say

not exist outside the social relations in

which they are embedded. Be it in accordance with the fundamental relations based on the ownership of capital or in accordance with the relations
which
cial

provided the basis for those soruling alliances which I described

elsewhere. Therefore, here also, the

really existing capitalism is unthinkable outside politics and state. Besides,
this is why primitive accumulation continues during this .second phase of capitalism. Primitive accumulation is

not

specific to the prehistory of capitalon the contrary, it constitutes
a permanent
aspect of it. Such is the
expropriation which gave birth to
oligopolies, whose episodic “anti-trust”
promises have never been implemented
conscientiously. It is also from the inism alone,

dustrial revolution that the eentre/

periphery polarization takes the
catastrophic dimensions that I evoked
earlier. However, this polarization was
not produced by the spontaneous
activity of the market, but more so by
the political interventions of the States
concerned, and it is for this

reason

that

I

qualified imperialism as the
permanent stage of capitalism.
Unequal exchange, particular to this
long 19"' century, was one of the main
forms of this permanent primitive
accumulation.
There are many signs indicating
that capitalism has entered a third

contrary

-

only indicates that

dominant

discourse

The

decline

of

industrial

development of historic
capitalism is that of the continuous

production in the centers of the system
and the explosion of the so-called
exacerbation of its three contradictions
tertiary and/or quaternary activities are
: i.e.
themselves ambiguous. Some of these
commodity alienation, global
polarization, destruction of the natural I activities, dictated by scientific, albeit
24
base
None of the ongoing ! social
progress, potentially hold
abovementioned
changes
promise of a use of better organization
of the society. One could easily include
mechanically imply the reversal of the
trends. But each of them could make
in this category the more effective
it possible on the condition that
equipment, progresses in medicine,
prevailing social relations are
expansion of knowledge and
reviewed toward the appropriate
I education. But many others of such
direction.
activities are nothing other than means
Informatics and computerization
of organizing the wastage of the
on
the one hand, the growing
surplus generated by the progress of
centralization of capital on the other,
productivity of social labour. This
are
challenging the concept of value
wastage is necessary in order to
and announce its possible withering
facilitate the reproduction of unequal
away. The near disappearance of
distribution of
income. It also
.

'

direct labour
work

as a

result of robotised

abolishes the
autonomy of every singular chain of
production to make it an indissociable
element of .social production taken as
a whole. Besides, the new forms of requalified labour amplify the
interdependence in production, abolish
the concept of competitiveness at the
level of the productive unit while
endowing it with the power that belong
to the society of citizens. This
concept
which Marx imagined more than a
century ago, announcing the end of the
processes

diktat of value and which he described

socialism defined
of

as

the social mastery

production. But it could equally be

maintained in the

corset

of

a

renewed

concerning these transformations ' alienation, legitimizing the inequality
propose the thesis according to which ' both in the distribution of the social
the latter must necessarily bring
product and in the organization of
progress. A simple and naive thesis j power at all levels, from enterprise to
from the moment one realized that it
the state. In this hypothesis production
is not the technique that commands
would remain regulated in appearance
history, as Mac Luhan asserts, but the
by the “market”, in fact by coalitions
of dominant capitalist interests. More
struggle for the control of the latter
and that the economics which sets the
than ever this capitalism of the third
system in motion is itself encapsulated
age appears like the antithesis and not
in social relations. The conjunction of
the synonym of the market. More than
these
transformations
whose
ever its reproduction would
require the
continuous and active intervention of
importance 1 do not overlook - on the
42

statute of decorative

The

.

The

democracy to the
rhetoric.

dominant discourses.

as “general intellect” assumes flesh
phase of its development, that could
be the phase of its decline: the ongoing j and becomes
reality
scientific and technological revolution,
This evolution makes it possible to
computerization and robotics, j consider new social relations
decentralization of productive systems I emancipated
from commodity
(delocalised production, managed
alienation, of which the income of
from a distance, sub-contracting, etc.),
citizenship could constitute the first
albeit, tertiarisation and quarterisation
step, starting the long transition to

of economic life and the decline of the
share of industrial manufacturing.

the state, of policies manipulated to
serve its interest and the reduction of

we are

indeed at the crossroads and that the
alternatives have to do preci.sely with
social relations ignored in the

exacerbates mercantile forms of
economic management. The “costs of

.selling” - advertisement and others —
the expressions of such bloated
capitalism in decline. Here again, one
are

sees

that the relative decline of the

manufacturing industry does not bring
back “before the industrial revolution”
which it would abolish (like the
fashionable easy discourse suggests
with respect to the “end of the working
class”, the “end of smutty factorie.s”
etc...). The economic activities
including those related to the tertiary
and the quaternary sectors - remain
-

more

than

ever

controlled

by oligopoly

capital whose centralization continues
endlessly. Here again one finds that
capitalism is unthinkable without
politics at its service.
An example of this ideological
manipulation; calls for the reduction
of wastage which are given pride of
place in the media, concern all
developments linked to social progress
(expenses for healthcare and
education), never monstrous wastages
associated with the realization of

surplus. It is that the reduction of the
first of these “wastages" accentuates
social inequality, the second would
devalue capital.
At the level of the global system,

ongoing changes are bound to further
polarization. The “five
monopolies”, of which I clarified the
exacerbate

and mechanisms elsewhere,
the root of this aggravation of
the trend toward inequality operating
content
are

at
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mal” reproduction of capital and the
of the successes
so-called
forms of primitive accumuperipheries
lation (which imply political and soof the system. However, these
cial violence) are always linked. The
monopolies have “extra economic”
dimensions ignored by “the pure
prevalent rhetoric is used to separate
these two faces of Janus. And to deeconomics”. Their obvious political
scribe as “corruption”, or “Mafia” atdimensions, which the arrogance of
titudes
which are nothing more than the
military superpower calls to mind each
!
extreme
expression of normal compeday, illustrate once again that the
economy is embedded in the social ! tition (which in fact implies the exercise of violence and the abusive use of
relations in which politics constitutes
the tip of the iceberg.
power). These explosions of rhetoric
aimed at legitimizing the “good capiIn this perspective, the capitalist
talism” replicate them.selves regularly,
expansion could continue for a long
time, while drawing from the gigantic I and curiously in moments - such as
ours
characterized by the exacerbareserves which I mentioned earlier, by
tion
of
the permanent contradictions of
organizing a kind of putting out system
at the global level. This system, which
capitalism.
The contradiction which I started
so much resembles a kind of apartheid
from is the one that opposes the ecoat the world level, maintained by
nomic logic of capitalism (popularized
military violence, would certainly have
by
the discourse of the market) and that
perfectly been in harmony for the
of globalization which it commands on
temperament of the departed Adolf
Hitler! The global system of capitalism ! the one hand, the democratic aspirations and those aiming at the emanciof the third age therefore runs the risk
of being nastier than those of previous
pation of the popular classes and naI
tions victims of the system on the other
phases of its development. It also
hand. This contradiction is not near to
stands to reason that this possibility is
not alone. Peoples and nations of the
being resolved. It is, on the contrary,
exacerbated to the extreme. As long as
periphery no longer accept the
this contradiction is surmounted by the
destructions
that
polarization
dorninance of the first of its poles the
represents for them. Bridges can be
constructed by establishing an active
capitalist society will increasingly become barbarous. But if the second of
solidarity between this refusal on the
one hand and the democratic aspiraj its poles manages to impose itself, even
if gradually, then the third age of capitions of peoples of the centers, on the
talism will become that of its decline
other hand. Systems of regulation at the
opening the long transition to socialglobal level could then enhance the
ism
current potential to bring positive
changes and the progressive reduction
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Restructuring the
electricity sector:
Challenges and Prospects
Sipho Shahalala
Introduction
The

This article will focus

restructuring of the electricity

the

on

sector has to be done as an

context,

part of the

restructuring imperatives di.scussed,
albeit briefly.

integral
restructuring of the energy

The energy sector has to be
restructured within an holistic
sector.

as

housing, water, sanitation,

road,

health,

education,
telecommunication and transport.
Infrastructural

by its nature is inclusive of the
energy sector has to be developed
within a broader imperative covering

from traditional biomas dominated

through oil and coal to
sophisticated forms such as electricity
and gas. There is multiple fuel-use
with a changing structure as social and

development.
development is

supportive to social and economical
development; the viability and
sustainability of infrastructural
development is in turn dependent on

!

i

a

and

number

interventions.These include; expansions of extensions to unserved areas
in order to enhance access by all

sector

and

communities

and

in terms of ownership,
financing, arrangement, production
and
provisions
(delivery);
institutionalization of appropriate
regulatory and governance regimes;
consumer

promotion and institutionalization of
new

structures, behaviour and

performance reflective of pricing of
services, efficiency, equity, entryexit controls, competition and
number of players, protection of
consumers

44

welfare, investment etc.

i

subsidisation
economic sectors are or have
cross

prevalent. These practices have

drained fiscus, led to under-investment,
contributed to lack of innovation and
1

poor

human

Tariffs

resource

setting

distortions do

development.
and

related

contribute towards
conductive conditions for regional

marketing of
There is

not

energy
an

like electricity.

urgent need for new

tariffs and

supportive regulatory
Tariffs should be costeffective and where subsidy is
necessary, this should be transparently
managed. Equity and fairness and
sustainability should be part of the
regimes.

characteristics of tariffs.
Uneven

development, existence of
large sections of
communities being low income
poverty

and

earners,

energy planning and the satisfaction of
differential consumer’s effective
demand. Multiple services should

focusing. Connection, wiring and
appliance costs are some of the
constraints facing consumers and

produce and to make

energy consumption truly commercial
and socio-economic oriented.

innovative

technologies;
changing responsibilities among key
players such as government, private

demand-side characteristics.

across

been

regions with

across

countries and

Effective and efficient service
orientation is lacking. There is
therefore a need for an integrated

combine to

communities, introduction of better
and

users

undergo changes. Principally the
supply side emphasis on segmented
ogenous

and communities.

restructuring entail

economic circumstances of

subsectors have dominated heter-

viable and sustainable economic and
social development of individuals
reform

and ^

sources,

social and economical

Infrastructual

historical

Management Orientation
The energy sector is diverse: ranging

restructuring

which

Infrastructural

both

Energy sector within
South Africa and Southern
African region

infrastructural structural reforms,
such

equalisation

electricity sub-sector within the energy '

Constraints facing

call for better demand
management and market segmentation
for appropriate energy subsector

utilities in

some

of the countries which

face

inadequate investment funds,
deteriorating physical infrastructure,
human resources shortages, politically
determined tariffs, conflicting socioeconomic objectives and inward
oriented energy policies.

the Energy Sector
Energy development such as electricity
and coal were initially oriented to
service the primary sector and later the
secondary sector. Rich and elitist ' Ownership and Structure of the Value
communities who have, by and large
Chain
been of colonial extraction also
Most of the countries in the region have
received attention with regard to the
single publicly owned electricity
utilities that are vertically integrated.
provision of electricity. For political
reasons, tariffs charged in a number of
The exception is Angola, Namibia,
countries have been below cost. Few
Democratic Republic of the Congo and
countries such as Botswana, Namibia
to some extent. South Africa,
Up to
and South Africa have been charging
the end of 1995, Angola had a
cost-effective tariffs.
Tariffs
vertically integrated national utility, a
SAPEM JULY 1999
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state

The

owned distribution

Namibia

utility,
generation and
state owned utility, a

transmission

Africa
The electricity supply industry (ESI)
is dominated by Eskom, the stateowned
electricity
utility.
Approximately, 96% of the electricity
generated for resale in South Africa
is produced by Eskom. The remaining

central and local government owned
distribution structure; Democratic

Republic of the Congo had an
integrated state owned utility, a state,
provincial and private utility; and, in
South Africa, Eskom is vertically
integrated but at the distribution level,

of power generation. Some
countries have hydro-power and
the

sources

thermal
for

generation. The opportunity
use of gas has yet to be

realised, so is solar energy.
Distribution
capacity
and

robustness

interconnections are essentially the
weakest section of the energy sector,

especially electricity. This weakness
is bound to hinder the efficiency of
regional marketing of energy supplies
and services.

own

use.

Eskom is also

and
are

about

i

of the customers.
small number of
distribution units

Eastern

are

also

The country
areas

total with regard to rural

stood at 73.03% and combined

rural and urban areas in the country as
a whole 45.37% were without
electricity,
i

Table 11 provides information on
energy utilisation by racial groups. For

a

privately owned
servicing a very

instance in non-urban areas 54.3% of
Africans use wood for cooking and

The

municipality distributors differ greatly
in customer density, size and type of

87.50%

Northern Province 69.78%

•

(low

There

Cape

Kwa-Zulu Natal 82.41%
72.43%
North West

•

responsible for the

small number of customers.

'

19.8% use paraffin. 88.8% of Indians/
Asians and 94.5% of whites use
electricity for cooking. For heating
59.7% and 13.2% of Africans

ok ei.kctrikication of houses as at

Province

East

electricity:

420

TABLE 1

Status

health
dwellings,
sanitation,
telecommunication, transport etc.
Table 1 shows status of electrification
of houses as at 31 December 1996.

i

a

voltage
transmission) of electricity: Eskom
enjoys 60% of sales volume to 60%

distribution
and

Cape

% Elect

% Not Elect

Rural

12,50
71,39

87,50
28,61

37,16
17,41

62,84
28,61

53,42
79,26

46,58
20,74

Rural

Free State

Urban
Rural

Gauteng

31 December 1996

%Type

Urban

Urban

water,

For instance, in the rural areas of the

municipalities

network

as

following cities, houses were without

own use.

Eskom

increasing

infrastructure such

all

monopoly transmitter of electricity in
the country. This makes Eskom a
dispatcher (generation pool operator)
and international electricity trader.

diversity with regards to

Access to electricity in South Africa
highly inequitable. This applies to

A small number of

their
i

There is

is

privately-owned generators, generate
about 12()0mw of electricity, also for

for their

producers like Tongat-Hullet

geographic spread and

base,

financial base.

produced by 8 municipalities

4% is

local government units participate and
there are few very small independent
power
unit.

customer

Electricity Sub-Sector

in South

had

use

wood

paraffin respectively: for lighting
use electricity, 67.8% and 10.4%
use candles and paraffin respectively.
This demonstrates the multiple use of
energy described earlier on and this
calls for a more demand oriented policy
orientation with regard to energy
management. The restructuring of the
electricity sub-sector should be
and

19.8%

contexed

on

the energy sector as a

whole and the

restructuring of the

infrastructural macro-sector inclusive
Rural

KZN

Urban
Rural

Mpumalanga

Urban
Rural

North West

Urban
Northern

Rural

Cape

Urban

17,59
81,71

82,41
18,29

50,12
63,49

49,88
36,51

27,57
73,22

72,43
26,78

Characteristics of the
Electricity Sub-sector
The typical characteristics of network
industries
such
as
electricity,

63,61
79,20

36,39

telecommunications, railroad transport,
water etc. are as follows:

30,22
72,75

69,78
27,25

20,80

of

housing,

telecommunication,

sanitation, water, health, transport and

general environment.

a) They have large entities often
Northern Province

Rural
Urban

Western

Cape

Rural

49,56

Urban

88,84

Rural

26,92
78,78

50,44
11,16

experiencing economies of scale
and scope.

b) They have large investments and the
services
they produce are
considered essential to communities
and other industries.

Total

Urban
Total
Source: ,\EK Annual

SAPEM.IUUY 1W9

Report 1996/1997

54,63

73,03
21,22

45,37

c) They are directly connected to
customers,

thus exhibiting a value

claim that has been

by tradition

vertically integrated.
45
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d) Due to the existence of bottle-neck,
facilities, there is a requirement for

rights of access or way.
Technological innovations including
efficient medium capacity turbines
such as combined cycle gas turbines,
which allow for plant standardisation
and reduced risk associated
with economies of scale in

generation

committee

felt

that

the

b) Provided low

a) Ensure that agreed electrification
targets are met in the most efficient

d) Improve the financial health of the

way

customers

subsidisation where necessary.

possible

industry.
Energy Utilisation

by

Racial Groups

Energy

for

Cooking

Africans

Coloured

Indians

Whites

79,5%

95.8%

98.7%

99.1%

11.2%

2.7%

Plant standardisation

makes

Electricity from public

it

possible
for
independent power producers
to enter the generation level of
the value chain.

contestable.

supply
Paraffin

This makes

generation to be either
competitive or at least
Advances in

technology affecting
the pooling and dispatching of
electricity across the network
has opened opportunity for

Coal

3.4%

Chacoal

1.4%

0.3%

computer

entrants at the

distribution

level (Pierre Guislain,

have been conducted

on

the

electricity supply industry. For
instance

in

1992

the

Department of Minerals and
Energy Affairs and the
Permanent Finance Liaison
Committee of the Department
of Finance conducted an
extensive study on the industry.
The National Electrification
Forum conducted a study from
1993
to
1994.
The
recommendations of that
Forum led to the establishment

by government of the National
Electricity Regulator, (NER) in
As

a

result of the

establishment of NER all

generators, transmitters and
distribution of
to

electricity have
apply for licences.

On the recommendation of
NER Government was called
to

set

Heating

Electricity from public
supplier

76.0%

96.8%

98.0%

Wood

10.1%

2.4%

0.3%

98.6%

99.1%

100%

88.8%

94.5%

Coal

4.8%

Lighting

Electricity

88.4%

Candles

11.9%

Paraffin

4.0%

Non-Urban Areas
Cooking

Electricity

14.0%

23.4%

Wood

54.3%

55.7%

Paraffin

19.8%

13.9%

Electricity

12.3%

26.6%

87.1%

87.0%

Wood

59.1%

57.4%

4.4%

6.9%

Paraffin

13.2%

13.4%

3.4%

6.7%

88.8%

98.0%

4.4%

6.8%

Heating

Electricity
Working Group (EWG) to
study and make recomm-

Lighting

endations

Electricity

19.8%

37.3%

Candles

67.8%

55.1%

Paraffin

10.4%

5.0%

up

an

on

structure of the

the

future

electricity.

To scrutinise the recommendations made by the EWG,
Government set up in 1996 an

Electricity Restructuring
Interdepartmental Committee, (ERIC).
46

98.2%

1997).

Restructuring Programme
in South Africa
Over a period of time studies

1995.

electricity to all

c) Facilitate better price equality
between customers with transparent

Table II

monopolistic characteristics in
segments of the value

new

cost

restructuring of the distribution
industry should be done to (ERIC
Report 1996):

changing the

are

some

chain.

This

Source: October 1995 Household

Survey
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e) Improve the quality

of supply and

service to all customers

number of participating

j

enterprises

in the sector.

i

j

|

c) Increasing the support for new

operations and investment capital j
g) Attract and retain competent j
employees

investment in the development of
existing networks as well as in
greenfield areas within the sector.
d) Promotion and protection of

f) Foster proper co-ordination of

Under

the

above

restructuring

privatisation of the electricity
supply industry or some levels or
segments thereof.

.

consumer choices.
objectives the electricity distribution j
sub-sector will remain under the public ! e) Effective pricing that provide
acceptable returns to investment ;
ownership of municipalities and
whilst taking cognisance of the ■
Eskom for the short to medium term.
interest of consumers with different
The major attention of government
income capacity.
has been the electricity distribution
f)
Proper
isolation of social
industry. The distribution industry has
two major objectives: rapidly building
obligations sections and the
the infrastructure and to provide
applications of transparent
subsidisation of these segments.
electricity to 1.8 million homes over
j
the next four years and provide low
g) Application of effective and
cost equitable tariffs and services to i
appropriate regulatory regimes. |
The regulator should protect j
customers.
consumers (actual and potential)
To meet these objectives, there are
■
and investors (actual and potential),
three structural and performance
j
Good regulation should enable |
challenges:
utilisers to raise finance for
1
There is a wide disparity in the cost,
investment at an acceptable cost;
tariffs and service levels associated !
with distributing electricity.
provide incentives for efficiency in
2. Electrification
and
major
operations; pricing; investment (in
choice of type, location, size and
contribution to other municipal
j
services are funded out of current |
cost) and innovations; disputes; sets
prices where and when there is no
electricity tariffs: in the long run
the distribution industry is unable |
competition, issue and enforce

4.

3.

meet

its

total

financial

obligation's.
Many municipalities are not
meeting their electrification targets
because of their financial position
and lack of skills in electrification.

j

|

Restructuring Options

pro-

for empowerment

avenues

and participation

by critical stakeholders in critical
decisions made

6.

by industry and or
by government on the industry.
Restructuring of a consistently coordinated industry that is financially
viable, environmentally conscious,
technologically innovative and
contributory to the country’s
international competitiveness and
to

7.

local social and economic

development.
Reorienting the industry to human
development in its broader
dimension and to human

8.

resource

development.
Restructuring an industry’s
objectives, deconstruct the socioeconomic divide that exists in the

country.
9.

Integrate the restructuring of the
electricity sector within the boarder
energy sector and an industry
demand

lieences and concessions; ensure
service quality etc. Principally the

which,

regulator should maximise social
welfare function subject to certain

technology (solar, gas, hydro) to
satisfy on-and off- grid consumers.

constraints such

as informational,
contractual, financial and political.

h) Optimise
The

of

5. Institutionalization of the

|

to

Institutionalization

competition, pro-investor, proconsumer
and
pro-industry
regulatory frameworks.

facilities

access

bottleneck

by all participants in the

through

management,

In

different

use

countries

different
different

ownership and structures of value
chain have been followed as part of
energy sector reforms. The success of
these reforms have dependant on
resultant competitive market structure
especially at generation, wholesale and

sector.
of the Electricity Sub-Sector
Market reforms, restructuring and
i) Increase equitable and effective
competition in contestable or
privatisation interventions within the j
potentially competitive segments of retail levels; attractiveness, to investors
energy sector should be conceived and
and or ability of governments to
the sub-sector.
executed as
integral parts of
The overarching objective for the
infrastructure reforms, which in turn
support them; existence of balanced
are
a
function
of
economic
restructuring
(inclusive
of supply and demand; and, appropriate
regulatory frameworks.
restructuring and reforms. Within a | privatisation) of the electricity sector
Unbundling and de-integration of
political economy consideration, j is: To produce and deliver better
the value chain and the exposition of
economic reforms and restructuring
electricity service to more people at
least or reasonable cost. The structure,
have to be conceived and explained
competitive or at least contestable
market segments to competition have
within changing
regulation, governance, expansion and
political and
become
the norm. For residual natural
constitutional
dispensations
operation of the industry should reflect i
monopoly segments, appropriate
encompassing
among
other i the needs of the consumers.
dimensions, human rights, human j Intervention to meet this goal include:
regulatory regimes have been put in
development requirements and ; 1. Diagnosis on the feasibility and ! place. For instance, the “Southern
Cone” model (Lalor, RP and Garcia H
advisability of new entry of firms
democracy.
1996 pg 44) divides the industry into
at different levels of the integrated
The restructuring programme of !
value chain
the electricity sub-sector should cover i
| the following functions: generation,
2. Diagnosis on the feasibility and j dispatch, transmission, distribution
the following activities:
(wires) and distribution (supply).
a) Meeting existing and latent demand
advisability of introducing
for services by non- and undercompetition at different levels of Conditions considered important for
efficient energy markets are:
the value chain.
serviced communities
Mandatory separation of functions
b) Empowering and increasing the I 3. Diagnosis and evaluation of the |
•
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and clear definition of the limits

Since
particularly against monopolistic I yardstick comparison,
i
or other abuses by the
operating
unbundling create a cost of cofirms.
I ordination, it should be ensured that
efficiencies so gained are higher than
d) Protection or even promotion of
additional costs. Under different
competition, including protection
of those firms competing with a
owners, which will be tantamount to
dominant operator.
; privatising some of the generators,
more competitive
e) Prevention of discrimination in
efficiency might be
achieved.
But the opportunity for
pricing, availability and quality of

on

cross-ownership and vertical
integration,
•

Limits

on

the size of generators to

competition,
unbundling of transmission
charges and the provision of air
ensure

•

The

access to
•

•

transmission,

Clearly defined and published
transmission prices reflecting

collusion will still exist.

services.

incremental costs,
Establishment of

a centrally
unpredictable and opportunistic
dispatched bulk supply market,
government action.
with electricity priced at the
In network industries like electricity
systems marginal cost, and a i competition takes the following
forms;
parallel bilateral market based on
long-term contracts, and
Competition for the market
Access
by generators and i
(franchise bidding) whereby
marketers to at least part of the
residual monopoly segments can
retail
market
be auctioned off to the bidder
e.g..
(Large
consumers) [Lalor and Garcia,
offering to deliver acceptable
services at the lower price to
1996]
The economic and political conditions |
consumers [Klein Roger, 1996]
in the country dictate the restructuring
Competition in the market
|
requirements at given historical levels I
enlarges the scope of competition
of development.
over existing and new networks
This has to be
appreciated, but the goal should be to i
through removal of entry and exit
barriers.
satisfy unmet and increasing demand, |
efficient and effective competition j
Competition by migration wherein
consumers can move between
providing for open and non- j
discriminating access to markets for !
electricity service areas to choose
what they consider as best service.
trading and dealing in electricity
Yardstick competition whereby
supplies and services. Efficient
transmission and distribution require
performance of say, regional
identification of the basic functions of
monopolies may be compared
the industry, the definition of i
against each other.
unbundled entities that can perform !
The unbundling of generation
these functions coherently and the
from
transmission
and
|

!

•

alliance under contractual conditions
that appropriately balance the interest

! of investors and

•

/.

•

equality will be achieved, the quality
of supply and service will be
significantly improved so is the
capacity to provide lowest cost
electricity, the ability to meet
electrification targets and to maintain
a
financially healthy industry will be

•

•

transmission from distribution

defined market relationships among
different entities. Within the industry
it is ideally necessary to separate the
function of owning and operating

!

thus

i

additional

investment

in

generation may not be the most
effective utilisation of scarce
investment

resources.

support a number of new generators.
Few large generators do not promote

promoting investment

48

users.

responsibility and risk
be shouldered by the

to

cannot

competition and thus efficiency. At
least only yardstick competition could
be used. But what about unbundling
Eskom utility into a few generators?
It will depend on whether these
generators

ownership

will

be

under

one

will have many owners.
Under one ownership efficiency can
only be reached through facing
or

'Regional Electricity Distributors

Five

major regional
trading in electricity is achieved

electricity sector.
Competitive or contestable
segments should be handled through
market forces and residual monopolies
should be regulated. The objectives
of regulation are given by Guislain

c) Protection of consumers and

2.

effective and

The South African market

as follows;
a) Promotion of efficiency
b) Satisfaction of demand, initially by

will continue

options in South Africa. With
state and some of the
municipalities
regard to generation, challenges I might not be adequately financed to
facing restructuring in South j meet this demand.
Africa are due to

essential in network industries like the

(1997)

Investment

are

existence of excess capacity and
the size of the market. Unless

selling electricity and from that of co- j
ordinating (dispatching) the integrated |
system and pricing of its services. The
dual requirement for unbundling of
functions and their co-ordination is

moderate.

the current

physical generation and transmission/
distribution
assets,
from the
commercial functions of buying and

Single National Distributor with
Regional Operating Units

Under this model the distribution
business of Eskom and municipalities
would be combined to form a national
distributor. National distributor will
distribute electricity directly to the
consumers.
Under this model price

,

i

consumers.

The Eric report has identified three
models for the distribution section of
the electricity sector;

•

establishment of well-structured and

The social

obligations for electrification and
possible regulatory regimes might
discourage new investors. Better
possibility lies either in joint-venturing
and or under strategic partnering or

f) Protection for investors against

I

'

i

regional distributors have been

recommended, jointly owned by
Eskom and Municipalities. Again the
state is still the sole financier of

electricity distribution and only
yardstick comparison competition can
be promoted. The viability of some of
the municipalities and the transfer of
labour and assets to regional
distributors will be part of major
challenges. The room for private
capital and empowerment is not
provided. There will be very low
chances of meeting the electrification
targets, financial viability will be just
moderate, the provision of lowest cost
electricity will be greatly achieved and
the achievement of price equality will
be moderately achieved.
SAPEM JULY 19<W
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Splitting the Wires and Trading

i

Businesses

of
electricity supply is divided into four
main activities: generation (no natural
monopoly), transmission (natural
monopoly), distribution (natural
monopoly) and supply (retail sale,
including pricing, metering and
billing: no natural monopoly).
This model will work well only
through time when there will be a
number of companies competing to
generate and supply electricity.
Under this model the process

Under this model there is a

high

possibility for the provision of lowestelectricity with reasonably good
prospects for supply and service
quality. On meeting electricity

cost

of a financially
industry will be moderate.
It should be emphasized that the
nature of electricity is such that the
separation of transportation from
production
is fundamentally

targets, maintenance
viable

inconsistent

I

with

the

way

the

electricity system should work.
Efficient and effective competition
requires open and non-discriminating
access to markets for trading and
dealing in the product. The functions
of owning and operating physical
generation and transmission, the
commercial function of buying and
selling electricity and the coordinating (dispatching) function
should be maintained in

promotes internal

a manner

that

coherence and

logical interactions.
The restructuring of the electricity
sector should not be only supply-side
and existing institutions driven. The

community social and economic
development and be supported by
the results of community social and
economic development
For this
reason electricity as well as broader
energy development, should be

of

.

broader

executed

within

infrastructural

development such as

sanitation,
transportation, telecommunication,
housing,

water,

education

health,

The

etc.

Conclusion

Electricity restructuring should be

Critically it is only customers that

done within the energy sector
which in turn has to be executed

will

like

distributors

make

municipalities financially viable.
Developed
or
developing
communities are able to pay for
other services being provided by
municipalities: will not continue to
use electricity tariffs as cash cows
cross-subsidize other services. It
should be further remembered that
the
stabilisation
of human
settlements is consequence of local
social and economic development.
This ensures cost effectiveness and

to

strengthens possibilities for social
to

returns

infrastructural

investments.
It

is

important

the

that

programmes

should be facilitative
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within infrastructural reforms and

restructuring. Similarly, electricity
restructuring should be an integral

of

part

should be taken into account
as

of energy or

sources

urban

imagination

consumers

to have

choice

well

electricity.

Competition and efficiency should
be promoted. These interventions
should not be promoted at the
expense of communities that still
need basic sources of energy. The
assumption that all communities
need electricity as a priority may

supply should be restructured to

and (at least
yardstick comparison) to allow

as

develop off grid

the need to

be

promote competition

socio-economic

the

development of communities. The
multiple fuels use by communities

distribution section of electricity

an

based

and

elitist

imposition.

Communities should be allowed to
set their socio-economic priorities.
The

as to

competitive segments of the

they purchase
their electricity. Large consumers
could compete even by bidding to

energy or electricity sector should
be more and more exposed to

get
supplies directly from
generators. Opportunity to attract

sector

which distributor

persons or communities at different
socio-economic stata. Consumers

characteristics.
Furthermore, electrification

regulation cannot be
overemphasised and a lot has
already been stated about the role
of such regulation.
The role of

important.

are

sector.

consumer

empowerment groups.

of communities

private capital, especially black
empowerment capital should be
promoted within the distribution

buy energy for cooking, heating and
lighting. The industrial sector can be
included
as
buying heatingenergising benefits. Not only on-grid
electricity should be considered,
offgrid electricity (e.g. solar services)
should be considered. Hydro and gas
based electricity to be transported
directly to consumers should be
considered. The development of
other fuels should be part of the
restructuring of the energy industry
that is driven by demand and

responsibility to expand
capacity. Eskom will pursue
organic growth strategies as well as
enter into different joint-ventures
with new investors ineluding black
sole

generation of income, widening and
deepening of the purchasing power

demand side should be put
on
board.
We have already
demonstrated the multiple fuel use by
consumer

Eskom will thus be relived of the

There is also a case within

the medium term to separate wires
from commercial activities with the
latter

competition

as

well

as to

private

investment, especially as

African economic

part of the

empowerment. The exposure of
generation to competition and

private capital should be gradually
introduced. Gradualism does not
the maintenance of the status

mean

quo.

being made competitive.

With

the

existing

excess

capacity in generation and great

possibilities of importing cheaper
hydro-sourced electricity the
feasibility
of
many
new
independent power producers is
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Economic Indicators

Currency Checklist
Rates

28

April 1999, as supplied for
Africa Analysis in response to its inquiries
on

Selected Countries

Official
Pound (FFr)

Algeria dinar

Pounds

$

n/a

n/a

1.09m

680,000.00

2.70ni

1.68m

pula

7.50

4.64

Burundi

franc

(87.64)

539.90

(119.61)

740.00

Congo

K franc

7.24

4.50

9.17

5.70

(100.00)

616.22

(28.75)

Ml .12

Egypt pound

5.52

3.41

Ethiopis birr

11.25

6.98

Gambia dalasi

18.14

11.22

3,929.88

2,430.50

106.55

65.90

1.61

1.00

64.40

40.00

0.72

0.45

5.31

3.30

157.00

93.50

3,542.00

n/a

12,880.00

2,200.00

-

Cote d'lvoiore CFA franc

Djibouti franc

Ghana cedi

Kenya shilling
Liberia dollar

Lybia dinar

Madagascar/ra/jf

(844.37)

5,220.00

Malawi kwacha

71.21

44.04

Mauritius rupee

40.49

25.04

(1.59)

9.83

20.178.90

12.480.00

144.90

90.00

8.55

5.30

2,516.83

1,593.25

Moroco dirham

Mozambique metical
Nigeria naira
Seychelles

rupee

Sierra Leone leone
Somalia

shilling

South Africa rand

Sudan dinar
Tanzania

shilling

Tunisia dinar

Uganda shilling
Zambia kwacha

Zimababwe dollar
n/a

(FFr)

67.10

Botswana

50

$

(10.84)

Angola re-adjusted kwanza

no

Parallel

not

9.86

6.09

315.78

196.00

394.45

245.00

1,141.13

705.75

1,145.00

710.00

(0.19)

1.18

2,388.97

1.477.50

3,993.76

2,470.00

4,057.20

2,520.00

61.68

38.15

available

parallel market

French franc

rates

The

a

euro

has

appear in brackets.
fixed value of FFr6.5 and therefore also

a

fixed value of CFA655.9.
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Economic Indicators
ECONOMIC INDICATORS for MOZAMBIQUE

Unit

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

Population

m

14.4

14.8

15.6

16.6

17.4

18.0

15.7

16.1

Gross National Product

US $ bn

1.50

1.70

2.05

2.05

GDP Per

US$

99.4

86.9

94.2

88.0

103.0

122.4

151.8

N $ni

1,513.7

1,501.6

1,791.4

1,886.4

1,969.3

2,095.4

%

4.9

-0.8

19.3

4.4

1.4

6.4

Inflation

%

35.2

54.5

43.7

70.0

54.2

24.3

Exports Fob

Rbn

162

139

132

149.5

170

226

234

Merchandise exports

%

11.3

10.8

9.0

10.2

11.5

13.0

12.1

Imports Fob

$m

899

855

955

1,019

1,090

802

855

Merchandise imports

%

56.4

62.1

58.6

62.7

43.0

40.5

36.1

-659

-823

-869

-699

-576

-738

-739

-825

-870

-680

-665

-711

%

-4.3

-5.0

-3.6

-7.5

-4.0

-5.1

-5.7

%

288.7

352.6

318.2

339.3

362.6

327.3

291.8

%

0.2

1.4

7.2

1.7

25.0

9.2

31.6

%

48.5

53.4

59.7

60.4

62.2

58.4

45.2

%

33.0

43.0

43.0

69.7

57.7

32.0

12.9

%

-23.9

7.3

-6.6

26.3

-6.6

13.2

16.6

-3.0

2.0

7.0

-13.0

-30.0

-45.0

-116.0

355.0

328.0

209.0

261.0

231.0

311.0

444.0

2.517

3.874

6.039

9.024

11,294

Ki:v Indk'a

lORS

Capita

GDP at constant

1990

Prices

Growth in GDP at
constant

as

as

7.9

prices

295

% of GDP

965

% of GDP

US $m

Balanee of trade

Current Account Balance U$m

Budget deficit as

-771

% of GDP

Total External Debt

as

% of GDP

Gross domestic
as

savings

% of GDP

Gross investment
as

% of GDP

Central bank discount
rate

(end of year)

Growth rate of

M2 money

supply

Domestic credit to

government

Domestic credit to

F)xchange Rate

private sector

( av; MT: $)

1,434

.

11,544

11,853

Source: SAFES Data Base
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SADC EXPORT

DIRECTORY

Key Business Contacts

Mozambique

Mozambique (+2581)

FACT FILE

BMC - BANCO
COMMERICIAL DE

Head of State
President

Ministry of Planning

Joaquim Alberto

MOgAMBIQUE

Land Area

sq.km

16.5 Million (1997)

Urbanisation

N. Holms

C.P. 4350,

Marketing and Public
Relations Manager

Tel: 42 6514/6

Av. 25 de Setembro, 1800

E-mail:juma@utre,uem.mz

Maputo

INSTITUTE FOR THE

Tel: 30 7495

PROMOTION OF EXPORTS

Fax: 30 7569

(IPEX)

IMPAR

Caixa Postal 4487, Maputo
Tel: (2581)42 4352/42 4366

-

COMPANHIA

DE SEGUROS

875,100 (1989

Languages
Official language:
Portuguese Tsonga, Sena-Nyanja
and Makua-Lomwe

are

the Nationa

DE

Fax:

Dra C. Vilela

INVESTMENT

Marketing Manager
Av. Karl Marx, 303/313

PROMOTION CENTRE (CPI)
Caixa Postal 4635, Maputo

(BCM Head Office)
18th Floor, Maputo

Tel:(2581) 42 2530 / 42 2525
Fax: (2581)42 2604

Fax: 43 0640

URTE, TECHNICAL UNIT FOR
ENTERPRISE

Time:
2 hrs

-

11.30am

Some banks also open

2.00pm

-

ERNST & YOUNG

RESTRUCTURING

Dra. E.S. Pedro

(Office for Restructuring of Large
Enterprises - MPF)
Rua da Imprensa No 256

Marketing Manager
Rua da Imprensa

Banking Hours
8.30am

from

4.00pm

33 Andares, 5th Floor,

Maputo

Monday to Friday
8.00am 12.30pm and
2.00pm - 5.00pm
Many shops open upto 6.30pm and
on Saturday mornings.
-

Public

Holidays
1 January (new Year’s Day)
3 February (Heroess Day)
2 April (Good Friday)
5 April (Easter Monday)
1 April (Women’s Day)
1 May (Workers’ Day)
25 June (Independence Day)
(1975)*

September (Victory Day)
September (Armed Forces Day)

25

25 December (Christmas Day)
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7th Floor, Suites 704-708
P.O. Box 4350,

Tel: 42 4043

Maputo
(2581)42 6514-6
Fax: (2581)42 1541

Fax: 42 1984

Tel:

EXI

E-mail:

Business Hours

1

(2581)42 4368

MOgAMBIQUE

Tel: 43 0570/80

Languages.

+

Maputo

Fax: 42 1541

23%

GMT

Imprensa

Head Office

Population

Capital City
Maputo

Rua da

33 Andares
7th Floor Suites 704-708

Chissano

799.380

and Finance

-

ENGENHARIA

E COMERCIALIZACAO

DE SISTEMAS

juma@utre.uem.mz or
teledata.cprm.net
Website: http://www.utre.com
utre @

IMFORMATICOS

Eng. J.A.P. Murta
Managing Director

GREICT

Rua do Kassuende

Industrial, Commercial and Tourism

118

8th Floor,
Tel: 49 3382/3
-

Maputo

(Office for Restructuring of

Enterprises

-

MICTUR)

Av. 25 de Setembro No. 1179

Fax: 49 0480

3rd Floor,

UTRE

Tel:(2581) 42 4343
Tel/Fax: (2581)42 8580

-

UNIDADE

Maputo

TECNICA PARA

REESTRUTURACAO
DE EMPRESAS

Dr. M. Juma

GREAP

(Office for Restructuring of Agrarian
Fishing Enterprises - MAP

and

Managing Director

Av. 25 de Setembro No. 1509

Technical Unit for

6th Floor, Suite 10, Maputo
Tel/Fax: (2581) 42 6012

Enterprise Restructuring
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African nationalism
andthethir d
millennium

REVIEW OF THE MONTH

African Nationalism and

53

the third millennium
Bankie Forster Bankie

Bankie Forster Bankie
PEACE AND SECURITY

"W "W Tliat is the
Towards

a

comprehensive and

56

stable ceasefire in the DRC

%/%/
T T

significance of the

increase in ethnic conllicts
we

have

seen

in Africa

south of the Sahara in the 1980’s and

Mwesiga Baregu

1990’s? How do these conflicts relate
to

the

development of the Africans and

the rise of nationalism, as we enter the
new millennium?
It is

GENDER

Contesting the academy

57

generally accepted that the
study of the past provides pointers for
the future. No people can progress
unless they ackntrwledge their past and
learn from their mistakes in order to

Patricia McFadden

forward.

move

Why the cock

crows
Tendai Manzvanzike

60

An introduction to the

Godfrey Chikowore

which parts of Africa.
Other
parts of

the world
experienced colonialism. In Southern
Africa countries such as Angola,
Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Namibia
and South Africa experienced
colonialism of a special typesettler
colonialism. In Namibia genocide was
carried against the Hereto and Nama
people thus land was appropriated by
death, creating what was called a terra

by the colonial authorities to maintain

dislocation and trauma

as

Africa did

These are
beyond the
paradigm of denial of fundamental
human rights and lead directly to
reparations.
After the depletion of people from
both the coastal and interior regions
of the continent, due to slavery by the
west

and Arabia, the continent of
was then colonised under the

Africa
terms

of the Berlin Conference of

1884, when the European powers sat
SAPEM .(ULY 1999

and

lingers on in some parts of the world,
including Africa. No other part of the
world experienced such large scale
in the 18“' and 19“’ century.

62

table and carved up

nulUus

historical facts that go

WTO agreements

a

balkanised the map of Africa, to
determine which countries would own

slavery was formally
abolished in most parts of the world
under western influence in 1807, it still

Whereas

AFRICA REVIEW OF BOOKS

round

-

vacant

land.

After the annexation of land
force

more

subtle methods

were

by

used

their influence. The missionaries acted
local agents, as did the chiefs. In
West Africa ‘indirect rule’ through
as

traditional chiefs

perfected
through the system called customary
law. There is
on

a

these matters

was

lot of historical detail
on

file in the archives

in the former

metropolitan capitals of
Germany and
Portugal, and also in Belgium and
Italy.
France,

There

Britain,

were two

administration
rule.

-

forms of colonial

direct and indirect

Direct rule took the form of

colonial civil servants from the
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African societies? Indeed,

metropolitan capitals being posted to
directly the

Africa to administer
colonies.

In West Africa

colonies
rule.

none

of the

Countries such
death traps

as

about

Sierra Leone

other

Sometimes this

African

in coastal

middle-classes and elites.

Ghana

and

in countries such

a lack of interest. This type of
tunnel vision on African issues is

as

Nigeria reveals the

Generally those best placed to
orchestrate ethnic conflicts in different

the

at

turn

of

parts of

returning to Europe or
travelling to Southern Africa for a tour
of duty where the conditions were

were

there
sett-

no

lers.

From

time to time

Africans

were

taken from the

diaspora and
dumped
in
West Africa.

■

which

in Sweden.

of the African nation states.

‘‘Africans in general, due
to their history of oppression,
have had particular
difficulties in coming to
terms with their membership
of the African nation.*^

were

was

direct

1981

the state

was

as

African nationalism.

Ghana

close

i
'

discredited and

became

to

states

When African states

ethnic

This led to the removal, sometimes
or

of

their

areas

colonial societies.
The colonial authorities had more
broad based knowledge on ethnic
issues around Africa than the Africans
true

in

the

j

misunderstanding. Some of these

past or had a record of

of i conflicts had come into view during
the wars of pacification by the

specialisation.
So that in the
metropolitan capitals there were
institutions dedicated to the study of

themselves and this remains

:

today.

instances these ‘flash
points’ became visible some years
after independence. The trigger
creating armed struggle could be due
to political, and economic factors or
social degradation. Ethnic conflicts

For instance, take an African academic
from Kenya and take him to Sierra

became

Leone

Soviet system and capitalism. With the
collapse of the Soviet system, the

what knowledge
would these Africans have of other
versa

-

of

the

African

leaders

who

would

Whereas the Africans were taken
slaves to the Americas and Arabia,
it was whilst in the Americas that
Africans developed the concept of Pan

Africanism,

as

imperialism, based
return to

reaction

a

on

to

‘the right to

Africa to settle’. When these

people returned to Africa, together
with those conscious Africans they met
in Africa, they struggled to generalise
acceptance of African nationalism.
The champions of African nationalism
were people such as Sekou Toure and
Kwame Nkrumah in West Africa; in

In many

more

held in

as

colonialists.

at

was

the Fifth Pan

subsequently return home to lead the
struggle for independence.

Africa attained

Ethnic rule and ethnic

and had lived in and studied the

African

and

independence the
potential for ethnic conflict was latent.
It was known, in the history, that
certain clans or ethnicities had fought

was

Congress held in Manchester
directly to the

decolonisation

When the various countries in

instruction of the colonial masters.

it

continent. Present in Manchester were

close

war

-

in 1945 which lead

possibly genocide.

chiefs who refused to follow the

leadership was
a specialised and sensitive area of
colonial rule. Experts who worked in
this field often spoke local languages

generalised civil

pre-

Pan Africanism

Pan African Conference

collapse it is at that time the
cards come into play, which

results in

banishment, of

are

The

popular long before African
independence. The first

African

more.

focus,

attained

leadership and bad management. Such
internal collapse has been found in
many African states - Congo/Zaire is
a classical
example, as is Somalia
which does not exist as an integrated
state with territorial integrity, any

disrepute.
resulting in death

nationalism.

London in 1900

to internal
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African

independence
1957.
By

known

narrow

occupation with the African nation
state
came
into
being after
independence was achieved, as a
consequence of the triumph of Pan

Ghana achieved
in

It is

meaning the identity with the African
nation state (i.e. citizenship), from Pan

due to Western interference, poor

customary law was brought into

vice

nationalism in its

African

state, to such
destabalisation.
In West Africa
its

was that progressive force
brought about the independence

important to differentiate African

disintegration

traditional chiefs

or

nationalism

potential for ethnic conflict has
increased by the vulnerability of
the

by
colonial administrators serving for
short periods of 18-24 or 36 months.
They played a supervisory role. On
the ground rule was effected by the
colonials using the so called
‘traditional authority’. In this way

customs

new African states.
Tribalism is the antithesis to
African nationalism.
African

metropolis, African

'

So rule

and

consensus

studies centres have been established,
for example, in the Netherlands and

been

West

national

tendencies in the

The

amenable.

tions

Africa

former colonial

before

Africa, due to
these condi-

for

development is lost, to the benefit of
tribalism and other retrogressive

colonial powers.

‘tour of duty’ was
introduced providing for the colonial
administrator to stay for a short period,

In

When large parts of a country are
engulfed in ethnic conflict the potential

are the departed
In other parts of the
developed world, apart from the

the century.
So the 2-3 year

more

ethnic conflicts.

particularly marked amongst the

numbers of colonial administrators
who died in the colonies

fight through proxies the
capitalist system withdrew its support,
and wars stopped or scaled down. This
created fertile ground for low intensity

ignorance is matched

by

areas

rather than

societies.

for European
administrators, due to the prevalence
of malaria. A visit to the graveyards
were

proxy wars in places such as Somalia,
lost one backer, the Soviet Union, and

in

general is the degree of ignorance

conducive for settler

were

reality

one

which characterizes Africans

visible around the world

the end of the cold

war

between the

East Africa Jomo

Kenyatta and
Odinga-Odinga; and in Southern
Africa people such as Sam Nujoma
and Steve Bantu Biko.
What is the African

Nationality?
Nationality has been defined* as
relating to culture, history, geography
sometimes language, religion and
other'assets that a given people have
which defines them as having a

-
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This association of Pan Africanism

and

culture

history,

common

with

tradition. These characteristics create
a common

consciousness amongst

that group

of people, creating a

narrow

anti-white hatred is

we condemn. It is well
known that African nationalism united

something

differences

the

If this is correct

a need to distinguish
citizenship and nationality.
Citizenship is what was defined
earlier as membership of the African
nation state, whereas nationality is

Africa.

be

much broader.

independence of African states
individually. He sought the unity of

identity.

common

There is

a

between

nationalism.
Du

was

of conflict which

race has the problem of
identity - be they Chinese.
Indian, European etc. In fact other
nations consider their nationality as a
unifying force and a primary interest.
They struggle to

other

national

nationality.
Africans

in

is that

from

a

identity,

a con.se-

quence

of

rtheid,

afraid to

-

we

we are

weakness

and

historically have exploited this to their
advantage.
The point that needs to be made
here is that nobody is saying we
should be anti-white, or anti-Arab, or

that

Nobody is saying we

saying is
beings, also

we are

human

we too are

deserving of respect and that we are
proud of our race. Pan Africanists are
often described as being racists, of
being anti-white. This is nonsense.
history of the movement were all
internationalists
people who were
-

without racism - citizens of the

of their

aware

of world

world,

place in the world,
history.
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based

on

a

-

then there cannot

military solution.

The Allied

Forces represent African nationalism,
the rebels represent African reaction
and

we

expect that the allied

can

countries will
the African

play

a

positive role in

Unity movement in the

future.

Judging from the intensity of the
struggle in the Congo/
Zaire, it is possible to project that the
major preoccupation for Africa at the
African national

dawn of the

millennium will be

new

consolidate the African national

to

struggle. Once the awareness of the
African nationality is generalised in
Africa and its diaspora we would have
entered into the final stage of our
struggle
for
liberation
and
development. For once liberated
mentally, meaningful development
will be possible and we will have the
option of competing on equal terms
with other countries of the world.

Walter

Rodney in his book 'Walter
Rodney speaks’ published by Africa
1990 states that

World Press in

'nationalism is

armies, which

a whole
people. Socialism is either an ideology
or a new stage of .society. Nationalism

because they

could lead to socialism

is^Tn
African prob
lem

requiring

today is an
of liberation for which all
Africans should feel concerned. The
issues are clear. Is, Congo/Zaire, a
war

a

struggle for

or

it could lead

capitalism. It could incorporate
bourgeois ideology or socialist
ideology.’ Rodney went on to state
that 'black people are of necessity
engaged in a national struggle because
that is the form of their .struggle...’.
to

The same hook goes on to state 'I believe that tho.se socialists within

the nationalist movement in the third

who have a
nationalist
the so-called

strategic country in Africa, to continue
being plundered as before, with no
roads, no .schools, no hospitals etc or
is the Congo to develop as a sovereign
independent state?
If one supports the development
theory one supports Kabila - if one

world

wants Congo/Zaire to continue as the
basket ca.se of Africa - one supports
the rebels. We know the thinking of
the liberals - we read their daily

misguided nationalism can lead to
hegemony and aggrandizement.

attacks

on

There has been little

usually the

ones

greater capacity to carry out

objectives

than

nationalists’.

Studies around the world indicate
that nationalism is the last stage before
liberation and development. However

The correct combination for

us

is

African nationalism and socialism.

*

or no

analysis

of division between
the allies and the rebels. Certainly
there are ethnic issues involved. It is

as

are

Kabila’s efforts in the liberal

press.

The Pan Africanist known in the

aware

large part

African solution.
The war in the DRC

particularly from
Europeans. This is the problem of
emancipation. Other race groups are
groups,

should be racist -all

saying

proud of our race.^^
African

anti-Indian.

in the DRC

is in

respect and that we are

apa-

this

war

should '’eing fought

beings, also deserving of

they are Africans, for fear of
losing advantages coming from other

of

in the DRC

too are human

admit

aware

.struggle. The

we

an

race

we see

—

be racist -all

suffer
crisis of

Africa

National

Nobody is saying

general, espedaily in Southern

cooperation.

today, represents a new higher stage
in the development struggle of Africa
and the Africans. This stage of the
struggle marks the commencement of
a new military phase of the African

We should be conscious of the fact

their

he

retrogressive, it creates disunity and
leads to underdevelopment.
The African states in general are
fragile and will remain in a vulnerable
situation, a consequence of their
artificial creation. The regionalisation

marked in

problems in some parts of the
diaspora, where we find Africans
disbursed initially through slavery and
subsequently through economic
expediency.

advance

-

The ethnic division of Africa is

create

no

way.

only seek the

believed in Afro-Arab

Southern Africa and continues to

that

progressive

Bois did not

Africa at the continental level

history of oppression, have had
particular difficulties in coming to
terms with their membership of the
African nation. This

His work affected all

parts of Africa in a

general, due to their

Africans in

struggles for independence in
People such as Du Bois played
key role in the rise of African

not

are

personalities as stated in the liberal
press. At base, the differences revolve
around how to create African unity.

to the causes

See the definition

February 1991 by K.K.

Pruh.

Amended version of
AT

suggested that the divisions are ba.sed
on political and theoretical issues. The

of the African nationality made

ill Wiiulhiwk. Namihki, in

a text delivered

27th March 1999

Gross Barmen, Okahandja. Namibia, at the one day

Seminar

convened by the

Pan-African Student Society

(PASS) - ‘The21stCentuary: 'Africa's Century’?
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Peace

Towards

a

and

Security

comprehensive and

stable ceasefire in the DRC
In my

last article I argued that the conflict in the DRC

ripe for resolution.
positive developments
Mwesiga Baregu.
was

Since that time and in the relatively short
period more
have emerged to support that contention, writes

I

n

this article

we

will review those

,

dramatic events all of which call for

our

developments which, collectively j careful attention if we are not to miss the
may lead to the termination of hosopportunities they present for peace
tilities in the Great Lakes Region and
making in the region. It is also important
hopefully launch it onto a trajectory of to understand the challenges that accom- 1
peace-building and reconstruction.
pany these opportunities particularly
Towards the end of my last piece I
when they relate to our immediate goal
stressed the point that there was
nothing of ending hostilities in the DRC as well
automatic or irreversible about the
as to our
long-term quest for peace,
emerging process leading to peaceful stability and development in the region. with Libya’s
dispatch of troops to
outcomes.
The process merely
Some of these dramatic developUganda.
presents a range of opportunities and chalments and their implications are as I
Rwanda’s unilateral ceasefire is an
lenges. The outcomes are conditional. follows; The ultimate break-up of the inevitable result of its
gradual isolation
They depend on how we seize the oppor- RCD rebel alliance and the replacement and
diminishing capacity to fight. Thus
tunities and confront the challenges that
of Wainba dia Wamba by Ilunga in the
to avoid negotiating from weakness and
inevitably come with the opportunities. It RCD leadership. This has spawned two particularly being forced to retreat in
is important to remember at such moments
rebel camps - one supported by Uganda
defeat, they declared a ceasefire.
that our recent history is full of missed opand the other by Rwanda. This means
The major challenge presented by all
portunities. This is because either we that rebel capacity to prosecute the war these
positive developments is whether
lacked the vision to seize these opportuis significantly diminished. It has also exa viable and
comprehensive ceasefire
nities or lacked the courage to confront
| ploded the myth of rebel autonomy and can be negotiated and agreed so that a
the challenges. Either way one hopes that
laid to rest the long sticking question of
process of peace building can begin. For
we have learned from our
rebel participation in regional summits.
past errors.
this to be reali.sed the following will be
In the last piece, we identified a
The rift between Rwanda and
necessary:
number of objective and subjective
Uganda has exposed their divergent war
The United Nations should be infactors which were gradually transformaims. While Uganda seems to have I
volved in the ceasefire negotiaing the conflict landscape from been interested in long term political
tion right from the start in collabodifference to reconciliation. In particuinfluence, Rwanda is more desirous of
ration with the OAU.
lar we intend that these perceptions of
seeking immediate economic gain in the
The Sirte Agreement on phased
the parties to the conflict were changing I form of access to the DRC mineral
withdrawal should be translated
either out of the conflict fatigue,
changes ' wealth. The withdrawal of Uganda
into a formal time-table
spelling
in the realities on the ground or due to '
troops from the so-called Rwanda I
out of the conditions for each
pressures from their party intervention.
| controlled Eastern DRC was prompted
phase.
In the region we identified the
by this rift and would seem to be [ • A predominantly African peaceLibyan initiative, the Tanzanian summit, | irreversible.
keeping force should be recruited
the split in the rebel forces, the domestic
and deployed essentially to enLibya’s dispatch of a symbolic
j
shambles in Uganda, the rift between the i contingent of
peacekeeping troops was j sure the withdrawal of the invadRwanda and Uganda and the resulting
j intended to underscore the fact that
ing forces.
isolation of Rwanda, the conciliatory i Uganda cannot
A Regional Peace Conference
renege in its commitmoves in the DRC and one
may add, | ment to a ceasefire under the Sirte
should be convened as soon as
the easing of tension between South
Agreement. This is because Musa-veni
possible not only to deal with the
Africa and the allied forces as positive i has earned the unfortunate
reputation of
security threats to Rwanda,
developments. At the international | entering but not implementing
Burundi and Uganda but also to
level, the UN has suddenly sprung into : agreements in good faith or was already
begin to create a shared regional
action from relative slumber and the EU
wavering over Sirte.
I perception of threat and a sense
and US, having realised the
Chad’s withdrawal of its troops
futility of
of collective regional security.
supporting the rebels, have finally de- suggest it is committed to the implemenTo avoid immediate political stale
cided to ‘rehabilitate’ Kabila in the short ! tation of the Sirte accords
mate such a conference should be
relating to the
term in the hope of
‘civilizing’ him in i phased withdrawal of invaders and allies
preceded by elaborate preparathe long-term.
i as well as the deployment of the African
tions by teams of experts drawn
Since those observations were made
peacekeeping force. It is thus not accifrom the major stakeholders in the
we have witnessed the
unfolding of dental that Chad’s withdrawal coincided I region»
'

•

•

•

'

•

■
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Gender

Contesting
the Academy
Patricia McFadden

me a long time to write
I this article. I tried several times to
JLformulate a title which would reflect
in some small way the issues, tensions,

speaks eloquently to the

obvious

the realities of a

ties of the conference, given that it was a
conference on ethnicity and identity in
Africa. Maybe I was supposed to be

and

heid past

■^t has taken

feelings which have flooded over
me for many months since I attended
that meeting on ‘Ethnicity and Identity
in Africa’ held in Cape Town last April.
In fact, it has been just over a year since
the events I

about to describe and

am

analyse took place and throughout that
time, the experience has lived with me,
often in very vivid and di.sturbing ways.
Sometimes I started transcribing the
presentation which had, it seemed,
provoked the outburst, but it sounded
so ordinary and yet so familiar to me,
reflecting my stances on women’s rights
and the struggles of African women of
over a quarter century, that I would
become despondent. It felt strange that
what 1 had said so many times, in numerous

fora around the world, had

leashed such

violent and

un-

frightening reaction from a woman whom I
least expected to represent the white
right-wing in South Africa. But then
clearly I was wrong, as that experience
vividly made me aware.
a

even

When I mentioned the event to

an

old

friend and

colleague, he brushed it aside,
gently saying don’t bother, because it was
just another manifestation of white privilege in the academy in that country. I tried
to explain to him that I felt/thought/knew
that it was more than ‘white arrogance’
as

we

have

come

to

describe the

exclusionary behaviour of mainly
Afrikaner but also white liberal practices
towards Black scholarship in the ‘rainbow nation’; he

still insisted that it

was

really not worth bothering with it, because it would just give ‘them’ unwarranted attention. And so, with doubts still

many discrepancles which characterise the gap between the notion of a rainbow nation and

deeply entrenched apartand present.
Every time I started listening to the
tape, I would hear the screeching voice
completely unknown to

grateful for the opportunity to speak as a
Black woman, I really do not know.
What I did experience however, was
a rising tension in the room, a tension
which had become palpable every time

seemed to know of

one

of

an

Indian

woman

me

who

was

me ( but who
well enough that

all whites

preceded her self-righteous accusations
about my appropriation of her voice/her
life, and that of her fore-mothers; two
three white ‘intellectuals’, two
women and a man, between whom she

or

had moved

throughout my presentation;
probably in the heat of
the moment, most likely after I had
insisted, at the beginning of my
presentation, that I wanted my title of
Phd to appear on the programme as it
had been done for everyone else who
had such title. I have every right to be
a

‘kabal’ formed

addressed

as

Dr.

McFadden, and

drawing attention to that discrepancy
should not have been

interpreted

as

was simply stating a
fact whose absence reflected the

uppity’, because I

gendered biases of the conference
organisers. Of course one might argue
that it was not a significant issue - maybe
to

them. But to me,

it matters much

whether my academic title is
or not, especially in the white

mentioned
dominated
academy of South Africa, and on the
programme of a five day conference
which had only one panel on gender and
I was the only Black woman presenter
the

subject.

on

be

published in the monthly gender col-

I guess I was supposed to just
overlook the discrepancy and not com-

Nevertheless, I will

‘event’ because I think that it

SA.PEM .IUI,Y IW)

from outside of South Africa

absolute fool of herself in the act). I
had noticed the machinations which

over the past year
transcribe the article so that it could
in SAPEM.

us

had made

to

narrate the

of

much anger she
forgot even the most basic of academic
protocol as she slung abusive language
across the seminar room, making an

she had stored up so

lingering, I have tried

umn

disparity in terms of the priori-

ment, in the typically new ‘politically
correct’ fashion of South Africa, on the

a

critical comment about the

way the political
in that country.
I have

situation was unfolding

always known that most if not
are

uncomfortable with

a

politics which challenges them on their
privilege, be it premised on class or race.
I have had the experience of being told
the night before when, with a group of
my friends, we went to a local restaurant
which was obviously white, that there
were no tables, in spite of having made
a

reservation for five. We decided to

wait, and after half
to

came over

that it

an

our car

hour, the

owner

and informed

us

closing time and therefore
we were wasting our time by waiting
for a table. One of my friends is in a
wheel-chair, and for me the rejection
and outright racism seemed to have been
compounded by the inconvenience she
experienced when we found out that the
was

restaurant

was

not

wheel-chair

accessible.
We left with the

feeling of being torn
being ‘polite’ in the face of
blatant barbarism, and wanting to wreck
the place just to show the boer that it
was 1998 and not 1898. But, having
been ‘well brought up’ as our mothers
always insisted, we took our beautiful
African female selves away, with our
pride and dignity intact. I don’t know
for how long, but we survived that
between

encounter

with white hatred. I had been

warned earlier

by a woman friend that
Cape Town was ‘bad’, and having grown
up in the region and actively participated
in the struggle against that nastiness, it
57

Gender
familiar but

as unacceptable as it has ’
life.
During my presentation, 1 had also

was

been all my

few years ago. This 'pretense' which
must be an expression of post-modernity
and academic correctness,( but then,

mentioned racism (the unmentionable
word in South Africa since 1994) and

what

had done

French

would

I

know

modernism and those

in the white

academy of all
places, pointing to the hypocrisy of
certain privileged individuals in the
academy who, in typical apartheid style,
were meting out
punishment to any

about

post-

mention

challenge the
claim that racism no longer existed in
South Africa, especially in the academy.
Not a single presentation made
throughout that conference even referred
to apartheid in historical or current

prescribed roles we were forced to
occupy as nannies and servants, and
pretending that they have changed overnight is simply to delude ourselves.
Unfortunately for them, I am not easily intimidated nor do I allow any body -

terms.

white

Black scholar who dared
white

privilege and

How

to

or to

*

discuss issues of
ethnicity and identity and not focus '
extensively on the systematic '
can

or

male; female

stepped into the holy grail of
especially in Cape
Town, the citadel of white liberal hypocrisy, say what I said, and 'get away with
white academia,

it'.

terribly difficult

professors who invented this new
language, being just an 'uppity nigger';
a
language which magically erases
anything political or racial or gendered).
Most whites can only relate to Black
women
in terms of the racially

so

or

'colourless'

They ( the white gate-keepers of
knowing and intellectual license)
were not
going to let some 'kaffir
meisie' from up north, from Mugabe's
dictatorship as Zimbabwe has come to
be known by most white ( and black)
apologists of supremacist ideology,
speak to them like that. And so they
discussed, as I made my presentation,
how best to 'put me in my place' And
how better than to get a 'Black' woman
to do the dirty work. I have deliberately
questioned the woman’s identity,
because up until that moment, I had not
really thought through the notion of
Blackness vis-a-vis women or people of
colour. This particular individual most
probably does not consider herself
Black, especially as she demanded to
know why I had dared to speak for her
white

-

anyone

ethnicisation of African identities under ^
settler colonialism in South Africa of all i

places. It was shocking and frightening,
to say the least, and when I mentioned
the issue to a few African colleagues
around a bar one evening, the reactions
were sad and pitiful. Here were African
men who not only had lost the
courage
to remember the recent past, which is
centuries old and deeply imprinted on
our very identities as Africans, but they
demonised me as a 'sick' person, who
had a chip on her shoulder (sound
familiar, but now coming out of the
mouths of Black

men

i
^

‘

j
^

'Do I look

oppressed!
the
permission to describe
me as oppressed? What
do you know about me,
about my mother and
grandmother that you
think you can talk
about the oppression of
...

Who gave you

women,

whose bread is

and her fore-mothers. As I listened to

her vent the frustrations and anger of the
whites who had so successfully launched

her, using her voice to perpetuate the
exclusion of African

’...

and entitlements of African

buttered

women

which have

liberals

,

not

are

as

only been spoken by white
part of their claim that they

like the boers ie.

best friends

are

some

of my

blacks; I realised several

things;
First of all, this

playing
played for
several hundred years in our region ie.
being the mouth pieces of white
hypocrites. I say non-whites because
that is how people of colour become
when they accept the hegemonic
a

woman was

role which non-whites have

definition of themselves

as

mere

reflections of the dominant supremacist

ideology. This is how apartheid
us for a long time,
and many whites still construct us in
those terms. They have not moved at all
ideologically, economically and
physically - out of apartheid South
described and defined

j
1

-

,
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from the

women

academy; using her to draw the lines
around the kinds of language and words
‘allowed’ in academic discourse; using
her to try and silence me to wipe out
the experiences, the pain, the demands

j

to ‘put me in my supposed place’. And I
by white liberals).
think that pretending that issues of race
They told me that I was racist;
and class privilege are no longer central
presumably that is the worst thing one
can be called in South Africa today as a
to the discourse on social status and idenBlack person, and a 'brother' from ’ tity in South Africa is intellectual dishonNigeria, told me that I was ‘predictable’ | esty, to put it kindly and down-right racin my rage and emotional 'ranting' I ist crap in more appropriate terms. It reabout racism and the oppression of
fleets the mediocrity of opportunistic
stances on issues of white privilege and
women, while he remained ‘cool’ in his
new identity as an uncle tom. Later,
the racism which continue to define us
in terms of who we are or can be as Afriduring his presentation of a paper which
said nothing about the difficult
cans. And so while our 'brothers’ wish
relationships between language, power,
they were white, they dance to the tune
gender and racial inequality on a ' of liberal white rhetoric at the expense
continent which is deeply characterised
of a necessary engagement with persistby these inequalities, he took a swipe at ' ent racial and gendered inequalities.
me by telling me to go and learn the
Oh, and most unacceptable of all, I
demanded that the land be returned to
language of post-modernity. How cheap.
More interesting, of course is the
Africans, land which for African women
manner in which Black men from other
in particular, underpins the long and
parts of Africa have ‘adapted’ to the i painful struggle for justice, dignity and
environment of ‘racelessness’ in
rights in our sub-continent. That must
universities like the University of Natal,
have been too much, because I noticed
that the whispering and ‘strategising’ at
probably in order to hide behind the
the back of the room, where the kabal
patronage of white liberals, in the hope
of avoiding the xenophobic onslaught
was seated, became even more frenetic.
which is regretfully being unleashed
And so I waited, and I must say, I was
against African nationals who directly
surpri.sed at the virulence of the attack,
and indirectly supported the struggle to
but it was not unexpected. I knew that I,
free South Africa from Apartheid only a
a Black, Radical, African Feminist could

have

not

Africa.

Second, I realised that although she
!

]

presumably angry because 1 had
spoken about the critical political and
economic issues which undergird
patriarchy across our continent, and
which she is also subjected to as a
was

woman,
race

albeit through the mediation of

and class in the context of South

Africa. (

She shouted, 'Do 1 look opSAPEM JULY ItW

Gender

most

(it

seems

Indian

anger at

incredible that

a

rights on this continent, so unbearthey fly into her kind of rage;
through her disdainful attitude towards
the millions of Black South African

which has

was and is not an
neither is she a Black

woman

quite obviously. Her skin is

sons

and husbands have

more

and that

African

clearly therefore, she
of the

included in my analysis
issues of ethnicity and power

as a

privileged,

people
region. This was just another
example of how the story of South Africa is being re-invented. He could proclaim his ‘Afrikaner’ identity with impunity, whilst 1 was screamed at for having expressed the historical narrative
that has shaped my identity and the
identity of the majority of people in this
region.

expressions of racprejudice and arrogance.

woman

‘oppression’

Afriknaerdom has cost

across

often than not treated

1 told her that she was not an

black, no doubt about that, but she is
Asian, and probably of Indian origin,

of the members of the

one

male,, boer child and to forget what

them with the worst
ist

his

cus on

slogged in the shops, homes, and factories owned by an Indian comprador class

Africaness. She
woman,

whose

women
I

until then assumed away through
nationalistic notions of sisterhood and
African

must

able that

or

Blackness.

fact,

pressed as an Afrikaner child through
the imposed masculinist identity.He insisted that he was not a boer, there by
expecting us to forget the historical continuities between these two expressions
of settler identity, and, in post-modernist presumption, also expecting us to fo-

have

by either

racial injustice), 1 reali.sed
that in a strange way, she was telling
me .something about herself which I had
patriarchal

we too

our

us as a

this

given that she carries a name quite
common among people of Indian origin.

was not

But African she is not. and she made that

shape and constrain the identities and

loudly clear.
Well, I thought, not only is she rude

lived realities of African women.

walked away.

about who I

etiquette, she is also arrogant to boot. What ever made her think
that I was talking about her or her presumably priviledged non-Black foremothers when 1 spoke about the exploitation and oppression of African women

And, before I forget, I also apparently
committed the new ‘sin’ in academia. I

what my foremothers and my
have experienced and continue

and without

three and

women,

which I had used, differentiated

throughout my

again accosted me
during the tea-break, I told her not to
flatter herself by assuming that she was
an African woman. As she persisted with

another to become

so

incensed with

as

well

as

globally. I spoke of enoppression and ex-

so new

about that? In the

‘new’ South Africa, the
rican intellectuals has

muzzling of Af-

come to mean

that

longer about our
story. We cannot discuss the context of
our ongoing struggles; the vivid and perwe

cannot

manent

speak

any

memories; about

our

knowledge

of white supremacy and racist exploitation. My friends speak of the frustration
i

they feel when their children are called
’racist’ becau.se they proudly articulate a
Black identity, while Afrikaners proclaim the maintenance of a boer identity
as a constitutional right. The myth of

people

Black/African

as a

and being

born in this region

region.

particular must
yesterday did not
that yesterday is still today

stop the pretense that

happen,

or
and will be the tomorrow of millions of

Black women and men across that
white privilege
continues to go unchallenged. We all
have to be brave and angry, and use our
dignity and our desire for peace and
equality as the building blocks for a difpoor.

country for as long as

ferent South Africa and

rica. We must make

i

ploitation; of poverty; violation; silencing and the denial of our voices as African women in particular. That was too
much according to the ‘gurus’
So what is

to shut up

me

South Africans in

the unresolved issues which have ex-

slavement; of colonial

ger.

S,VPKM .IIII.Y l‘m

of this

centuries in South Africa and on this con-

an-

Well that is too damned bad, because 1 will say what I want, when I want
to and how I prefer to say it, and nobody will tell me how.
Suddenly, she seemed to stop in mid.sentence and maybe realised what she
had been doing for the past two hours
or so, and began to walk away. That is
when I told her something she had made
known to me through her ugliness and
lack of respect for another woman

woman,

tinent,

tell

where I have been and

continue to feel

marginalised us - Black peopie, and especially Black women, for

things. You cannot say so many things. Who do you
think you are saying all those things’, a
colleague standing near by asked her
why she was so angry. It was one thing
to disagree with what 1 had said, but

am,

ever

called eminent

to

many

will

ference

eluded and

her commandist demands: ‘You should
so

I

language
which is accessible and in their opinion
”old fashioned’. In a nutshell, I spoke

Later, when she

have said

the

one

to fight
against. That is my story and no amount
of howling and intimidatory behaviour
can erase the pain and the pride that I

in the Women’s Movement; a

presentation.

not

use

No

was‘’graced’ by some of the sopersonalities of literature
in South Africa. 1 instead had spoken in
a language which says best what 1 want
to say; a language which is reflective of
my feminist activism in the academy and

a

in ethnic and class terms,

She

emist

half centuries. Why
would this Indian woman, who clearly
fantasizes about being as ‘colourless’ as
her white liberal friends, imagine that 1
included her in the category of African

over

which

gibberish of post-modlanguage, whose origins are apparently in literature, and this particuUir con-

did not

us we

the right to cel-

us

kabal claimed that he had been op-

people like her, people who
fat on our sweat they find

voices and the idea that

our

that time

dark-looking

claim that she is not affected

In

have grown so

in South Africa would

woman

kind to

black, but denies

ebrate

in, this African world which has been

As she ventilated what seemed to

inexplicable

are

struggled to change this world we live

etc).
me an

whiteness allows racists to tell

scholar; through her disrespect for the
millions of African women who have

pressed! Who gave you the permission
describe me as oppressed? What do
you know about me, about my mother
and grandmother that you think you can
talk about the oppression of women,’ etc

to

building

an

a

that

we are

Africa which puts Africans

first, and not be ashamed
about

different Af-

sure

or

intimidated

taking care of number one. We

have been at the bottom of the ladder
i

for centuries,

and making excuses for

privilege, no matter what form it takes,
will only keep us poor, uneducated,
sick, and outside the major sites of
power on the richest and most promising continent of all. We must have the
courage to face to make the difference.
Black must be the
ever

core

rainbow societies

Otherwise,
selves and

colour of what-

hope to build.
only fooling ourwill have to accept the
we

we re
we

consequences

of that for

a

long time

to come. ■
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Why the Cock Crows
Published

by SAFES Books, Harare, 1996.
by Tendai Makura
Reviewed by Tendai Manzvanzike
Written

and

S

hona

story-telling as an art form is not
only entertaining and informative, but

is also

it is also educational in that most of I

the stories told

are

saying that

a

a

picture tells

moralistic and didactic.

How many political
commentaries did the rooster on the cover
make about the

This is

quite evident in the children’s book,
‘Why the Cock Crows’ in which the author

new

i

what is its

first

in time

responsibility and communal living in a
supposedly light-hearted manner. If read

next

well, there is

ZANU PF before the merger
ZAPU. The bull was the symbol

would

known, the rooster

doubt that the children

definitely also enjoy the animal

sounds.

guardians of children who
books for them.

can

If there is

a

neighbourhood with

section,

some

children to the
order to instill

afford

buy
public library
to

becomes

a

values and

but the

Accord,

which children learn

norms

As parents are

the

who normally
get the first impression about a book, and
on that basis usually decide whether it is
ones

suitable for their children, it is

important
publishing industry to participate in

[

this ‘selection’ process. In Zimbabwe, this
is usually done by displaying a variety of
colourful books with stories that
the traditional Shona

as

children, and

some

would go as

Reading between the lines is an intrinsic
of literary analysis. This is why, after
reading ‘Why the Cock Crows’ I decided to
share these few interpretations with other
readers.
The simplistic meaning which
underlines all children’s books shall not be

extensively in this analysis.
title (Why the COCK Crows:
a statement of fact)
accompanied by the
impressive cover illustration of a rooster
perched on a tree stump are both eye
catching and are loaded with political
metaphors, especially if one has followed
the history of Zimbabwe since 1980. There
60

20

|

In fact, the illustrations from p. 14 to p.
reminiscent of the post-independence

are

euphoria: the ushering in of a
the indoctrination

rooster was not

removed from “Chibuku House”, despite
the call for action in order to reflect the new

made

political order.
As the villagers in the story try to
reshape their lives, they have to make
difficult choices. This is done through a
process of elimination and inclusion of
domestic animals’ sounds. Firstly, the cat
is disqualified because the people do not
want its baby-like sounds or
crying to wake
them up. Those who are PC (Politically
Correct) will already be thinking of
eliminating this book from their shopping

therefore had

to

was

believe that

new era

such that
one

their saviour and the rest

when

people

were

person/party
were

was
useless and

to be severely dealt with.
development in Zimbabwe was
automatically identified with one person/

Growth and

party

-

The Rooster,

as was

the

case

in this

village.
One

help but .see the satire and
The last illustration
on page 20 shows a
happy and developing
community of four well fed villagers
working very hard on a huge tract of land.
This is preceded by the illustration of a very
large rooster, crowing and pecking on a tall
tree stump.
All these images capture the
mood and feeling (social, political and
cannot

humour in this story.

barking will inform the villages of the
of strangers, i.e. anti-social
behaviour is something that is contrary to
our ‘traditional’ life
style.- And, the dog is
also accused of barking too often - a pointer
to the issue of freedom of
expression (the
opposition making too much political

far

part

cover

image of the

list because it sounds like it could be anti-

of the story.

The

a

children. The goat also encounters a similar
fate. The dog is disqualified because its

explaining the meaning and significance

dealt with

political symbolisms a little
signing of the Unity
new party symbol was adopted,

based

are

year

After the

story-telling model.
group and reading

Depending on the age
ability, some parents may read the stories
to their

latter, which went down in history as the
when opposition had to be dealt with
so ruthlessly.

parents might take their
library. All’ this is done in
a reading culture as well as

crucial element in relation to the

This

In the story we also come across a cow,
which could also easily be a bull, if one

further.

through reading.

on

sticks (as the illustrations show).

whole saga rings a bell: the post election
activities in 1980 and 1985, especially the

extends the

appreciation of the world of books. This
is why the choice of reading materials

very

with PFof the PF-

children’s

a

an

for the

As may be widely
the party symbol of

was

ZAPU.

In most cases, it is the parents or

in their

Zimbabwe prepares to enter the

as

millennium?

a

triumphal entry into the story. It only
performs a few antics, and the people are
besides themselves with happiness because
this is exactly what they have been waiting
for. There is merry-making while the other
animals are chased out of the village with

Zimbabwe of the

was

villagers eventually select The

Cock/The Rooster, which makes

early
published, and
political significance at this point

80s when the book

intends to teach about time management,

no

The

a

thousand stories.

economic) of the Zimbabwe of the 1980s

arrival

day Zimbabwe where one
person/party control the affairs of the state
at the expense of the electorate. When the
villagers started their consultations, they
were many, but the last illustrations has
only

noise).

present Zimbabwe is like - the few control
the land and everything, and the rest are

In fact this
of the story:

it

seems to

and of present

the four well-fed individuals. Isn’t this what

be the basic tenet

the question - who has
suffering? The majority of the villagers’
a monopoly over freedom of choice and
I fate is reminiscent of the animals they
expression.
disqualified and chased away.
The cow (or bull) is rejected because
Read from an overtly political angle, this
the villagers think that when it is mooing,
story speaks to many social, economic,
it could be looking for its calf. Another
cultural
and
political
issues
for
elimination which could indicate that the
Zimbabweans. Many inferences can be
community does not appreciate the mother
drawn, one of which is that history is very
role.
important in terms of explaining the present.
poses

■
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lack of

expected to instil in the young. Some of the
language and expressions u.sed in the telling
reflect certain biases many people have about
what is African and what is European. The
village had many ‘huts', a structure which is
defined as a ‘small or humble dwelling of
simple construction materials, as logs or
grass" (Webster's College Dictionary), while

Like the

and children need to know this.

villagers in the story, Zimbabweans are
responsible for the current crisis in the
society. When we ushered in a new era in
1980, we rejected other ideologies and we
also rejected opposition. Our tolerance of

opposition is captured by the manner in
which the villagers dealt with the animals
they had disqualified: they chased them

a

house is defined as a ‘a

care

for those animals which

are

of the

village. Some animal rights
activists could have a problem with the
book since the disqualification or
elimination process makes it look like the
villagers hate animals, with the exception

cast out

of the Rooster.

Finally. 1 realise that for those who read
the

between

building in which

lines

there

are

many

make for

We should tolerate other

positive cultural values?
Although the illustrations are good, the
colour (pint/peach) is too dull for children.

interpretations to be drawn, depending on
what tickles your fancy. There is scope by
SAFES Books to continue the series using
the animal as the metaphor to tell a story.
It can be a very effective tool of civic

people's view points. Life is multi-layered

This is in contrast with the traditional story-

education.

and multi-dimensional. The lesson is that a

telling forms which are very colourful in their
use
of language, song and audience

literature and this is my

people live; residence'. The question is when

away.
We also

will

collectively failed to realise that
diversity, and that we
learn to co-exist despite our

there is richness in
must

differences.

society which is riddled with biases and
bigotry cannot thrive. All the animals have
tried and none of them was good enough.
Who will wake us up early in the morning?
This story points to the sensitive issue

our

huts

ever

be houses, and does this

The Zimbabwe

and keep

not an

authority

on children's
first analytical

this genre. My evaluation is
influenced very much by adult literature:
both Shona and English which are my areas
speciality at both undergraduate and
post-graduate levels.
of

Investigative journalism

$

Sports action

l^irjTOjr
now

am

attempt in

participation. Maybe this also symbolises
the dullness and lethargy of the Zimbabwean
political landscape.
In terms of what could pose problems for
some readers, one is struck by the seemingly

of .social and moral values which parents are
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An introduction to the WTO

agreements;
trade and development issues and the World Trade
Organisation • Third World Network
By Bhagirath Lai Das
by Dr Godfrey Chikowore

Reveiwed

ighly enlightening, the Bhagirath Lai
Das contribution presents itself as a
simplified version of the technically
controversial WTO Agreements.
The author explicitly defines what the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

H

(GATT)

is

and

that

efforts

on

its

strengthening and regular supplement
precisely in the nature of the Uruguay Round
of Multilateral trade Negotiations (NTNs)
has

seen

the evolution of GATT into the

World Trade
were,

Organisation (WTO). As it
WTO agreements according to the

author constitute

a set of a finalised number
of agreements along with GATT. Such an
outcome in the literature since January 1995

has

more

often than not been noticed in

a

symbiotic reference GATTAVTO with, in
most cases the adoption of one of those,
either GATT or WTO no longer fashionable.
The adaptation of the WTO-Agreements to
the changing international trade climate has
of late

seen

the

addition

of several

agreements on the areas of Investment
conditionalities. Services and Intellectual

Property Rights complemented by a
framework for the enforcement of rights and
obligations in multiple respective areas.
The evolutionary process of the GATT/
WTO got more pronounced from the Tokyo
Round (1973-1979) later followed by the
Uruguay Round (1986 -1994) with each
Round having a specific balance of
advantages and disadvantages for the
participant member states, developing and
developed. In a briefing by Ann Weston and
Ada Piazze

-

McMahon

(1996) entitled

“Guidelines for Trade After 2000
How
much has been gained in the shift to the
WTO”, the limits and opportunities opened
-

up for both
world were

the developing and developed
highlighted. While noting the
reservations mostly on the part of the
developing countries, the general trend of
impressions in the briefing and what the
author

of this

contribution

exposes,

considerably overlap.
Exposing the WTO Agreements rules
which governments

adhere to during the

policies and practices formulation

process
of international trade in goods,
services and intellectual property rights, two
basic principles namely, the most-favoured-

in

areas

nation treatment and national treatment,

the central place.
Systematically dwelling on WTO
operation principles, for instance the
principle of “most favoured nation
occupy

treatment” the author notes,

discriminatory
62

essence

its

non-

and emphasises its

trade related benefit which if awarded the
most favoured nation has simply to be
extended to all members.

The benefits

accruing from an application of the above
principle by WTO standards is three pronged,
which specifically means advantage - that is
reduced tariffs; favour - that is the permission
to export scarce
commodity; privilege or
immunity - that is a form of tax remission
and exemption from a health hazard test.
Such elements initially draw the impression
of both a Developed and Developing World
equally flowing with milk and honey sooner
or later, but Alas! far from it.
Systematic as
they are discussed by Bhagirath Lai Das, the
WTO Agreements inherently have a complex
intrinsic hidden logic. This logic appeared
to have been partly unearthed
by Robert
Kappel (1996) in his contribution entitled
“Africa’s Marginalisation in World Trade;
A
Result
of the
Uruguay Round
Agreements”. Herein, Kappel dwells on the
negative effects of Africa’s destiny and the
developing world at large, emanating from
the liberalisation of trade that

was

foreseen

by the Uruguay Round (1986-1994) in which
Lome Convention preferences would
virtually disappear, leading to net reductions
in African exports. This argued scenario
virtually came true when the rising per capita
incomes in Africa in the sixties and seventies
assumed

a negative character
in the
beginning of the nineties when Africa’s
industrial share of gross domestic product
averaged 9% with a host of World Bank
export-oriented strategies to reverse Africa’s
further decline grossly far from successful,
due to structural distortions and inadequate
economic reforms. Consequently, a majority
of scholars including the main author, I am
convinced, would very much anticipate our
mutually shared dream of an omnidevelopment-charged-gum of the WTO
Agreements and not otherwise for ‘a special
group of other’ states. Summarily on pl3

the author alludes to the above contention
when he stated that, while the principle of

‘most-favoured-nation-treatment’

was

designed basically to strengthen the
multilateral process in international trade, so
that the benefits of the multilateral trading
system are shared by all participants, there
however had been for some time a serious
erosion of the multilateral nature of the

system.

Such serious erosion

derive from the formation of

or

an

intense reflection of ‘voluntarism’

the part

of major trade partners (mostly
Developed countries) herein expressed,
which the main author confirms, stating that
the confidence of the weaker partners (mostly
Developing countries) in the system’s
efficacy and effectiveness is reduced, page
14, very little remains to convince one as to
the relevance of the WTO
Agreements for
the very nations it claims to bring salvation.
-

In essence, when one reads and thereafter

digests the contents of Chapter 4 on the WTO
Agreements translation of the principle of
National Treatment, without any doubt, one
is convinced on the invincible effort and
conviction of the architects of those

Agreements and its principles that the debate
the destiny and vitality of the Developing

on

World, Africa, Asia, Central and Southern
America, Oceanic, etc is grossly being

systematically relegated to levels beyond
recognition, together with the gravity of the
marginalisation of the Developing World
geometrically mounting. This principle
essentially aims at deindustrialisation of the
Developing countries, thus increasing their
weight of Dependency Syndrome as the
principle economically empowers the
already Developed states by giving them
overbounding advantages on the markets of
the poor sovereign states who claim
membership to the.se Agreements, but still
paradoxically struggling to consolidate their
ailing economies. The mechanism realised
through acts of violation, clarification of
terms, exceptions made of the.se principles,
literally leaves the economically weaker
states
fully strangled and greatly
incapacitated in very profound way.
A pronouncement of the vitality of
tariffs, which among others constituted
government revenue sources, protection of
the local industry and rational utilisation of
limited foreign exchange resources, have
been well expirsed and examined to the extent
that they can influence trade and industrial
growth through tariff binding mechanisms
and modification of commitment on binding
by the interacting states.
With the mounting influence of
exogenous socio-economic and political
factors in the form of

an

insurmountable

having a purely neo-liberal
character, it is highly questionable, to what
pressure

of the member states in the

was seen to

extent most

existence of

Developing World, with ailing economies,
would adopt the safeguard measures
suggested in the WTO Agreements,
technically complicated as they are? With
the concept of globalisation of economies

large regional trading blocs, unilateral action
the threat of such action from major
trading partners of the system. With the
whole scenario characterising volatility since
or

there is
on
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Book Rkview
Where the WTO

Agreements ttenl with
Payments Provisions (article

unfortunately not the

one that generates
progressive tendencies, as claimed by one
of the three objective principles of

gaining motnentum. the safegutud measures,
technically sound as they are. could loose
their tneaning as denationalization of

the Balanee of

national economies and the liberalisation of

applying lor this provision is still subject to

"Dialectical

trade open

limitations which have driven most of these

Marxists circles.

countries in

strangulation

markets mostly to the
advantage of the very ;irchitects of the WTOAgreements, whose efforts ;ire targeted on
universalising the World Lconotny in a
multiplicity of ways, the most pronounced
among them being globalisation.
In the examination of safeguard
provisions of the WTO - Agreements the
author explicitly shows the very true colours
of the Agreements, with the bottle-necking
tendencies highly reflective and the
development prospects of most member
states,

up

of which

most

the

from

are

Developing World being subject to a
diversity of well calculated and articulated
Lor instance

conditionalities.

p.^L under
“Injury aspect it is noted: A member
taking a safeguard measure has also to
on

the

establish the existence of

a

casual link

between the increased

imports and serious
injury. If lactors other than the increased
itnports are ctiusing injury to the domestic
industry at the satne time, such injury cannot
be tittribuled to the increased imports, hence
safeguard tnettsures ctinnot be tiiken in such
cases”.

The above

quotation is characteristic of

the existence of

a

hidden mechanism within

Agreement which expresses il.self in the
manner of member countries having to
“es.senlially" account for why they have to
have part of their tiomeslic induslritil sectors
require for a safeguard measure. Under
normal cireumsiances, in their own right,
why have these member-stales to seek
authorisation, from who and why from that
particular somebiKly or institution? All is in
the name of rationalising international trade
and ensure that all member-stales equally
Without hesitation and
participate,
surprisingly rationalisation of the national
the

economies of member-stales at hr>me. is a
remote issue for the architects of the WTO

Agreements. By the way, is it not that the
WTO
Agreements would have given the
Developing C'ouniries more preferences iind
advantages over and above the economically
-

more

powerful stales in the Developed

World?

Would that rationale not be more

acceptable?
The WTO

reflected

in

Agreements architects, as
the

Bhagiralh

Lai

Das

contribution, bring in ;i more Ihtin enormous
volume of conditionalities, basically from the

perspective and hardly from a
mutually free and independent position of

architectural

the member-slates based

genuine

concern

on consensus

of

for their de.stiny.

In the Financial Gazette

January 15,

1998; Harare, Zimbabwe, a review of HSAP
1991-1996 was run. and the good that this
structural program

brought Zimbtibwe and

equally other developing countries which
claim membership to the WTO Agreements
were grossly outweighed by the .set backs it
brought these very member slates equally.
With ESAP being one of the off shoots of
the WTO Agreements, directly or indirectly,
does this institution not

compromise its

mission statement in the final
SAPKM.Illl.V l‘W<)

analysis?

XVIIIB

1994) the metnber

of GATT

a very difficult financial jxtsilion.
These limitations involve the description of

Instead, it

than

a

sooner

salvation

the
has

and

developmental effect.
While the author notes and

the country

will lake and the
prospects of liberalisation of trade within the
context of Balance of Payment Provisions.
Again the demand placed on liberalisation
for the ttpplying member h;is been one of the
major factors which gave Structural
Adjustment Programmes a constraining
measures

within

Materialism"

even

exposes

the

Balance of

complexity of the Agreements on
Agriculture. Clothes and Textiles which are
an integral part of WTO Agreements.
p;tragr;iph I p69 and p;ir;tgr;iph 1 p8l. one
would have liked to appreciate, but
simultaneously wonders why these
provisions seem to deliberately and lilcr;illy
ignore the biller fact that most of the
countries with a signatory status to the global
agreements have either tiiling purely
agricultural or agro-industrial economies

the

which have to be translated to indnslriiil and

effect th;tl

most

saw

of the economies in the

a hall. The
dialectics here, is that, most of the economies

Developing World grinding to

Developing World have songhl a
Payment Provision (BOP) due to
fact that the former provisions es.senlially

in the

bill out effeel for most inember-slales
whose economic performance has quite

thus become value-added

visibly declined, they in reality appear to
have exercerbaled of the econoinie plight of
these countries as confirmed by the sharp
contradictions within these provisions

complexities
and
conditionalities
characterized by the WTO Agreements one
would have thought conlendedly that the

written in the form of condilonalities. In fact

quite a long w;iy in addressing the issue of
Agricultural Development, notwithstanding
the technical variations in their geographical
coverage and their form. In a survey written
by Patrick Baragiola (1984) entitled, 'fhe
renewal of the Lome Convention relea.sed by
the Luro|ieitn News Agency, agriculture w;is
essential conceived as a development vehicle

have

the

a

equality in participation by memivr states

in interntitional trade

emphttsised in the WTO
Agreements in alretidy grossly unequal as
Developed and Developing Countries are
having an equal point of dep;uture, where as
in reality, they have greatly unequal levels
of economic development, national wealth,

participatory levels within the national
boundaries of other stales iind on regional
and international levels. The Subsidy and
Countervailing Duly together with the AntiDumping provisions constituting a larger part
of the WTO
Agreements, appear to be
divorced from the realities ex|ierienced in the
contemporary,
in most Developing
-

Countries.

Indeed while they regard as

predatory and a serious offence, the
exportation of products til abnormally low
prices as well as the promotion of financial
assistance to exporters or to industry to
improve the prospects of exports, recent
experience with the widely implemented
Structural
Lconomic
Adjustment
Programmes has largely connicled with the
circumstances advocated for

by these very
In a
WTO Agreements provisions,
contribution by Chakaodza Austin M 199,5
Structural Adjustment in Zambia and
Zimbabwe, and exposure of conditionalities
to which the International Monetary Fund
and World Bank

(consistent with Bretton
demands) subject the

Woods Institutional

Developing Countries a majority of which
claim membership to the WTO Agreements
comprised: subsidy removals, deregulation
of trade, devaluation of currency, price
decontrol, removal of tariffs ;md other import
eontrols. etc. As it is. more fascinating would
be the new interpretation of benefits that
member states to WT(J Agreements derive
from these provisions when simultaneously
these very member-slates are being
encouraged to implement Structural
Adjustment Programmes on conditions lh;it
wholly compromise the WTO Agreements
provisions, which should, as claimed, bring
.

them salvation.

Such

a

contradiction is

economies?

At the

same

manufacturing

time, lar from the

[T)MH Convention I, II and III had gone

for most AC'P countries most of which either

a majority of signatories to the
Agreements or are alterntitively btirred
a signatory status by virtue of the

htippen to be
WTO
from

complexity of the conditionalities posed by
the Agreements. The Lome Convention by
far eclipsing the WTO AgremenI went
respectably further enough to establish a
Technical CVnIre for Agricultural and Rural
C'ooperiilion (TC'ARC) tasked with the role
of gathering information, conducting
research, training and promotion of
innovation of agricultural and rural
development. The variation in approach
between the WTO Agreements and the Lome
(’onvenlion, notwithstanding the qualitative
differences noted above, indicated that the

C'onvention has

by orders of magnitude
issues in the WTO
Agreements through a vastly developmental
;ind humtin centretl iipproach.
More technical than is necessary ;tre the
Technical Barriers to Trade comprising an
integral p;ut of the WTO Agreements where
I

oine

addressed the very

in situations when Governments sometimes

prescribe mandatory technical reguhitions for
products for reasons of security, hciilth or
environment. Governing this practice are a
host of ambiguous principles of which the
most conspicuous is the one that. " Members
should try to accept the technical regulations
of other Members as equivalent to their own
regulations, even if these are different from
their own".
Of course, they should satisfy
themselves th;it the regulations meet
objectives of their own regulations." Given
the eoinplexity and diversity of priorities,
interests goals, etc each signatory state has,
this may lead to further difficulties as
Developed and Developing states objectively
63

Book Review
have

qualitative technical specifics which
respective status. These
barriers are, but grossly summaristic in their
approach to the crucial issue of development
for both Developed and Developing World,
which should essentially be viewed
according to their specifics, within the
technical wrangle so eminent in all the WTO
Agreements provisions.
Chapters 13 and 14 are quite clear in as
characterise their

far

their

technical formulation is
concerned but they are simultaneously
as

controversial in form and content. Customs
valuation as an integral element of the WTO

j by most developing countries to gain a
i signatory status to this provision, they would

j
j

i

Underdevelopment mechanism in the WTO
Agreements is concerned which Bhagiralh
Lai Das has considerably exposed in his
simplified version of these Agreements,
Notwithstanding the above noted three
dimensional excellency of this contribution
(educative, informative, developmental),
within the scientific circles, a couple of
questions still remain to be addressed. While
on page ix in the FOREWORD section, it is
explicitly stated in this book is a derivative

still stand to benefit and stabilise their
economies

by enjoying benefits accruing

from Trade in Civil Aircraft, Government
Procurement, Bovine Meat and Dairy

Agreements afforded by this provision
j bearing much on a “system approach” to
' development of the economies of Member
States.
In

Bhagirath Lai Das
characteristically three
major positive elements transcending it as

of the text of

of references and

bibliography section, let

such.

alone author's and

subject index sections

essence

contribution has

The first of these elements is

EDUCATIVE, which amongst other things
Agreements states that. Customs valuation
is important as the competitiveness of the
manifests itself in the systematic, detailed
imported goods in relation to the like
exposure and discussion of each chapter of
domestic product depends on the rate of
the WTO Agreements and the extent to
customs duty (tariff) and the customs value
which they influence the Developed and
which forms the basis of the application of
Developing World, respectively. More
the rate p90. Paradoxically, on one hand this ‘ educative, is the
exposure of the very genesis
of the historical contradictions that have
provision is seen as being very supportive
and respectful of the framework of customs
characterised the relationship of a tug of war
valuation of Member States where upon on

!

nature

Chakaodza. M Austin (1993), removal of
tariffs and other imports controls,

deregulation of trade, removal of subsidies,
etc, are among others, the foremost priority
conditionalities. Literally a cross-road

DEVELOPMENT
MENT MODEL to

-

as

much

as one

might want to get the place and meaning of
the issue of “Re-Exports” of value-added
which is so prevalent between the Developed
and Developing World. Who does the WTO
Agreements give the benefit of being the
origin country of that value-added
(commodity) being re-exported? As noted
on p94, that complexities arise with the
application of the Rules of Origin, much to
be desired is not reflected in these provisions,
for example, is a raw material supplier
country which has a Membership status not
a fundamental
participant in the chain of
contributors in the manufacturing process
p95?
On pi27, Plurilateral Agreements are i
manifestation of multisided approach by ;
Member States commonly known as the I
“systems approach” in the methodological |
circles of research science. Agreements of
this nature normally go a very long way in
the development/development of the
Member States as they allow an exchange
of ideas, experience, inventions and
promotion of joint research in a diversity of
scientific areas. Notwithstanding the denial i
64

a

greater part

of the Evaluation Section.

While Bhagirath Lai Das contribution is
highly credible it could still have gained
more credibility if it had an
appendix or
annex
comprising a “GATT/WTO
Agreements Membership Chart” say. since

UNDERDEVELOP-

the perpetuity of
Developed World and
inferiority of the Developing World. Last
ensure

the late 40s to date (late 90s) with the now
and then conditions for withdrawal and claim

but not least the educative moment of

membership stated as a strategy
improvement measure within that institution

Bhagirath Lai Das' contribution directly or
indirectly mobilizes an inspiration on the
scenario between the two institutions (WTO
adoption of Enhanced Development
&SAPs) evolves which at the end of the day
Strategies on the part of the disadvantaged
sees the development cause of the Member
parties within the realm of the WTO
,
States both to the WTO Agreement and SAPs
Agreements as a surety of a purely genuine
being
irreconcilably compromised, j and independent survival.
The second positive element so reflective
Consequently, the more the number of terms
of SAPs implementation as experience has
in
this
systematic contribution is
shown, the more the internal and external
INFORMATIVE. This is confirmed by the
core ideas systematically
image of the Member States concerned
encompassed under
deteriorates, socially, politically and ' each Agreement in this fascinating
economically let alone culturally.
i compilation, which is characteristically
At the same time Rules of Origin raises
technical, as it explains Agreements,
fundamental controversies in

chapter in the form of a general commentary
would have very much added to the high
quality of this contribution. A lot of
fascinating on the placement prospects and
development of the national, regional and
globalisation trends and the likely places of
the Developing and Developing World in
time, could have constituted

the dominance of the

the

or

of great concern.
The inclusion of an EVALUATIVE

literally ignores their

to
pursue
in the course of their
implementation, whereas noted by

materials, the absence

notes constitute a matter

between the Developed and
Developing World, of which the WTO
violation. Consider the case of Structural
Agreements have been adopted as possibly
Adjustment Programmes with the host of the ! a legally acknowledged institution on the
terms and policies that countries are expected
perpetration of the former colonial
the other hand it

course

etc.

i

However, the alarming briefness of
chapters, 17, 15 and 20. etc comprising more
or less than a single page could have been
redressed by way of joining up the referred
chapters with the hitherto one or the
preceding one at most. At the same time
while the “pagination” remains consistent,
the blankness of pages 28, 80, 86, 126 and
128 etc. where texts could still conveniently
continued remains

as

one

of the small

unturned stones.

Nevertheless,

while

this

routine

Articles, and Provisions etc. As has been
compiled, this contribution offers a

commentary carries weight in its own right,

considerable

any one
not conversant with international issues let

Lai Das’s

alone WTO

circles ■

it

hardly impairs the credibility of Bhagirath
contribution and the degree of
welcome that it is accorded by the scientific

readability degree by

Agreements. The volutionary
of the (3ATT Agreement through the
Tokyo and Uruguay Rounds up to the
emergent WTO Agreements leaves the
consumers generally and
specifically well
informed and knowledgeable about the host
of forces that are at play in so far as the
destiny of the Developed and Developing
process

World

is

concerned

from

the

Last but not

is

1

!

2

WTO

Agreements’ perspective.
reflective in
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What you invariably have too little of.
What Zimbabwe Express Airlines will

help

you

make the most of. Time.

if there

enough of it.
nohody wants to
run out of it. So, to help you make
the most of your time, our schedules are
designed to give you more time where
it counts most
enjoying yourself at Vic Falls.
Nohody does it better.
'

And

we

s never

realise that

-

With

s

_

^

Boeing 727 jet flights connecting
Johannesburg and the Falls
seven days a week (both ways), you
have the flexibility to plan the trip
that suits you best.

h.
There

are

tour

excellent

fully inclusive
packages available too.
Your travel

agent will
have all
the details.
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m a new house
on
Be it

the block

building project the size of an office complex or
private home, Macdonald Bricks have an
unsurpassed reputation for supplying bricks that are
a

a

REO-^ELLOW

*

of the

DARK BRINDLE

highest quality
*

^3

strong and dependable
*

LIGHT BRINDLE

attractive and affordable
♦

APRICOT

always available
Macdonald Bricks

supply everything from

commons

HEATHER (RUSTIC)

through to

pavers and quarry tiles and there is a
multitude of colours and finishes to suit individual
tastes and building needs.

Contact Macdonald Bricks for

th^ nerfcct buildim^
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Face Bricks

•

A division of Radar Investments

Industrials
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Pavers
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Montgomery Works. P.O. Box 297. Bulawayo, Zimbabwe
Tel: (263){9) 60423/4. 63689. Fax; (263K9) 67888.
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